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Market Slides:
2009 Imports
Hit New Lows

Importers Drop
Pricing As The
Euro Plummets

here point out that it’s STP not PTS.
And this July is no different. Some
10,000 riders—the official cap—will hit
the pavement July 17. And if this year’s
ride follows years past, cyclists will swallow some 26,000 sandwiches, 35,000
cookies and 11,000 fig bars, plus hundreds of pounds of bananas, oranges
and grapes.
Serving up those numbers is the Cas-

BY MATT WIEBE
VICENZA, Italy—As the euro tumbles against the U.S. dollar, importers of
European brands are closely watching
exchange rates. While some companies
minimize exchange rate fluctuations in
their pricing, others are adjusting price
sheets accordingly.
“The euro will definitely impact our
new pricing that came out on June 1.
North American pricing came down
12 percent due to the strengthening of
the U.S. dollar,” said Tom Kattus, North
America general manager for Campagnolo, which manufactures in Italy and
Romania.
Greece’s financial crisis and economic difficulties in other euro zone
countries like Ireland, Italy, Portugal
and Spain, drove the euro to four-year
lows in early June. From a peak value
of $1.60 in July 2008, it fell below $1.20
last month. And at a time of year when
many companies are finalizing pricing,
the euro’s fall in value will have an immediate effect.
Mavic expects its revised pricing
to drop an average of 10 percent, said
Mark Leydecker, Mavic’s managing director. Mavic makes wheels and components in France and Romania, and
although Romania is outside the euro
zone, Mavic prices Romanian manufactured goods in euros.
But Leydecker points out that as
part of a global company with vendors
around the world, Mavic factors many
variables into pricing.

Continued on page 22
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BY MATT WIEBE
Bicycles are the answer to dependence
on fossil fuels,
growing carbon
emissions, urban
congestion, obesity and a variety
of health issues—a
perfect storm sure
to sweep new bike
buyers into shops. So where were the
customers last year?
That was the big question as suppliers
booked large orders with Asian builders while retail orders slowed. The mismatch between market optimism and
Continued on page 30

Rural Shops Feel
Sting of Economy,
Forcing Closures
BY JASON NORMAN
The shrinkage of specialty bicycle
stores in the U.S. over the last 10 years
continued last year. In 2009 roughly 63
stores went out of business.
That is the second lowest decline in
the past decade. From 2001 to 2007 IBD
store closings in the double digits were
the norm. And considering that IBDs
were fighting through a grim recession
in 2009, that number looks positive.
“I was surprised there weren’t more
that went out of business,” said Jay
Townley, who produced the U.S. Bicycle
Continued on page 32
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Biking Booms in Seaside City

I

BY MARC SANI
t’s called STP—shorthand
for the 202-mile Seattle to Portland
Bicycle Classic. It’s an annual twoday ride-fest, held each July, and it puts
10,000 cyclists on a string of back roads
that links these two Pacific Northwest
cities.
And while Seattle often takes a backseat to Portland when the discussion
turns to bicycle-friendly cities, cyclists

Dual-Sport Business Model Pans Out for Alpine Hut
success in seattle

resources and increase our involvement
in the cycling community here and nationwide.
The bigger task at hand is to get more
safe places to ride. Besides our involvement with Bikes Belong, Raleigh is now
involved at all levels in the Seattle community—with our dealers, the Cascade
Bicycle Club, Bicycle Alliance of Washington, local government and our com-

been a thrilling challenge. But it’s taken munity of consumers. We’ve also emseveral years for us to build the momen- braced Seattle’s robust racing scene and
tum in our business so we can commit help sponsor teams such as Recycled
Cycles and have become active in local road and cyclocross events.
Development of exceptional and accessible mountain biking is also a priority.
We worked closely with the
Evergreen Mountain Bike Alliance to support, create and
protect sustainable mountain
biking in Washington. We are
especially excited about the
grand opening of the Duthie
Hill Mountain Bike Park in
Issaquah where members
Raleigh USA’s Steve Meineke (left) rides alongof our Diamondback team
side Seattle Mayor Mike McGinn on Raleigh’s
played a small part in its de“Annual Seattle Commute Day.”
velopment.
We are now engaged in our community in a more meaningful way—a community that contributes to our national
movement. We are proud of our Pacific
Northwest home; it’s one of America’s
sweet spots.
We welcome you—our friends and
dealers—to come on a ride, enjoy the
salmon and our fine wines. You don’t
want to miss Seattle.

To Make a Visible Impact, Get to Know Your Our Own Backyard
Guest Editorial

www.bicycleretailer.com

BY MARC SANI
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On the Move

Ashima Turns Seal Into Bicycle Brake Piston

Marshall Heads Marketing at Performance

MIAMI, FL—Ashima’s pistonless PCB hydraulic brake uses a patented diaphragm to deliver the performance of a 21-millimeter piston. Seals on traditional
piston brakes roll out and retract with the piston as
it presses on the pads, so Ashima just made the seal
do the work of the piston. “The diaphragm is made
so that the inner diaphragm presses on the pads
during light lever action giving great modulation.
During heavy brake input the entire diaphragm
works together,” said Chris Dupuis, J&B Importers
product manager. J&B distributes Ashima’s brakes.
“Replacing the metal piston with a synthetic diaphragm reduces the weight quite a bit. The entire brake including rotor and all
hardware weighs 300 grams a wheel,” he added. Getting rid of the piston also
allows Ashima to lower the profile of the caliper. And since there is no piston to
stick, pad modulation and retraction is improved. Dupuis also said that rubber
diaphragms on brake pads absorb vibration and noise better than metal pistons.
While the caliper and brake lever are alloy, the master cylinder is composite for
further weight reduction. Ashima’s PCB brakes retail for $159 a wheel.

CHAPEL HILL, NC—Performance Bicycle recently named Cindy Marshall
its chief marketing officer. She joins at a time when the company is expanding
its retail store footprint to more than 90 stores nationwide. Performance also has
created a new brand, reflected in its retail, Web and catalog channels, designed
to reach everyone from dedicated cyclists to casual riders. Marshall is responsible for steering that brand vision and overseeing all aspects of the company’s
marketing. Most recently she was president of Pace E-Commerce, where she was
responsible for a number of major retail Web sites. Marshall also led the marketing and e-commerce efforts of The Vermont Country Store and Ross-Simons,
and held senior marketing roles at L.L. Bean.

Zap Takes Reins as Road Bike Action Editor

VALENCIA, CA—Brad Roe has stepped down as editor of Road Bike Action
after heading up the consumer publication since its rebirth more than three years
ago. Veteran cycling journalist Zapata Espinoza has been named as the magazine’s new editor. Espinoza most recently worked as features editor for Road Bike
Action and Motocross Action. He was editor of Mountain Bike Action in the late
80s and early 90s, and led Mountain Bike at Rodale for several years. He also
spent several years as brand manager at Trek. Roe started at Hi-Torque Publications as a 19-year-old intern and worked at the company on and off for 21 years.

Calfee Retrofits Carbon Bikes with Di2 Group

LA SELVA BEACH, CA—Calfee Designs offers a Di2 retrofit service using
a proprietary carbon seatpost with integrated battery and Shimano’s internal
Di2 wiring harness to update non-Di2 spec’d bikes. “We hope to post a database
shortly of the brands and bike models we will work with,” said Craig Calfee,
president of Calfee Designs. Calfee bike owners who want to update their bikes
with Shimano’s electric group pushed the company to come up with the idea. “All
the wires run out the bottom of the seatpost, which go down to Shimano’s normal junction box in the bottom bracket area and then on to the levers and derailleurs,” Calfee said. Because running Di2 wires internally requires small holes to
be drilled near front and rear derailleurs and levers, Calfee is offering the service
for carbon bikes only. “We know how to handle small holes in carbon. To do
what is necessary to drill a hole in an alloy bike and strengthen it again is more
work than we want to do,” he said. The company expects the seatpost and labor
to retrofit most bikes to run about $500.

Aaron Tieman Replaces Marin Bikes’ Glazer

NOVATO, CA—Marin Bikes has promoted Aaron Tieman to national sales
manager, replacing Steve Glazer. Glazer, who had been with Marin for 10 years,
chose to pursue opportunities outside the industry. Tieman has worked at Marin
for four years as inside accounts manager, specializing in new business acquisition with IBDs. Marin has also added Alexis Colin to its inside sales department
to service dealers in the Great Plains from North and South Dakota east through
Minnesota, Iowa and Illinois in addition to southern states and Florida.

Todson Appoints Bert Low Sales Manager

NORTH ATTLEBORO, MA—Bert Low recently joined Todson as its sales
manager. He’s responsible for sales to national sporting goods chains and Todson’s network of wholesale distributors. Prior to working for Todson, Low was
the national sales manager for Pedro’s. A Brooklyn, New York native, Low started
in the retail industry while in high school working for Paragon Sports. He moved
to Massachusetts in 2006.

DuPont Devises Light, Efficient Transmission

BOISE, ID—Tony DuPont, whose company Io DuPont produces Power Cordz
shift and brake synthetic cables, is feverishly finishing the first rideable prototype of his Infinity Drive transmission, a continuously variable (CVT) design. “I
debated offering a hub but decided that frame mounting the transmission was
lighter, which is what I’m shooting for,” DuPont said. The company is targeting
a finished weight below Shimano XTR or SRAM XX. Planetary gears, viscous
drive and other non-chain and derailleur systems are not as efficient as a bike’s
traditional chain drive. “We expect 94 percent efficiency because my transmission relies on direct-drive forces. It’s closer to chain
drive than other transmissions,” he said. The transmission currently fits in a 100-millimeter diameter
bottom bracket opening. DuPont didn’t offer details
on his patent-pending design, but he hoped to have
rideable prototypes under product managers this
summer to help find additional investment. Infinity Drive offers much greater gear range than other
transmissions on the market. DuPont will initially
offer a 1 to 6 ratio, though greater ranges are possible. “The big advantage of this wide range is that a rider at a stop will start out in
a much lower gear than any derailleur system, and they can climb steeper hills,”
DuPont said. It will also eliminate spinning out on fast downhills.
www.bicycleretailer.com
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BY JASON NORMAN
BETHEL, CT—Bicycle wheel manufacturer Topolino Technology is introducing wheelchair wheels for
the first time this September, giving Spinergy, which
has offered wheelchair wheels for more than 10 years,
a little friendly competition.
Topolino founder and president Raphael Schlanger,
formerly with Spinergy, has been working on the design
and testing of the wheels for several years, but the timing hadn’t been right to launch until now, said Topolino
sales and marketing director Geoffrey Falkner.
Ryan Webb, director of sales and marketing for Spin-
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as a variety of accessories and apOverall, Fisher estimates that his
parel. The store emphasizes women’s
revenue-split between the two segroad and hybrid bikes, he said, noting
ments is 60 percent ski and 40 perthat the women’s market has rapidly
cent bike.
expanded.
It was Fisher’s dad, Ron, who got
He also sells kids bikes. As for reinto the business in the mid-1970s.
pairs, Fisher and his staff do it all—
A former ski instructor, who often
from complete builds to minor tunes.
taught in South America when North
For skiers, Alpine Hut is more hardAmerica was enjoying summer, he
core. Skis are from K2—a popular
decided to stay home and went to
brand in K2’s original hometown—
work at what was then called Magplus Volkl and Head. While the store
nolia Ski and Bike.
has always focused on alpine skiers,
He quickly discovered he had a
it had over the years become a go-to
knack for retail. He was so good, that
store for telemarkers—a sport Fisher
the store’s owner decided to sell him
Alpine Hut’s Kyle Fisher and
has mastered. That segment, too, has
the operation. Fisher soon changed
his 13-year-old mutt, Malu
changed as telemark skiers began
the name to the Alpine Hut and it’s
shifting to randonee boots and bindings, Fisher said.
been in the family ever since.
The store stocks top-brand boots from Black DiaKyle and his sister bought the store from their father
mond, Garmont and Technica. Boot fitting is Fisher’s five years ago. Kyle then bought his sister out at the
specialty, which among skiers is considered a near art beginning of the year.
form. Ski tuning, base grinding, welds and boot fitting
As for Fisher, 34, his goal is to keep Alpine Hut a
are a significant revenue center for the store.
friendly, service-driven store.

27.1%

and two of the friendliest shop dogs in the
industry are standing at the front door—tails
wagging. And the store’s owner, Kyle Fisher, is just as
friendly.
“We’re a neighborhood shop,” Fisher said, as Malu,
his 13-year-old mixed mutt nuzzles his hand. Jack, a
downsized version of Malu, dashes from one visitor to
the next, offering each a personal greeting.
For skiers and cyclists, Alpine Hut has been a longtime Seattle favorite. And if you put any credence in
reviews posted on Yelp.com, Fisher has succeeded at
making it the neighborhood go-to store.
Alpine Hut is unique. There are few dual-sport
stores—ski and cycling—left in most major metropolitan areas. Over the years hundreds of ski specialty
stores have shut their doors as that business has migrated into sporting goods franchises, mountain towns
and resorts.
Fisher offers locals a well-rounded choice of goods.
On the bicycle side, he stocks Felt, Raleigh and Diamondback with price points starting at $300, as well
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REI Anchors Bike Scene in Culture-Rich Seattle Market

30.5%

most one-person shops to average one
frame a week,” Walker said.
Getting reliable sales numbers in the
mainstream bike market is difficult, but
trying to figure out what 200 to 300 custom bike builders sold last year is harder.
Walker, Security Bicycle Accessories’
John Cobb and others servicing small
framebuilders estimate about 150 builders are making close to 50 frames a year,
with about twice that number making
fewer than 20. This puts small builder
production around 12,000 units.
The economy had an impact on small
custom frame builders last year, but not
nearly the 9 percent drop experienced
by BPSA members.
“We certainly felt the impact of the
down economy, but our customers
usually have the money saved and are
committed to making a purchase,” said
Walker, who also is founder of Don
Walker Cycles.
Security’s Cobb also noted that much
of the custom bike business is young
bike customers interested in singlespeed or fixed-gear offerings.
“I think this segment of the market is
getting bigger and shows lots of promise even though the general bike market
was tough last year,” he added.

30.0%

Folding Bikes. When gas prices spiked,
sales of all bikes went into a tailspin—
except folding bikes. Demand soared,
quickly depleting inventories and filling
suppliers with optimism. Those heady
sales did not continue in 2009. The year
ended slightly down, but suppliers estimate 35,000 folding bikes sold through
specialty retailers last year.
Folders first catered to the needs of
RV, airplane and boat owners, and those
markets still exist, but growth is coming
from multimodal commuters.
“For people having to drive to catch a
train or bus into work, they take a bike
along for the last leg between the station
and office. And you cannot get a traditional bike into an elevator or most cubicles, so folders make the most sense,”
said Andrew Juskaitis, Giant’s global
product marketing manager.
Suppliers are still coming to terms
with marketing folders to car and train
commuters rather than people familiar
with cycling.
“Given what we have learned about
our customers, it’s clear we have not
been marketing ourselves effectively,”
said Steve Boyd, Dahon’s director of operations.

grams and met with office staff.
We finished at Recycled Cycles in the
University of Washington area with a
tour from Steve Donahue and a guest
visit from SRAM’s Stan Day.
These people helped us understand
the depth of work and commitment necessary to transform our businesses and
our communities. Leaders like these—as
well as an army of advocates in the “People for Bikes” movement—are key to the
continued transformation of cycling in
our communities.
A highlight was spending time with
Mayor McGinn. We met him at 7:45
a.m. at the Freemont Bridge on his daily
commute. We followed him to City Hall
where he shared his vision for a Seattle
Bike Master Plan. We hope the private
sector and advocates from the Cascade
Bicycle Club can help him achieve his
vision for more routes.
We will meet with McGinn soon to
learn more about how we can support
him and to discuss “Best Practices”
transportation studies like those developed from a recent trip to Europe led
by Chris Fortune and city officials from
Madison, Wisconsin.
Rejoining the industry in 2004 and
moving to Seattle to lead Raleigh has
27.6%

Tech Briefs

Topolino CarbonCore WX2.5 wheelchair wheels

BY STEVE MEINEKE
his community is being transformed by cycling and Seattle is a
microcosm of what’s happening
in almost every city nationwide. On May
18, we at Raleigh USA had the opportunity to ride as a “commuter team” with
local cyclists.
It was a great way to find out how difficult it is for cyclists and companies like
ours to make an impact nationally without first getting a good look at what’s
happening in our backyard.
Among the group were Seattle’s
mayor, Mike McGinn, Chuck Ayers, executive director of the Cascade Bicycle
Club, and other club members. Cascade
is the biggest club in America and played
a major role in getting McGinn elected.
Also joining us were Brian Foley, REI’s
cycling merchandise manager, and Steve
Donahue, founder and co-owner of Recycled Cycles.
We rode on Seattle’s developing system of bike lanes and on streets where
lanes are needed badly. We stopped
at City Hall, REI’s flagship downtown
store, and at Alpine Hut, a bike and ski
retailer, to meet with owner Kyle Fisher.
We spent time at the Cascade Club’s office where we were briefed on its pro2005
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2006

lem for them,” said Larry Pizzi, president of Currie Technologies.
E-bikes still rankle some who don’t
understand what is so hard about pedaling, and this resistance toward e-bikes
by many bike shops makes further
growth in the category difficult.
However, Best Buy is continuing to
expand the number of stores that offer
e-bikes, and the growth of transportation-oriented bike shops encourages
suppliers.

2007

and recreational bike riders. As new battery technology extends their range and
the bikes become more seamless to use,
more customers are choosing them for
transportation.
“There is noticeably more interest in
the category, but not a lot of new IBDs
are diving in. Retailers having the most
success with the bikes are family shops
selling kids and adult bikes up to $3,000.
They are used to selling to a wide variety
of people and e-bikes don’t pose a prob-

2008

Import Dollar Market
Share by Category

Import Unit Market Share by Category

2006

$1,134.77

2007

$1,061.27

2008

$1,126.99

2009

$1,370.38

40.2%

$235.72

40.8%

$212.08

41.2%

$256.06

26-inch

$334.60

36.9%

$447.18

Electric Bikes. Last year two huge players, Trek and Sanyo, launched new ebikes, and America’s largest retailer of
electronics, Best Buy, started selling ebikes at 21 locations.
E-bike suppliers hoped those launches would grow the market for everyone.
However, even those high-profile intros
could not offset the down economy, and
e-bike sales were slightly up or down depending on who you talk to.
Estimates for total units sold last year
in the specialty retail channel, including
Best Buy, are 50,000 units.
Unlike folding bikes, customers for
e-bikes are split between transportation

$426.69

Small Custom Builders. Any anxiety
Don Walker had when he launched the
North American Handmade Bicycle
Show five years ago is long gone. Shows
imitating Walker’s concept have grown
so numerous, even he can’t keep up.
While frame and bike sales from
small builders has grown, Walker
doesn’t think the number of full-time
builders has grown much beyond 50 to
100 builders who make about 50 or so
frames a year.
“I think John Slawta at Landshark is
probably the top producing one-man
shop, and there are probably a few small
multi-employee shops doing between
100 and 200 frames a year, but I expect

$459.34

30.6%

$564.65

700c, Other

$89.10

137,704

$93.26

150

$75.63

20.4%

$73.60

22.7%

$210.03

24.8%

$190.24

107,388

$194.46

111,811

$238.66

120

$152.75

17.9%

$134.67

20-inch

$141.49

17.3%

$153.42

17.4%

2005

15.4%

2006

61,784

2007

103,582

Utility/City Bikes. Ever since gas crested
Kid’s sub-20-inch
$136.93
at $4 a gallon in summer 2008, suppliers
20-inch
$168.33
bet that bikes targeting transportation
24-inch
$50.20
users were the next big thing.
Imports of 700c bikes took off in the
26-inch
$403.50
second half of 2008 and remained strong
700c, Other
$334.40
in 2009 as suppliers waited for customTotals
$1,093.36
ers looking to park their cars. This optimism left many suppliers with historic
levels of unsold bikes last year, and a fair
bit of head scratching as to why these
customers never materialized.
Categories
2009
Transportation bikes did sell, howKid’s sub-20-inch
31.6%
ever. The BPSA reports shipments of
hybrids to dealers only slowed 3 per20-inch
28.9%
cent last year to 500,525 units. But sales
24-inch
5.5%
needed to increase more than 10 per26-inch
25.8%
cent to keep up with suppliers’ forecasts.
At the same time large suppliers ad700c, Other
8.2%
justed expectations of the transportation market down, small start-up bike Source: U.S. Department of Commerce
30
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U.S. Bicycle Import Value by Category (in millions)
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858,767
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5,513,676
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company supports various events sponsored by local
groups like the Cascade Bicycle Club, one of the largest
in the nation.
All this takes place in a 100,000-square-foot building
with 80,000 square feet of retail space. And let’s not fail
to mention the 110-ton, 65-foot high climbing wall that
can keep 15 climbers on belay.
REI’s history is as unique as its flagship store thanks
to a Cascade mountaineer, Lloyd Anderson, and his
wife, Mary. Anderson needed an ice axe and finding a
quality axe in 1938 was a challenge. Anderson found
one in an Austrian catalog and had it shipped to Seattle.
He paid $3.50 for it. He soon began ordering equipment for others and with 21 fellow climbers launched
a co‐op, REI.
The group, led by Anderson, opened its first store
in 1944 in Seattle’s historic Capitol district. Anderson
didn’t hire an employee until 1953 when the store generated $72,000 in sales. That first employee was Jim
Whittaker, who in 1963 was the first American to summit Mt. Everest. (Anderson died in 2000 at age 98.) It
was Whittaker who set REI on its controversial quest
for expansion when he built the company’s second
store in 1973 in Berkeley, California. A faction on REI’s
board opposed launching a string of REI outlets, but
they lost.
Today, REI has 110 stores. It counts more than 3.9
million members, each of whom paid $20 for a lifetime
membership. Last year REI sales hit $1.46 billion and
member rebates topped $112 million.
Foley pointed out that REI has gone through the
same trends as the industry. In the 1970s it supported
long-distance touring. Then came the boom in road
bikes. And later mountain bikes. Today, REI reflects
the same trends surfacing in local communities as advocacy takes on a greater role. “We absolutely try to
reflect that,” he said.
www.bicycleretailer.com
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Hop on and take it outside where REI has a quarterBY MARC SANI
ew retail outlets rank as tourist mile (more or less) test track. Want to see if that Gore
attractions. Minnesota’s Mall of America comes cycling jacket leaks? Slip into the store’s unique testing
to mind. And then there’s REI’s flagship store in lab. Stand under a simulated torrent of rain and then
Seattle’s downtown Cascade district.
decide.
For tourists with the slightest interest in outdoor
Apparel? It’s a flourishing category in Seattle where
recreation, this mega‐store, which includes a 7,000‐ commuters abound and the weather makes knickers,
square‐foot cycling center, is a must see. And
shells, rain jackets,
local hotels promote it. For Seattle cyclists,
arm and leg warmers
it’s a store that does everything. Need a remandatory. Where
pair? Call in. Make an appointment. Drop
else can you find
off your bike.
nine different styles
Looking for a new ride? Cruisers, hybrids,
of arm and leg warmmountain, road and kid’s bikes—upwards
ers from Pearl, Smart
of 600 of them—are on the floor or hanging
Wool and Novara?
from the ceiling. Brands? The Seattle store
Rainwear from
has them: Electra, Marin, Scott, Cannondale,
Showers Pass, Gore
GT and Dahon. And then there’s REI’s own
and others line the
brand, Novara.
store. Neatly arSome suppliers in the U.S. would love to
ranged. Easy to
sell Novara’s numbers—more than 100,000
spot. And simple
units a year and growing. Brian Foley, REI’s
to browse. And wacycling merchandise manager, said Novara
terproof panniers
has evolved into a solid meat-and-potatoes
from Ortlieb—either
brand.
bright red or flashy
Currently, the highest price point Novara
yellow—are the
REI’s cycling merchandise
on the floor is about $1,200, although in
commuter’s choice in
manager Brian Foley
the past some Novara road bikes, Ultegra
this oftentimes wet
equipped, topped out at $1,900 and some full-suspen- Northwest city.
sion mountain bikes hit $2,300. But high-zoot isn’t in
REI also offers a host of cycling classes. Foley, an 18Novara’s DNA, Foley said.
year REI veteran, said he began taking cycling classes
Novara, a 23-year-old brand, has settled into a sol- at REI before he became an employee. “That was some
id mid-price bicycle for family oriented consumers. 20 to 25 years ago,” he said. “I think we fill a niche in
“We’ve really focused on our touring, commuter and this cycling community, and others, that some IBDs
urban bikes. Those are the categories that we try to can’t fill,” Foley said.
differentiate ourselves with,” he said.
For example, various advocacy groups use REI’s
So you want to check out a Novara mountain bike? spacious conference rooms to hold meetings. And the
24
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dealer channel specializing in transportation bikes, with nary a road, mountain
or mainstream branded bike in sight.
“I worked in traditional bike shops,
but that wasn’t the sort of business I
wanted,” said Josh Cridler, who with
Gillian Kitchings own Portland Velocipede in Portland, Maine, a transportation bike retailer.
“Our town infrastructure is quite a
bit behind the other Portland, but many
people are looking for simple bikes to
get around on. Even though we are a
new store, our sales are stronger than
expected,” Cridler said.

www.bicycleretailer.com

companies focusing
Rob Forbes recently launched Public
on the same market Bikes, a new bike, accessories and apwere bullish, launch- parel company targeting urban cyclists
ing new ventures.
after spending the last few years tuning
Continued from page one
“We’ve been devel- his designs.
Other transportation-focused brands
market reality left suppliers with more oping the bikes for the last five years but
than 100,000 unwanted units as 2009 went to Interbike last year and were so have thrived during the recession—Abiencouraged we launched,” said Adam ci, Batavus, Brompton and Swrve clothclosed.
“It was a challenging year for retail no McDermott, who co-founded Linus ing, to name a few. Usually tucked into
corners at Interbike, or not exhibiting at
matter what you sold last year. And with Bikes with Chad Kushner.
The company signed up eight stores the Vegas show, some of these brands
the weather so bad well into June everyone got off to a very slow start,” said at Interbike and now it’s up to 40 and are European, but a surprising number
Steve Meineke, Raleigh USA’s president. growing. McDermott said containers of are homegrown.
Sales volume is small, but interestImports dropped to 14.84 million their simple steel city bikes are mostly
ingly these suppliers are developing a
units, the lowest number of bikes im- sold before they land.
ported in 10 years, and 25 percent lower
than the 10-year import average of 19.79
million, according to the Department of
Commerce.
Categories
2009
2008
2007
Cannondale, the last large scale domestic manufacturer, began winding
Kid’s sub-20-inch
$29.25
$30.11
$26.07
down its Bedford, Pennsylvania, man20-inch
$39.30
$42.69
$35.98
ufacturing plant last year in favor of
24-inch
$61.11
$62.63
$60.06
sourcing its bikes in Asia. This brought
total domestic production of all manu26-inch
$105.36
$106.65
$93.39
facturers to an estimated 89,500 bikes,
700c, Other
$284.36
$274.09
$232.90
the lowest figure over the last 10 years
and probably the lowest domestic production in the past 100 years.
Total bike exports of domestic and
foreign manufactured bikes totaled
Categories
2009
2008
2007
150,645 last year, based on U.S. DepartKid’s sub-20-inch
4,682,134
5,095,446
5,426,613
ment of Commerce data.
20-inch
4,282,929
5,590,241
5,404,990
Adding total imports with estimated
domestic production, then subtract24-inch
821,497
1,175,257
1,259,439
ing bicycle exports suggests the total
26-inch
3,829,805
5,294,668
4,918,550
market in 2009 was 14.8 million units.
700c, Other
1,221,288
1,795,972
1,099,461
That’s down 20 percent from an estimated market size of 18.46 million units
Totals
14,837,653
18,451,584
18,109,053
in 2008.
The Bicycle Product Suppliers Association reported its members’ shipments
to dealers fell by 9 percent last year.

2

ergy’s wheelchair wheels, said that though few players
are in that market, it’s a category that remains competitive. “It’s more competitive than it looks,” Webb said.
Spinergy, which also makes bicycle wheels, has seen
steady growth in wheelchair wheels over the last 10
years. But more recently the company has seen insurance company reimbursements decline as funds tighten up with the recession.
“We’ll see what happens,” Webb said about Topolino
entering the wheelchair category. “Some people want
to come in and grab a piece of it. It takes a while to get
a return.”
Falkner said Topolino’s CarbonCore WX2.5 wheelchair wheels are the lightest in the everyday category,
weighing roughly 2.5 pounds for the set.
“The biggest difference between ours and Spinergy’s
is the weight and ride quality,” Falkner said.
Topolino’s wheelchair wheels will come in standard
24-inch (540) and 25-inch (559) sizes with a suggested
retail price of $1,180 per set. They will be compatible
with most wheelchairs from major manufacturers.
“They are very durable—designed for everyday use,”
Falkner said. “They can take some abuse.”
Falkner said wheelchair owners will incur the cost
of these wheels initially, but Topolino is looking into
getting the cost covered by Medicare.
Topolino will work with wheelchair distributors and
retailers to sell the new wheels in the aftermarket. The
company is also in talks with several OEMs.
It recently introduced the CarbonCore WX2.5 at the
Abilities Expo in New Jersey.
“The initial response was fantastic,” Falkner said. “It
was unbelievable.”
www.bicycleretailer.com
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Outdoor Veteran Joins Iconic Bag Company

SAN FRANCISCO, CA—Greg Bass has assumed the role of product and design director, a newly created position at Timbuk2, the San Francisco-based retailer and pioneer of the messenger bag. Bass brings extensive retail experience
in the outdoor market, having spent eight years with The North Face where he
held a number of positions in product development and design including senior
designer of the equipment division.

Cantitoe Road Names Bradley Sales Director

FORT COLLINS, CO—Cantitoe Road has hired John Bradley as its director
of sales. Bradley will develop Cantitoe Road’s sales and dealer network. He has
held stints in sales and product development at Trek, Avid, Schwinn, Velimpex,
Orbea and BH USA/Pivot Cycles. Cantitoe Road is a Colorado-based exclusive
distributor for Cantitoe Road’s BioFloat seatpost; AXA-Basta lights and locks;
Effetto Mariposa products; Connex chains; Cole Wheels, and a variety of accessories for high performance and commuting cyclists.
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Global Briefs

Dorel Industries Launches CSG Asia Pacific

OSAKA, Japan—Dorel Industries has taken another step toward controlling
international distribution for its IBD brands with the solidification of Cycling
Sports Group Asia Pacific. Mario Stein, a former P&G marketing director in
Tokyo, was hired last year as vice president of the division. Since then, he has led
CSG’s Japanese subsidiary to become a stronger and more successful company,
turning around the business to growth after decline and also building consumer
loyalty through programs such as Cannondale Owners Group, an online program designed to keep customers engaged with the Cannondale brand. In a new
expanded role, Stein will work with CSG’s multiple brand business throughout
Asia Pacific, while streamlining operations. He is in charge of driving CSG’s
growth agenda across Asia Pacific, including Japan, Australia, Korea, New Zealand, China, Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia and India. CSG Asia Pacific will
coordinate all sales, marketing, distribution and customer service to better support its growing network of dealers and distributors located in the region. In the
past year, Dorel Industries has taken over distribution in the UK and Australia
in order to better control operations in key international markets.

Mayor Hu to Host Taichung Industry Dinner

TAICHUNG, Taiwan—Taichung’s mayor, Jason Hu, will host Taichung Bike
Week’s “Industry Dinner” Dec. 6 at the Evergreen Hotel. Last year more than
350 guests filled the hotel’s main ballroom and organizers expect a repeat this
December. “This amazing networking event is free to members of the industry,
but due to the high interest it will be necessary to register at TBW’s Web site,
www.taichung-bike-week.com,” organizers said. Taichung Bike Week officially
takes place Dec. 4-8. It’s the linking event between Ride On, which runs Dec.
1-6, and SRAM’s annual Taiwanathon, held Dec. 5-8. This year’s key hotels are
the Evergreen and Tempus in downtown Taichung and Freshfields Resort, the
host resort for companies participating in Ride On. The Freshfields is a free
30-minute shuttle from downtown and offers a variety of riding terrain for
visitors. Currently the Tempus has sold out its exhibition space but rooms are
still available, hotel officials said. For information, contact Elton Ho at Elton.
ho@tempus.com.tw. For exhibition space and room bookings at the Evergreen,
contact Jennifer Liao at tcgsls_02@evergreen-hotels.com. Go to www.taichungbike-week.com for the most up-to-date information on the event.

Registration Opens for Eurobike Awards

FRIEDRICHSHAFEN, Germany—Online registration has opened for the
sixth annual Eurobike Awards. Manufacturers, designers and engineers are invited to submit their products and concepts until July 30. Products can be registered in 18 categories. As in the past two years, one environmentally compatible
and sustainable product will be presented with the Eurobike Green Award. An
international jury of experts will judge the entries and award the prizes in Hannover Aug. 18. The gold award winners will be selected from all awarded entries.
The awards ceremony will take place during the Eurobike show in Friedrichshafen Sept. 1 at 6 p.m. on the fashion stage in the Foyer-Ost (Foyer East). All
award-winning products will be on display during the show from Sept. 1-4. Online registration and further information is available at www.ifdesign.de.

KMI Handles Redline Adult Bikes in Canada
KENT, WA—Kempter Marketing Inc. has begun distributing Redline adult
performance bicycles in Canada. “Redline is leading the charge in cyclocross
and 29ers and that will round out KMI’s bike offering in two of the fastest growing categories in Canada,” said Peter Appleton of KMI. “Bike shops and consumers will soon realize the utility of these bikes for commuting and these products will catch fire.” 10 Pack Distribution in Burnaby, British Columbia remains
the source for Redline BMX bicycles and parts throughout Canada.
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Networking Site
Aims to Connect
Global Community

Cities Grow Ridership While Overall Participation Slips a Tick

BY MEGAN TOMPKINS
BEND, OR—Beverly Lucas admits that thebicycleindustry.com was born out of personal frustration.
As vice president of global sales and marketing at
Edge Composites, Lucas often found tracking down
contacts in international markets tiresome. And she
found herself speaking frequently to industry friends
looking for foreign distributors.
“This huge network of people is constantly phoning each other about which distributor they’ve got in
which country, and asking, ‘What do you think about
this guy?’ It’s that ridiculous to a certain extent,” said
Lucas.
She felt there had to be a way to compile that contact
information and allow people within the international
bicycle community to communicate more efficiently.
“I made a list of what I do and tried to cram all of
this into this Web site. This is very personal, but I know
a lot of other people have the same frustration,” said
Lucas. “The daft thing is it’s stuff we do every day, but
there just isn’t a one-stop shop where we can do it all.”
Thebicycleindustry.com aims to bring the complete
supply chain of manufacturers, distributors and reps
together into one comprehensive database.
“It’s basically LinkedIn, Facebook and the Yellow
Pages pushed together and for bike specifically,” said
Lucas, who began building the database with 800 of
her personal contacts collected over 15 years.
Lucas said the idea had been in the back of her mind

Participation by Region

“It’s basically LinkedIn, Facebook and
the Yellow Pages pushed together and
for bike specifically,” — Beverly Lucas
since she started at Felt Bicycle eight years ago. But the
concept only came to fruition six months ago, after it
became clear that the retail shop she and her husband
had sunk their entire savings into wouldn’t survive the
recession. Waking up in a moment of panic one morning, Lucas sat down and started writing a business plan
for the site.
Working with Web site developer Dan Ellmore,
Lucas spent nights populating the site while holding
down her day job at Edge and trying to pay off debt
from Bend Bike n Sport, which closed in March.
“I thought, I know there’s a market out there if I can
find a way to make this Web site so amazing that people will be prepared to pay for it—like an Interbike but
24-7 online,” Lucas said.
The site launched last month with 4,000 contacts.
Companies can submit their information to be included in a free directory or pay $299 a year for an active,
enhanced listing. The open-forum site is accessible to
anyone, but users pay a monthly fee to have interactive
capabilities like on LinkedIn or Facebook.
www.bicycleretailer.com

BY NICOLE FORMOSA
pact can be made, Clements said, but cans look to lessen their dependence
A recent Transportation Alternatives
Cycling participation dipped slightly also where buy-in among owners can on foreign oil and prioritize a healthier study found that 236,000 New Yorkers
in the U.S. last year, but pockets of prog- be spotty.
lifestyle. This has been particularly suc- ride bikes every day in the city’s five
ress, particularly in the country’s urban
“You either see advocacy as a good cessful in urban areas that have invest- boroughs. That’s up 28 percent over
centers, paint a promising picture for use of time and resources or you don’t. ed in cycling infrastructure, said Kate 2008, and represents the biggest jump
future ridership.
It’s also one of those things really hard Scheider, research analyst and commu- ever since Transportation Alternatives
A c c o r d i n g to measure—what’s the impact? I think nications coordinator for Bikes Belong. began tracking annual cycling levels in
to the National most retailers support the concept; few“If you look at big cities there have 1992.
Sporting Goods er of them are actively involved. You’d been huge bumps in participation—
New York City has installed more
Association 38.1 like to see more,” he said.
New York City, Philadelphia, those than 200 miles of bike lanes over the
million AmeriOne bright spot in the industry has cities have seen major double-digit in- past three years, helping to fuel that
cans rode at least been the transition into using bikes as creases every year in the number of cy- growth.
six days last year, a means of transportation as Ameri- clists,” she said.
The City of San Francisco’s bicycle
compared with 38.7 million in 2008, a
drop of 1.5 percent.
East North
Bicycle riding fell from sixth on the
Central:
New England:
NSGA’s list of top sports to seventh in
6.9
million,
2009, coming in behind exercise walk1.3 million,
Pacific:
Pacific:
ing, exercise with equipment, camping,
or
18.3%
or 3.4%
7.4 million,
swimming, bowling and workout at a
or 19.4%
club.
West
West North
North
Of all riders, 44.2 percent were feCentral:
Central:
male—down from 46.8 percent in 2008.
2.5 million,
Kids ages 7-17 represented 13.1 million
Mountain:
Mountain:
or 6.6%
Mid-Atlantic:
riders, or 34.7 percent of the total pie.
3.4 million, or 9.1%
5.9 million,
The majority of riders reported a
household income of $50,000 or highor 15.5%
er, with more than 28 percent earning
more than $100,000.
East
East South
South
Well-educated, affluent, white males
continue to be the most common cyCentral:
Central:
West
West South
South
clist, and while that is not a problem
1.4 million,
Central:
South
Central:
now, it could be in 10 to 15 years, said
Atlantic:
or 3.7%
3.1 million,
Fred Clements, executive director of
5.9 million,
or 8.3%
the National Bicycle Dealers Associaor 15.6%
tion.
“It’s not necessarily the maleness
or the affluence, but the age. At some
point that boomer generation that has
driven so many consumer markets is
Source: NSGA
just going to be smaller,” Clements said.
The industry needs to reach out to
the next generation of riders to ensure
vitality after the current core group of
riders ages out, Clements said.
(in Millions)
To be sure, strides have been made in
50
that direction with programs like Safe
Routes to School, the National Interscholastic Cycling Association, which
plans to expand its mountain bike rac43.1
43.1
42.4
ing curriculum to Colorado, Washing41.3
ton, Wisconsin and Texas in the next
40.3
year, or grassroots programs like Boul39
38.7
40
der’s Middle Cross.
38.1
37.4
36.2
New retail concepts also aim to get
35.6
different types of people on the saddle.
Revolution Cycles in Washington,
D.C. recently opened City Hub, a lowcost rental and bike share program designed to encourage the use of bikes for
30
short trips for residents and businesses
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
in the suburb of Crystal City, Virginia.
Source: NSGA
The retail level is where the most im34
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New Virginia Shop to Open
Under Freshbikes Franchise
VIENNA, VA—The first new shop
under the Freshbikes franchise is set to
open by the end of the year in Vienna,
Virginia.
Freshbikes is the new name for the
former Conte’s Bicycle and Fitness franchise, which was purchased by former
franchisees Scott McAhren and Jody
Bennett last fall.
McAhren and Bennett plan to transition six of the Conte’s stores in Virginia and Maryland to the Freshbikes
name by August 2012. First in line are
McAhren and Bennett’s own Arlington, Virginia and Bethesda, Maryland,
stores and the new shop in Vienna.
McAhren and Bennett have signed a
10-year franchise agreement with Jason
George, a triathlete and real estate attorney, to operate the Vienna location.
George spent the winter working at
Conte’s to learn the retail business and
plans to be operational by December.
“It’s a really good time to open. You
can write off the previous year, you have
all product that’s not expiring for 10
months, there’s plenty of good dating to
be had that time of the year and there’s
a three month window to be ready
for major business once spring hits,”

McAhren said.
Over the next two-and-a-half years,
all existing Conte’s shops will take on
a new branding strategy that includes
a name change, a redesigned Web site
and a greater focus on high-end road
and triathlon bikes.
Owners will also get training on inventory management, buying and selling, a new database management system and PR and marketing support for
their 5 percent annual franchise fee.
McAhren said the transition would
be gradual as some franchisees have
had the Conte’s name for decades or
need additional training on POS and
other operations.
McAhren and Bennett acquired the
Conte’s franchise last September after
owners Charles Jr. and David Conte
parted ways with former franchisor P &
K Ventures in a messy legal tangle.
At the time, the franchise system
had eight individually owned stores.
McAhren and Bennett have since parted ways with shops in Conyers, Georgia
and Chesapeake, Virginia. The Conte
brothers are no longer part of the franchise system and maintain ownership of
two Virginia shops. —Nicole Formosa

Interbike, Bicycle Retailer Owner
To File for IPO to Pare Down Debt
NEW YORK, NY—Nielsen Holdings,
Interbike’s parent company, plans to go
public, according to a June filing with
the Securities & Exchange Commission.
Nielsen also owns Bicycle Retailer &
Industry News, which it licenses to the
National Bicycle Dealers Association.
The company said in its 240-page
prospectus that it hopes to raise $1.75
billion through an IPO to help pare
down $8.6 billion in long-term debt
and capital lease obligations. Last year
Nielsen paid $495 million in interest
payments on that debt. In the first quarter of this year, the company met debt
payments of $147 million.
Of its current obligations, $4.7 billion
is floating-rate debt. Every 1 percent increase in interest rates would add about
$47 million in additional interest payments, the filing said.
Nielsen is a market-research firm that
follows consumer habits and measures
television and Internet usage. Last year
Nielsen posted revenue of $4.8 billion
www.bicycleretailer.com

with 96 percent of that amount generated by what it calls its “What Consumers Watch” and “What Consumers Buy”
divisions. Those two divisions make up
Nielsen’s data collection arm.
Its other division, Expositions, which
includes Interbike, Outdoor Retailer
and ASR among other trade shows,
comprised only 4 percent of the company’s 2009 revenue, or $192 million.
Over the last four years, the company
has shed many of its trade magazines
as management has refocused on consumer data collection and new media.
Nielsen, formerly owned by the
Dutch conglomerate VNU, was bought
by a group of investors in a highly leveraged buyout for more than $10 billion
in May 2006 near the market’s peak.
Underwriting the IPO is a who’s who
of financial heavyweights including J.P.
Morgan Securities, Morgan Stanley,
Credit Suisse Securities, Deutsche Bank
Securities, Goldman Sachs and Citigroup Global Markets. —Marc Sani
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munity of consumers. We’ve also embraced Seattle’s robust racing scene and
help sponsor teams such as Recycled
Cycles and have become active in local road and cyclocross events.
Development of exceptional and accessible mountain biking is also a priority.
We worked closely with the
Evergreen Mountain Bike Alliance to support, create and
protect sustainable mountain
biking in Washington. We are
especially excited about the
grand opening of the Duthie
Hill Mountain Bike Park in
Issaquah where members
Raleigh USA’s Steve Meineke (left) rides alongof our Diamondback team
side Seattle Mayor Mike McGinn on Raleigh’s
played a small part in its de“Annual Seattle Commute Day.”
velopment.
resources and increase our involvement
We are now engaged in our commuin the cycling community here and na- nity in a more meaningful way—a comtionwide.
munity that contributes to our national
The bigger task at hand is to get more movement. We are proud of our Pacific
safe places to ride. Besides our involve- Northwest home; it’s one of America’s
ment with Bikes Belong, Raleigh is now sweet spots.
involved at all levels in the Seattle comWe welcome you—our friends and
munity—with our dealers, the Cascade dealers—to come on a ride, enjoy the
Bicycle Club, Bicycle Alliance of Wash- salmon and our fine wines. You don’t
ington, local government and our com- want to miss Seattle.
been a thrilling challenge. But it’s taken
several years for us to build the momentum in our business so we can commit

Year in Review

companies focusing
on the same market
were bullish, launching new ventures.
Continued from page one
“We’ve been developing the bikes for the last five years but
went to Interbike last year and were so
encouraged we launched,” said Adam
McDermott, who co-founded Linus
Bikes with Chad Kushner.
The company signed up eight stores
at Interbike and now it’s up to 40 and
growing. McDermott said containers of
their simple steel city bikes are mostly
sold before they land.

Market Slides..
market reality left suppliers with more
than 100,000 unwanted units as 2009
closed.
“It was a challenging year for retail no
matter what you sold last year. And with
the weather so bad well into June everyone got off to a very slow start,” said
Steve Meineke, Raleigh USA’s president.
Imports dropped to 14.84 million
units, the lowest number of bikes imported in 10 years, and 25 percent lower
than the 10-year import average of 19.79
million, according to the Department of
Commerce.
Cannondale, the last large scale domestic manufacturer, began winding
down its Bedford, Pennsylvania, manufacturing plant last year in favor of
sourcing its bikes in Asia. This brought
total domestic production of all manufacturers to an estimated 89,500 bikes,
the lowest figure over the last 10 years
and probably the lowest domestic production in the past 100 years.
Total bike exports of domestic and
foreign manufactured bikes totaled
150,645 last year, based on U.S. Department of Commerce data.
Adding total imports with estimated
domestic production, then subtracting bicycle exports suggests the total
market in 2009 was 14.8 million units.
That’s down 20 percent from an estimated market size of 18.46 million units
in 2008.
The Bicycle Product Suppliers Association reported its members’ shipments
to dealers fell by 9 percent last year.

Rob Forbes recently launched Public
Bikes, a new bike, accessories and apparel company targeting urban cyclists
after spending the last few years tuning
his designs.
Other transportation-focused brands
have thrived during the recession—Abici, Batavus, Brompton and Swrve clothing, to name a few. Usually tucked into
corners at Interbike, or not exhibiting at
the Vegas show, some of these brands
are European, but a surprising number
are homegrown.
Sales volume is small, but interestingly these suppliers are developing a

dealer channel specializing in transportation bikes, with nary a road, mountain
or mainstream branded bike in sight.
“I worked in traditional bike shops,
but that wasn’t the sort of business I
wanted,” said Josh Cridler, who with
Gillian Kitchings own Portland Velocipede in Portland, Maine, a transportation bike retailer.
“Our town infrastructure is quite a
bit behind the other Portland, but many
people are looking for simple bikes to
get around on. Even though we are a
new store, our sales are stronger than
expected,” Cridler said.

U.S. Bicycle Import Landed Average Unit Value
Categories
Kid’s sub-20-inch
20-inch
24-inch
26-inch
700c, Other

$274.09

$284.36

$106.65

$105.36

$62.63

$61.11

$42.69

$39.30

$30.11

$29.25

2008

2009

2007
$26.07
$35.98
$60.06
$93.39
$232.90

$240.13

$251.99

$86.91

$83.99

$48.88

$54.41

$37.31

$38.86

$25.30

$24.43

2005

2006

U.S Bicycle Import Units by Category
Categories

2009

Kid’s sub-20-inch
20-inch
24-inch
26-inch
700c, Other
Totals

2008

18,451,584

14,837,653

1,795,972

1,221,288

5,294,668

3,829,805

1,175,257

821,497

5,590,241

4,282,929

5,095,446

4,682,134

2007

2006

2005

18,062,321

18,109,053

858,767

1,099,461

5,080,160

4,918,550

1,714,106

1,259,439

4,895,612

5,404,990

5,513,676

5,426,613

6,036,936
5,629,122
1,822,620
5,145,094
981,636
19,615,408

U.S. Bicycle Import Value by Category (in millions)
Categories

2009

2008

2007

$1,126.99

$1,370.38

$256.06

$334.60

$459.34

$564.65

$75.63

$73.60

$194.46

$238.66

$141.49

$153.42

2006

2

2

Tech Briefs

$235.72

$212.08

$447.18

$426.69

$89.10

$93.26

$210.03

$190.24

$152.75

$134.67

5.0%

4.8%

26.2%

28.1%

9.3%

9.5%

28.7%

27.1%

30.8%

30.5%

2005

2006

Marshall Heads Marketing at Performance

CHAPEL HILL, NC—Performance Bicycle recently named Cindy Marshall
its chief marketing officer. She joins at a time when the company is expanding
its retail store footprint to more than 90 stores nationwide. Performance also has
created a new brand, reflected in its retail, Web and catalog channels, designed
to reach everyone from dedicated cyclists to casual riders. Marshall is responsible for steering that brand vision and overseeing all aspects of the company’s
marketing. Most recently she was president of Pace E-Commerce, where she was
responsible for a number of major retail Web sites. Marshall also led the marketing and e-commerce efforts of The Vermont Country Store and Ross-Simons,
and held senior marketing roles at L.L. Bean.

Zap Takes Reins as Road Bike Action Editor

Aaron Tieman Replaces Marin Bikes’ Glazer

NOVATO, CA—Marin Bikes has promoted Aaron Tieman to national sales
manager, replacing Steve Glazer. Glazer, who had been with Marin for 10 years,
chose to pursue opportunities outside the industry. Tieman has worked at Marin
for four years as inside accounts manager, specializing in new business acquisition with IBDs. Marin has also added Alexis Colin to its inside sales department
to service dealers in the Great Plains from North and South Dakota east through
Minnesota, Iowa and Illinois in addition to southern states and Florida.

Todson Appoints Bert Low Sales Manager

BOISE, ID—Tony DuPont, whose company Io DuPont produces Power Cordz
shift and brake synthetic cables, is feverishly finishing the first rideable prototype of his Infinity Drive transmission, a continuously variable (CVT) design. “I
debated offering a hub but decided that frame mounting the transmission was
lighter, which is what I’m shooting for,” DuPont said. The company is targeting
a finished weight below Shimano XTR or SRAM XX. Planetary gears, viscous
drive and other non-chain and derailleur systems are not as efficient as a bike’s
traditional chain drive. “We expect 94 percent efficiency because my transmission relies on direct-drive forces. It’s closer to chain
drive than other transmissions,” he said. The transmission currently fits in a 100-millimeter diameter
bottom bracket opening. DuPont didn’t offer details
on his patent-pending design, but he hoped to have
rideable prototypes under product managers this
summer to help find additional investment. Infinity Drive offers much greater gear range than other
transmissions on the market. DuPont will initially
offer a 1 to 6 ratio, though greater ranges are possible. “The big advantage of this wide range is that a rider at a stop will start out in
a much lower gear than any derailleur system, and they can climb steeper hills,”
DuPont said. It will also eliminate spinning out on fast downhills.
www.bicycleretailer.com
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Ashima Turns Seal Into Bicycle Brake Piston

MIAMI, FL—Ashima’s pistonless PCB hydraulic brake uses a patented diaphragm to deliver the performance of a 21-millimeter piston. Seals on traditional
piston brakes roll out and retract with the piston as
it presses on the pads, so Ashima just made the seal
do the work of the piston. “The diaphragm is made
so that the inner diaphragm presses on the pads
during light lever action giving great modulation.
During heavy brake input the entire diaphragm
works together,” said Chris Dupuis, J&B Importers
product manager. J&B distributes Ashima’s brakes.
“Replacing the metal piston with a synthetic diaphragm reduces the weight quite a bit. The entire brake including rotor and all
hardware weighs 300 grams a wheel,” he added. Getting rid of the piston also
allows Ashima to lower the profile of the caliper. And since there is no piston to
stick, pad modulation and retraction is improved. Dupuis also said that rubber
diaphragms on brake pads absorb vibration and noise better than metal pistons.
While the caliper and brake lever are alloy, the master cylinder is composite for
further weight reduction. Ashima’s PCB brakes retail for $159 a wheel.

VALENCIA, CA—Brad Roe has stepped down as editor of Road Bike Action
after heading up the consumer publication since its rebirth more than three years
ago. Veteran cycling journalist Zapata Espinoza has been named as the magazine’s new editor. Espinoza most recently worked as features editor for Road Bike
Action and Motocross Action. He was editor of Mountain Bike Action in the late
80s and early 90s, and led Mountain Bike at Rodale for several years. He also
spent several years as brand manager at Trek. Roe started at Hi-Torque Publications as a 19-year-old intern and worked at the company on and off for 21 years.

Calfee Retrofits Carbon Bikes with Di2 Group

LA SELVA BEACH, CA—Calfee Designs offers a Di2 retrofit service using
a proprietary carbon seatpost with integrated battery and Shimano’s internal
Di2 wiring harness to update non-Di2 spec’d bikes. “We hope to post a database
shortly of the brands and bike models we will work with,” said Craig Calfee,
president of Calfee Designs. Calfee bike owners who want to update their bikes
with Shimano’s electric group pushed the company to come up with the idea. “All
the wires run out the bottom of the seatpost, which go down to Shimano’s normal junction box in the bottom bracket area and then on to the levers and derailleurs,” Calfee said. Because running Di2 wires internally requires small holes to
be drilled near front and rear derailleurs and levers, Calfee is offering the service
for carbon bikes only. “We know how to handle small holes in carbon. To do
what is necessary to drill a hole in an alloy bike and strengthen it again is more
work than we want to do,” he said. The company expects the seatpost and labor
to retrofit most bikes to run about $500.

NORTH ATTLEBORO, MA—Bert Low recently joined Todson as its sales
manager. He’s responsible for sales to national sporting goods chains and Todson’s network of wholesale distributors. Prior to working for Todson, Low was
the national sales manager for Pedro’s. A Brooklyn, New York native, Low started
in the retail industry while in high school working for Paragon Sports. He moved
to Massachusetts in 2006.

DuPont Devises Light, Efficient Transmission
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company supports various events sponsored by local
groups like the Cascade Bicycle Club, one of the largest
in the nation.
All this takes place in a 100,000-square-foot building
with 80,000 square feet of retail space. And let’s not fail
to mention the 110-ton, 65-foot high climbing wall that
can keep 15 climbers on belay.
REI’s history is as unique as its flagship store thanks
to a Cascade mountaineer, Lloyd Anderson, and his
wife, Mary. Anderson needed an ice axe and finding a
quality axe in 1938 was a challenge. Anderson found
one in an Austrian catalog and had it shipped to Seattle.
He paid $3.50 for it. He soon began ordering equipment for others and with 21 fellow climbers launched
a co‐op, REI.
The group, led by Anderson, opened its first store
in 1944 in Seattle’s historic Capitol district. Anderson
didn’t hire an employee until 1953 when the store generated $72,000 in sales. That first employee was Jim
Whittaker, who in 1963 was the first American to summit Mt. Everest. (Anderson died in 2000 at age 98.) It
was Whittaker who set REI on its controversial quest
for expansion when he built the company’s second
store in 1973 in Berkeley, California. A faction on REI’s
board opposed launching a string of REI outlets, but
they lost.
Today, REI has 110 stores. It counts more than 3.9
million members, each of whom paid $20 for a lifetime
membership. Last year REI sales hit $1.46 billion and
member rebates topped $112 million.
Foley pointed out that REI has gone through the
same trends as the industry. In the 1970s it supported
long-distance touring. Then came the boom in road
bikes. And later mountain bikes. Today, REI reflects
the same trends surfacing in local communities as advocacy takes on a greater role. “We absolutely try to
reflect that,” he said.
www.bicycleretailer.com
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grams and met with office staff.
We finished at Recycled Cycles in the
University of Washington area with a
tour from Steve Donahue and a guest
visit from SRAM’s Stan Day.
These people helped us understand
the depth of work and commitment necessary to transform our businesses and
our communities. Leaders like these—as
well as an army of advocates in the “People for Bikes” movement—are key to the
continued transformation of cycling in
our communities.
A highlight was spending time with
Mayor McGinn. We met him at 7:45
a.m. at the Freemont Bridge on his daily
commute. We followed him to City Hall
where he shared his vision for a Seattle
Bike Master Plan. We hope the private
sector and advocates from the Cascade
Bicycle Club can help him achieve his
vision for more routes.
We will meet with McGinn soon to
learn more about how we can support
him and to discuss “Best Practices”
transportation studies like those developed from a recent trip to Europe led
by Chris Fortune and city officials from
Madison, Wisconsin.
Rejoining the industry in 2004 and
moving to Seattle to lead Raleigh has
7.0%

2005

8.8%
54,121

40.8%

F

BY MARC SANI

BY STEVE MEINEKE
his community is being transformed by cycling and Seattle is a
microcosm of what’s happening
in almost every city nationwide. On May
18, we at Raleigh USA had the opportunity to ride as a “commuter team” with
local cyclists.
It was a great way to find out how difficult it is for cyclists and companies like
ours to make an impact nationally without first getting a good look at what’s
happening in our backyard.
Among the group were Seattle’s
mayor, Mike McGinn, Chuck Ayers, executive director of the Cascade Bicycle
Club, and other club members. Cascade
is the biggest club in America and played
a major role in getting McGinn elected.
Also joining us were Brian Foley, REI’s
cycling merchandise manager, and Steve
Donahue, founder and co-owner of Recycled Cycles.
We rode on Seattle’s developing system of bike lanes and on streets where
lanes are needed badly. We stopped
at City Hall, REI’s flagship downtown
store, and at Alpine Hut, a bike and ski
retailer, to meet with owner Kyle Fisher.
We spent time at the Cascade Club’s office where we were briefed on its pro-

6.4%

2006

6.7%

35,396

12.7%

41.2%

Hop on and take it outside where REI has a quartermile (more or less) test track. Want to see if that Gore
attractions. Minnesota’s Mall of America comes cycling jacket leaks? Slip into the store’s unique testing
to mind. And then there’s REI’s flagship store in lab. Stand under a simulated torrent of rain and then
Seattle’s downtown Cascade district.
decide.
For tourists with the slightest interest in outdoor
Apparel? It’s a flourishing category in Seattle where
recreation, this mega‐store, which includes a 7,000‐ commuters abound and the weather makes knickers,
square‐foot cycling center, is a must see. And
shells, rain jackets,
local hotels promote it. For Seattle cyclists,
arm and leg warmers
it’s a store that does everything. Need a remandatory. Where
pair? Call in. Make an appointment. Drop
else can you find
off your bike.
nine different styles
Looking for a new ride? Cruisers, hybrids,
of arm and leg warmmountain, road and kid’s bikes—upwards
ers from Pearl, Smart
of 600 of them—are on the floor or hanging
Wool and Novara?
from the ceiling. Brands? The Seattle store
Rainwear from
has them: Electra, Marin, Scott, Cannondale,
Showers Pass, Gore
GT and Dahon. And then there’s REI’s own
and others line the
brand, Novara.
store. Neatly arSome suppliers in the U.S. would love to
ranged. Easy to
sell Novara’s numbers—more than 100,000
spot. And simple
units a year and growing. Brian Foley, REI’s
to browse. And wacycling merchandise manager, said Novara
terproof panniers
has evolved into a solid meat-and-potatoes
from Ortlieb—either
brand.
bright red or flashy
Currently, the highest price point Novara
yellow—are the
REI’s cycling merchandise
on the floor is about $1,200, although in
commuter’s choice in
manager Brian Foley
the past some Novara road bikes, Ultegra
this oftentimes wet
equipped, topped out at $1,900 and some full-suspen- Northwest city.
sion mountain bikes hit $2,300. But high-zoot isn’t in
REI also offers a host of cycling classes. Foley, an 18Novara’s DNA, Foley said.
year REI veteran, said he began taking cycling classes
Novara, a 23-year-old brand, has settled into a sol- at REI before he became an employee. “That was some
id mid-price bicycle for family oriented consumers. 20 to 25 years ago,” he said. “I think we fill a niche in
“We’ve really focused on our touring, commuter and this cycling community, and others, that some IBDs
urban bikes. Those are the categories that we try to can’t fill,” Foley said.
differentiate ourselves with,” he said.
For example, various advocacy groups use REI’s
So you want to check out a Novara mountain bike? spacious conference rooms to hold meetings. And the
24
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ew retail outlets rank as tourist

REI Anchors Bike Scene in Culture-Rich Seattle Market

as a variety of accessories and apOverall, Fisher estimates that his
parel. The store emphasizes women’s
revenue-split between the two segroad and hybrid bikes, he said, noting
ments is 60 percent ski and 40 perthat the women’s market has rapidly
cent bike.
expanded.
It was Fisher’s dad, Ron, who got
He also sells kids bikes. As for reinto the business in the mid-1970s.
pairs, Fisher and his staff do it all—
A former ski instructor, who often
from complete builds to minor tunes.
taught in South America when North
For skiers, Alpine Hut is more hardAmerica was enjoying summer, he
core. Skis are from K2—a popular
decided to stay home and went to
brand in K2’s original hometown—
work at what was then called Magplus Volkl and Head. While the store
nolia Ski and Bike.
has always focused on alpine skiers,
He quickly discovered he had a
it had over the years become a go-to
knack for retail. He was so good, that
store for telemarkers—a sport Fisher
the store’s owner decided to sell him
Alpine Hut’s Kyle Fisher and
has mastered. That segment, too, has
the operation. Fisher soon changed
his 13-year-old mutt, Malu
changed as telemark skiers began
the name to the Alpine Hut and it’s
shifting to randonee boots and bindings, Fisher said.
been in the family ever since.
The store stocks top-brand boots from Black DiaKyle and his sister bought the store from their father
mond, Garmont and Technica. Boot fitting is Fisher’s five years ago. Kyle then bought his sister out at the
specialty, which among skiers is considered a near art beginning of the year.
form. Ski tuning, base grinding, welds and boot fitting
As for Fisher, 34, his goal is to keep Alpine Hut a
are a significant revenue center for the store.
friendly, service-driven store.
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41,200
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2006
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Rigid
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BY MARC SANI

To Make a Visible Impact, Get to Know Your Our Own Backyard
28.7%

2008
40,338

11.2%

2007

lem for them,” said Larry Pizzi, president of Currie Technologies.
E-bikes still rankle some who don’t
understand what is so hard about pedaling, and this resistance toward e-bikes
by many bike shops makes further
growth in the category difficult.
However, Best Buy is continuing to
expand the number of stores that offer
e-bikes, and the growth of transportation-oriented bike shops encourages
suppliers.

Source: BPSA

Road 14.9%

and two of the friendliest shop dogs in the
industry are standing at the front door—tails
wagging. And the store’s owner, Kyle Fisher, is just as
friendly.
“We’re a neighborhood shop,” Fisher said, as Malu,
his 13-year-old mixed mutt nuzzles his hand. Jack, a
downsized version of Malu, dashes from one visitor to
the next, offering each a personal greeting.
For skiers and cyclists, Alpine Hut has been a longtime Seattle favorite. And if you put any credence in
reviews posted on Yelp.com, Fisher has succeeded at
making it the neighborhood go-to store.
Alpine Hut is unique. There are few dual-sport
stores—ski and cycling—left in most major metropolitan areas. Over the years hundreds of ski specialty
stores have shut their doors as that business has migrated into sporting goods franchises, mountain towns
and resorts.
Fisher offers locals a well-rounded choice of goods.
On the bicycle side, he stocks Felt, Raleigh and Diamondback with price points starting at $300, as well

P

ull up to the Alpine Hut on a bike

Dual-Sport Business Model Pans Out for Alpine Hut
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Import Dollar Market
Share by Category
and recreational bike riders. As new battery technology extends their range and
the bikes become more seamless to use,
more customers are choosing them for
transportation.
“There is noticeably more interest in
the category, but not a lot of new IBDs
are diving in. Retailers having the most
success with the bikes are family shops
selling kids and adult bikes up to $3,000.
They are used to selling to a wide variety
of people and e-bikes don’t pose a prob-
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Bike
Market
Share
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Electric Bikes. Last year two huge players, Trek and Sanyo, launched new ebikes, and America’s largest retailer of
electronics, Best Buy, started selling ebikes at 21 locations.
E-bike suppliers hoped those launches would grow the market for everyone.
However, even those high-profile intros
could not offset the down economy, and
e-bike sales were slightly up or down depending on who you talk to.
Estimates for total units sold last year
in the specialty retail channel, including
Best Buy, are 50,000 units.
Unlike folding bikes, customers for
e-bikes are split between transportation
most one-person shops to average one
frame a week,” Walker said.
Getting reliable sales numbers in the
mainstream bike market is difficult, but
trying to figure out what 200 to 300 custom bike builders sold last year is harder.
Walker, Security Bicycle Accessories’
John Cobb and others servicing small
framebuilders estimate about 150 builders are making close to 50 frames a year,
with about twice that number making
fewer than 20. This puts small builder
production around 12,000 units.
The economy had an impact on small
custom frame builders last year, but not
nearly the 9 percent drop experienced
by BPSA members.
“We certainly felt the impact of the
down economy, but our customers
usually have the money saved and are
committed to making a purchase,” said
Walker, who also is founder of Don
Walker Cycles.
Security’s Cobb also noted that much
of the custom bike business is young
bike customers interested in singlespeed or fixed-gear offerings.
“I think this segment of the market is
getting bigger and shows lots of promise even though the general bike market
was tough last year,” he added.
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Small Custom Builders. Any anxiety
Don Walker had when he launched the
North American Handmade Bicycle
Show five years ago is long gone. Shows
imitating Walker’s concept have grown
so numerous, even he can’t keep up.
While frame and bike sales from
small builders has grown, Walker
doesn’t think the number of full-time
builders has grown much beyond 50 to
100 builders who make about 50 or so
frames a year.
“I think John Slawta at Landshark is
probably the top producing one-man
shop, and there are probably a few small
multi-employee shops doing between
100 and 200 frames a year, but I expect
Folding Bikes. When gas prices spiked,
sales of all bikes went into a tailspin—
except folding bikes. Demand soared,
quickly depleting inventories and filling
suppliers with optimism. Those heady
sales did not continue in 2009. The year
ended slightly down, but suppliers estimate 35,000 folding bikes sold through
specialty retailers last year.
Folders first catered to the needs of
RV, airplane and boat owners, and those
markets still exist, but growth is coming
from multimodal commuters.
“For people having to drive to catch a
train or bus into work, they take a bike
along for the last leg between the station
and office. And you cannot get a traditional bike into an elevator or most cubicles, so folders make the most sense,”
said Andrew Juskaitis, Giant’s global
product marketing manager.
Suppliers are still coming to terms
with marketing folders to car and train
commuters rather than people familiar
with cycling.
“Given what we have learned about
our customers, it’s clear we have not
been marketing ourselves effectively,”
said Steve Boyd, Dahon’s director of operations.

Guest Editorial

Utility/City Bikes. Ever since gas crested
Kid’s sub-20-inch
$136.93
at $4 a gallon in summer 2008, suppliers
20-inch
$168.33
bet that bikes targeting transportation
24-inch
$50.20
users were the next big thing.
Imports of 700c bikes took off in the
26-inch
$403.50
second half of 2008 and remained strong
700c, Other
$334.40
in 2009 as suppliers waited for customTotals
$1,093.36
ers looking to park their cars. This optimism left many suppliers with historic
levels of unsold bikes last year, and a fair
bit of head scratching as to why these
customers never materialized.
Categories
2009
Transportation bikes did sell, howKid’s sub-20-inch
31.6%
ever. The BPSA reports shipments of
hybrids to dealers only slowed 3 per20-inch
28.9%
cent last year to 500,525 units. But sales
24-inch
5.5%
needed to increase more than 10 per26-inch
25.8%
cent to keep up with suppliers’ forecasts.
At the same time large suppliers ad700c, Other
8.2%
justed expectations of the transportation market down, small start-up bike Source: U.S. Department of Commerce
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ergy’s wheelchair wheels, said that though few players
are in that market, it’s a category that remains competitive. “It’s more competitive than it looks,” Webb said.
Spinergy, which also makes bicycle wheels, has seen
steady growth in wheelchair wheels over the last 10
years. But more recently the company has seen insurance company reimbursements decline as funds tighten up with the recession.
“We’ll see what happens,” Webb said about Topolino
entering the wheelchair category. “Some people want
to come in and grab a piece of it. It takes a while to get
a return.”
Falkner said Topolino’s CarbonCore WX2.5 wheelchair wheels are the lightest in the everyday category,
weighing roughly 2.5 pounds for the set.
“The biggest difference between ours and Spinergy’s
is the weight and ride quality,” Falkner said.
Topolino’s wheelchair wheels will come in standard
24-inch (540) and 25-inch (559) sizes with a suggested
retail price of $1,180 per set. They will be compatible
with most wheelchairs from major manufacturers.
“They are very durable—designed for everyday use,”
Falkner said. “They can take some abuse.”
Falkner said wheelchair owners will incur the cost
of these wheels initially, but Topolino is looking into
getting the cost covered by Medicare.
Topolino will work with wheelchair distributors and
retailers to sell the new wheels in the aftermarket. The
company is also in talks with several OEMs.
It recently introduced the CarbonCore WX2.5 at the
Abilities Expo in New Jersey.
“The initial response was fantastic,” Falkner said. “It
was unbelievable.”
www.bicycleretailer.com
Topolino CarbonCore WX2.5 wheelchair wheels

BY JASON NORMAN
BETHEL, CT—Bicycle wheel manufacturer Topolino Technology is introducing wheelchair wheels for
the first time this September, giving Spinergy, which
has offered wheelchair wheels for more than 10 years,
a little friendly competition.
Topolino founder and president Raphael Schlanger,
formerly with Spinergy, has been working on the design
and testing of the wheels for several years, but the timing hadn’t been right to launch until now, said Topolino
sales and marketing director Geoffrey Falkner.
Ryan Webb, director of sales and marketing for Spin-

Topolino Enters
Highly Competitive
Wheelchair Market

success in seattle

Outdoor Veteran Joins Iconic Bag Company

SAN FRANCISCO, CA—Greg Bass has assumed the role of product and design director, a newly created position at Timbuk2, the San Francisco-based retailer and pioneer of the messenger bag. Bass brings extensive retail experience
in the outdoor market, having spent eight years with The North Face where he
held a number of positions in product development and design including senior
designer of the equipment division.

Cantitoe Road Names Bradley Sales Director

FORT COLLINS, CO—Cantitoe Road has hired John Bradley as its director
of sales. Bradley will develop Cantitoe Road’s sales and dealer network. He has
held stints in sales and product development at Trek, Avid, Schwinn, Velimpex,
Orbea and BH USA/Pivot Cycles. Cantitoe Road is a Colorado-based exclusive
distributor for Cantitoe Road’s BioFloat seatpost; AXA-Basta lights and locks;
Effetto Mariposa products; Connex chains; Cole Wheels, and a variety of accessories for high performance and commuting cyclists.
19
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Year in Review

Global Briefs

Dorel Industries Launches CSG Asia Pacific

OSAKA, Japan—Dorel Industries has taken another step toward controlling
international distribution for its IBD brands with the solidification of Cycling
Sports Group Asia Pacific. Mario Stein, a former P&G marketing director in
Tokyo, was hired last year as vice president of the division. Since then, he has led
CSG’s Japanese subsidiary to become a stronger and more successful company,
turning around the business to growth after decline and also building consumer
loyalty through programs such as Cannondale Owners Group, an online program designed to keep customers engaged with the Cannondale brand. In a new
expanded role, Stein will work with CSG’s multiple brand business throughout
Asia Pacific, while streamlining operations. He is in charge of driving CSG’s
growth agenda across Asia Pacific, including Japan, Australia, Korea, New Zealand, China, Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia and India. CSG Asia Pacific will
coordinate all sales, marketing, distribution and customer service to better support its growing network of dealers and distributors located in the region. In the
past year, Dorel Industries has taken over distribution in the UK and Australia
in order to better control operations in key international markets.

Mayor Hu to Host Taichung Industry Dinner

TAICHUNG, Taiwan—Taichung’s mayor, Jason Hu, will host Taichung Bike
Week’s “Industry Dinner” Dec. 6 at the Evergreen Hotel. Last year more than
350 guests filled the hotel’s main ballroom and organizers expect a repeat this
December. “This amazing networking event is free to members of the industry,
but due to the high interest it will be necessary to register at TBW’s Web site,
www.taichung-bike-week.com,” organizers said. Taichung Bike Week officially
takes place Dec. 4-8. It’s the linking event between Ride On, which runs Dec.
1-6, and SRAM’s annual Taiwanathon, held Dec. 5-8. This year’s key hotels are
the Evergreen and Tempus in downtown Taichung and Freshfields Resort, the
host resort for companies participating in Ride On. The Freshfields is a free
30-minute shuttle from downtown and offers a variety of riding terrain for
visitors. Currently the Tempus has sold out its exhibition space but rooms are
still available, hotel officials said. For information, contact Elton Ho at Elton.
ho@tempus.com.tw. For exhibition space and room bookings at the Evergreen,
contact Jennifer Liao at tcgsls_02@evergreen-hotels.com. Go to www.taichungbike-week.com for the most up-to-date information on the event.

Registration Opens for Eurobike Awards

FRIEDRICHSHAFEN, Germany—Online registration has opened for the
sixth annual Eurobike Awards. Manufacturers, designers and engineers are invited to submit their products and concepts until July 30. Products can be registered in 18 categories. As in the past two years, one environmentally compatible
and sustainable product will be presented with the Eurobike Green Award. An
international jury of experts will judge the entries and award the prizes in Hannover Aug. 18. The gold award winners will be selected from all awarded entries.
The awards ceremony will take place during the Eurobike show in Friedrichshafen Sept. 1 at 6 p.m. on the fashion stage in the Foyer-Ost (Foyer East). All
award-winning products will be on display during the show from Sept. 1-4. Online registration and further information is available at www.ifdesign.de.

KMI Handles Redline Adult Bikes in Canada
KENT, WA—Kempter Marketing Inc. has begun distributing Redline adult
performance bicycles in Canada. “Redline is leading the charge in cyclocross
and 29ers and that will round out KMI’s bike offering in two of the fastest growing categories in Canada,” said Peter Appleton of KMI. “Bike shops and consumers will soon realize the utility of these bikes for commuting and these products will catch fire.” 10 Pack Distribution in Burnaby, British Columbia remains
the source for Redline BMX bicycles and parts throughout Canada.
28
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Networking Site
Aims to Connect
Global Community

Cities Grow Ridership While Overall Participation Slips a Tick

BY MEGAN TOMPKINS
BEND, OR—Beverly Lucas admits that thebicycleindustry.com was born out of personal frustration.
As vice president of global sales and marketing at
Edge Composites, Lucas often found tracking down
contacts in international markets tiresome. And she
found herself speaking frequently to industry friends
looking for foreign distributors.
“This huge network of people is constantly phoning each other about which distributor they’ve got in
which country, and asking, ‘What do you think about
this guy?’ It’s that ridiculous to a certain extent,” said
Lucas.
She felt there had to be a way to compile that contact
information and allow people within the international
bicycle community to communicate more efficiently.
“I made a list of what I do and tried to cram all of
this into this Web site. This is very personal, but I know
a lot of other people have the same frustration,” said
Lucas. “The daft thing is it’s stuff we do every day, but
there just isn’t a one-stop shop where we can do it all.”
Thebicycleindustry.com aims to bring the complete
supply chain of manufacturers, distributors and reps
together into one comprehensive database.
“It’s basically LinkedIn, Facebook and the Yellow
Pages pushed together and for bike specifically,” said
Lucas, who began building the database with 800 of
her personal contacts collected over 15 years.
Lucas said the idea had been in the back of her mind

BY NICOLE FORMOSA
A recent Transportation Alternatives
pact can be made, Clements said, but cans look to lessen their dependence
Cycling participation dipped slightly also where buy-in among owners can on foreign oil and prioritize a healthier study found that 236,000 New Yorkers
in the U.S. last year, but pockets of prog- be spotty.
lifestyle. This has been particularly suc- ride bikes every day in the city’s five
ress, particularly in the country’s urban
“You either see advocacy as a good cessful in urban areas that have invest- boroughs. That’s up 28 percent over
centers, paint a promising picture for use of time and resources or you don’t. ed in cycling infrastructure, said Kate 2008, and represents the biggest jump
future ridership.
It’s also one of those things really hard Scheider, research analyst and commu- ever since Transportation Alternatives
A c c o r d i n g to measure—what’s the impact? I think nications coordinator for Bikes Belong. began tracking annual cycling levels in
to the National most retailers support the concept; few“If you look at big cities there have 1992.
Sporting Goods er of them are actively involved. You’d been huge bumps in participation—
New York City has installed more
Association 38.1 like to see more,” he said.
New York City, Philadelphia, those than 200 miles of bike lanes over the
million AmeriOne bright spot in the industry has cities have seen major double-digit in- past three years, helping to fuel that
cans rode at least been the transition into using bikes as creases every year in the number of cy- growth.
six days last year, a means of transportation as Ameri- clists,” she said.
The City of San Francisco’s bicycle
compared with 38.7 million in 2008, a
drop of 1.5 percent.
East North
Bicycle riding fell from sixth on the
Central:
New England:
NSGA’s list of top sports to seventh in
6.9 million,
2009, coming in behind exercise walk1.3
million,
Pacific:
Pacific:
ing, exercise with equipment, camping,
or 18.3%
or 3.4%
7.4 million,
swimming, bowling and workout at a
or 19.4%
club.
West
West North
North
Of all riders, 44.2 percent were feCentral:
Central:
male—down from 46.8 percent in 2008.
2.5 million,
Kids ages 7-17 represented 13.1 million
Mountain:
Mountain:
or 6.6%
Mid-Atlantic:
riders, or 34.7 percent of the total pie.
3.4 million, or 9.1%
5.9 million,
The majority of riders reported a
household income of $50,000 or highor 15.5%
er, with more than 28 percent earning
more than $100,000.
East
East South
South
Well-educated, affluent, white males
continue to be the most common cyCentral:
Central:
West
West South
South
clist, and while that is not a problem
1.4 million,
Central:
South
Central:
now, it could be in 10 to 15 years, said
Atlantic:
or
3.7%
3.1
million,
Fred Clements, executive director of
5.9 million,
or 8.3%
the National Bicycle Dealers Associaor 15.6%
tion.
“It’s not necessarily the maleness
or the affluence, but the age. At some
point that boomer generation that has
driven so many consumer markets is
Source: NSGA
just going to be smaller,” Clements said.
The industry needs to reach out to
the next generation of riders to ensure
vitality after the current core group of
riders ages out, Clements said.
(in Millions)
To be sure, strides have been made in
50
that direction with programs like Safe
Routes to School, the National Interscholastic Cycling Association, which
plans to expand its mountain bike rac43.1
43.1
42.4
ing curriculum to Colorado, Washing41.3
ton, Wisconsin and Texas in the next
40.3
year, or grassroots programs like Boul39
38.7
40
der’s Middle Cross.
38.1
37.4
36.2
New retail concepts also aim to get
35.6
different types of people on the saddle.
Revolution Cycles in Washington,
D.C. recently opened City Hub, a lowcost rental and bike share program designed to encourage the use of bikes for
30
short trips for residents and businesses
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
in the suburb of Crystal City, Virginia.
Source: NSGA
The retail level is where the most im34
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Participation by Region

“It’s basically LinkedIn, Facebook and
the Yellow Pages pushed together and
for bike specifically,” — Beverly Lucas
since she started at Felt Bicycle eight years ago. But the
concept only came to fruition six months ago, after it
became clear that the retail shop she and her husband
had sunk their entire savings into wouldn’t survive the
recession. Waking up in a moment of panic one morning, Lucas sat down and started writing a business plan
for the site.
Working with Web site developer Dan Ellmore,
Lucas spent nights populating the site while holding
down her day job at Edge and trying to pay off debt
from Bend Bike n Sport, which closed in March.
“I thought, I know there’s a market out there if I can
find a way to make this Web site so amazing that people will be prepared to pay for it—like an Interbike but
24-7 online,” Lucas said.
The site launched last month with 4,000 contacts.
Companies can submit their information to be included in a free directory or pay $299 a year for an active,
enhanced listing. The open-forum site is accessible to
anyone, but users pay a monthly fee to have interactive
capabilities like on LinkedIn or Facebook.

10-Year History of Participation

www.bicycleretailer.com
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New Virginia Shop to Open
Under Freshbikes Franchise

with 96 percent of that amount generated by what it calls its “What Consumers Watch” and “What Consumers Buy”
divisions. Those two divisions make up
Nielsen’s data collection arm.
Its other division, Expositions, which
includes Interbike, Outdoor Retailer
and ASR among other trade shows,
comprised only 4 percent of the company’s 2009 revenue, or $192 million.
Over the last four years, the company
has shed many of its trade magazines
as management has refocused on consumer data collection and new media.
Nielsen, formerly owned by the
Dutch conglomerate VNU, was bought
by a group of investors in a highly leveraged buyout for more than $10 billion
in May 2006 near the market’s peak.
Underwriting the IPO is a who’s who
of financial heavyweights including J.P.
Morgan Securities, Morgan Stanley,
Credit Suisse Securities, Deutsche Bank
Securities, Goldman Sachs and Citigroup Global Markets. —Marc Sani

NEW YORK, NY—Nielsen Holdings,
Interbike’s parent company, plans to go
public, according to a June filing with
the Securities & Exchange Commission.
Nielsen also owns Bicycle Retailer &
Industry News, which it licenses to the
National Bicycle Dealers Association.
The company said in its 240-page
prospectus that it hopes to raise $1.75
billion through an IPO to help pare
down $8.6 billion in long-term debt
and capital lease obligations. Last year
Nielsen paid $495 million in interest
payments on that debt. In the first quarter of this year, the company met debt
payments of $147 million.
Of its current obligations, $4.7 billion
is floating-rate debt. Every 1 percent increase in interest rates would add about
$47 million in additional interest payments, the filing said.
Nielsen is a market-research firm that
follows consumer habits and measures
television and Internet usage. Last year
Nielsen posted revenue of $4.8 billion

McAhren said.
Over the next two-and-a-half years,
all existing Conte’s shops will take on
a new branding strategy that includes
a name change, a redesigned Web site
and a greater focus on high-end road
and triathlon bikes.
Owners will also get training on inventory management, buying and selling, a new database management system and PR and marketing support for
their 5 percent annual franchise fee.
McAhren said the transition would
be gradual as some franchisees have
had the Conte’s name for decades or
need additional training on POS and
other operations.
McAhren and Bennett acquired the
Conte’s franchise last September after
owners Charles Jr. and David Conte
parted ways with former franchisor P &
K Ventures in a messy legal tangle.
At the time, the franchise system
had eight individually owned stores.
McAhren and Bennett have since parted ways with shops in Conyers, Georgia
and Chesapeake, Virginia. The Conte
brothers are no longer part of the franchise system and maintain ownership of
two Virginia shops. —Nicole Formosa

VIENNA, VA—The first new shop
under the Freshbikes franchise is set to
open by the end of the year in Vienna,
Virginia.
Freshbikes is the new name for the
former Conte’s Bicycle and Fitness franchise, which was purchased by former
franchisees Scott McAhren and Jody
Bennett last fall.
McAhren and Bennett plan to transition six of the Conte’s stores in Virginia and Maryland to the Freshbikes
name by August 2012. First in line are
McAhren and Bennett’s own Arlington, Virginia and Bethesda, Maryland,
stores and the new shop in Vienna.
McAhren and Bennett have signed a
10-year franchise agreement with Jason
George, a triathlete and real estate attorney, to operate the Vienna location.
George spent the winter working at
Conte’s to learn the retail business and
plans to be operational by December.
“It’s a really good time to open. You
can write off the previous year, you have
all product that’s not expiring for 10
months, there’s plenty of good dating to
be had that time of the year and there’s
a three month window to be ready
for major business once spring hits,”

Interbike, Bicycle Retailer Owner
To File for IPO to Pare Down Debt
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05. Fuji

4.3

136,000

Comfort

06. Gary Fisher

3.5

109,000

Hybrid/Cross

07. Electra

3.2

100,000

08. Cannondale

2.8

90,000

09. Haro

2.4

75,000

BMX/Freestyle

10. Redline

2.1

65,000

Youth 19”

Top Tier Brands Sub
Total:

71.7

2,134,000

Youth 20”

All Other Brands

28.3

843,589

Youth 24”

Total Est. Bike Shop+
Consumption:

100

2,977,589

15

464,748

12

378,969

10.3

254,218

16.5

511,223

19

378,969

20.4

500,524

Cruiser

6.5

201,391

4

126,323

3.3

82,002

Road/700c

15

464,748

13

410,550

14.9

365,664

8

247,866

8

252,646

7.7

190,117

2.5

77,458

4.5

142,113

4.3

106,474

4

123,933

5

157,904

5.1

124,373

2

61,066

4

126,323

4.2

103,213

All Youth

16.5

511,223

21.5

678,986

13.6

334,060

03. Giant

480,240

24

757,938

24.3

598,089

8

247,866

4

126,323

3.3

81,608
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BUENA VISTA, CO—Trailhead Cycle & Ski has turned a 1-acre parcel of land
behind the shop into a mountain bike track to accommodate test rides, clinics and trail maintenance and building workshops. The TrailCenter was created
by Arrowhead Trails, a local company, and includes 850 square feet of beginner
singletrack and 300 feet of intermediate trails with extra space to build more
trails in the future, said Evelyn Baker, co-owner of Trailhead Cycle & Ski. A formal dedication and ribbon cutting was held on June 5, National Trails Day. “This
fulfills a dream we have had for over six years,” Baker said. “We believe it will
help cycling—mountain biking in particular—grow in our community.” Baker
said the track would be especially beneficial to its rental business, which accounts
for about 30 to 40 percent of the shop’s bike-related revenue. “There are a number of new pump tracks in the area, but that really doesn’t help the tourist who
comes to visit our area and has always wanted to go on a mountain bike ride but
doesn’t really understand what it’s like. We’re at 8,000 feet,” Baker said. With the
test track, shop employees can gauge a newcomer’s skill level and send them to
an appropriate local trail. Baker said the track is currently open only to Trailhead
customers who sign a liability waiver, but she hopes to eventually purchase the
property and donate the track to the city.

Trailhead Cycle & Ski Builds MTB Test Track

Photo by

Judge Awards Trek
$290,000 in Breach
Of Contract Lawsuit

Breakdown of Participation
by Household Income
Under $15,000:
2.4 million or 6.4%

Total participation:
38.1 million

$15,000-$24.999:
1.9 million or 5%
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allows us to concentrate on other aspects of the business like employee care, advocacy and bicycle safety.
We measure our financial success based on year-overyear growth and overall profitability. I have heard of
businesses that gross millions a year but lose money.
I am not concerned with the gross numbers. Moni-

1

6
8

4

2
3

5
10

9
7

business. Profitable growth should come with annual year-to-year sales increases. Managing expenses
will complement it. Community involvement and increased marketing to cycling activities should be part
of our day-to-day operations.

7

10

Cherry Hill, New Jersey
Chris Arterburn, bike shop manager, Danzeisen
and Quigley—Although we measure in a variety of
ways, all metrics are intrinsically connected. We tend
to compare year-over-year sales and margins. Those
increases are largely driven by the repeat business and
word-of-mouth generated by our loyal customers.
Our success is ultimately determined by our ability to
satisfy every customer that walks into our store, which
is secondarily influenced by our ability to retain expert
employees who place a premium on customer service.

U.S. Exports: Three-Year Comparison Through March
Ye Exp
ar or
to ts
Da
te

BY NICOLE FORMOSA
MADISON, WI—A district court judge has awarded Trek nearly $300,000 in a breach of contract and
breach of personal guaranty case against the former
owner of an Illinois concept store.
Trek sued Rodney and Stacey Riley in February,
claiming the former owners of Trek Bicycle Store of
Highland Park owed more than $380,000 in unpaid
bills.
Wisconsin District Court Judge Barbara B. Crabb
ruled in favor of Trek on June 9, awarding the company $289,163.71 in damages after the Rileys failed to
respond to the lawsuit. Trek attorney Bob Burns said
Trek is working on a payment plan with Riley.

$25,000-$34,999:
2.5 million or 6.6%
$100,000+:
$100,000+:
10.8
10.8 million
million or
or
28.4%
28.4%
$35,000-$49,999:
$35,000-$49,999:
5.2
5.2 million
million or
or 13.8%
13.8%
$75,000-$99,999:
$75,000-$99,999:
6.8
6.8 million
million or
or 18%
18%
$50,000-$74,999:
$50,000-$74,999:
8.3
8.3 million
million or
or 21.8%
21.8%

riding, from 7.6 million riders in 2008
to 7.1 million last year. BMX riding
dropped almost 5 percent to 1.8 million
riders in 2009, and has plummeted 43.6
percent since 2000, the Outdoor Foundation said.
The NBDA’s Clements said those figures reflect current trends, given what
dealers report to be their biggest revenue generators right now: road, hybrid
and city bikes and service and repair.
“I would hate to be too negative on
mountain biking because it’s cool, it’s
a great market and it brings in a lot of
people in the sport that wouldn’t necessarily be there,” he continued, but it has
its own set of battles like trail access.
That segment could also have felt a
pinch from the recession as consumers
kept a close eye on discretionary spending in 2009.
According to the Outdoor Foundation, just 4.5 percent of active participants said they spent more last year
than in 2008 with the majority reporting they spent the same, put off purchases or spent considerably less.

www.bicycleretailer.com
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Biking Booms...

climb, jumping into the top three as far
as number of retailers who carry the
brand (See chart below. 2,000 retailers
were solicited, 400 retailers responded,
according to the NBDA Study).
“Raleigh offers good margins,” Townley said, citing one reason why Raleigh
is making more inroads at retail.
While Trek, Specialized and Giant
still rule the roost, their market share
isn’t what it once was. Townley calls it
the “end of the 80-20 rule,” where the
top 10 to 20 bike brands don’t have the
combined 80 percent unit share of the
U.S. bicycle market anymore.
Specialty retailers are stocking their
shops with more offerings from custom
manufacturers. “Dealers are carrying
more brands now,” said Townley, citing consumer demand for a more broad
range of brands.
Townley said that with no appreciable growth in the market—as is the
case currently—he predicts a 60-40 split
market share between the top-tier bike
brands and all other brands in the nottoo-distant future.

Continued from page one

U.S. Specialty Bicycle Retail Locations
January 2001 through January 2010

4,982
4,704

-7%

4,599

-2.2%

2002

2003

2004

2006

2005
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2007

4,394

-1.3%

2007

4,319

-1.7%

2009

4,256

-1.5%

2009

2008

Electra

8 LeMond

Raleigh

7 Electra

Gary Fisher

6 Redline

Redline

5 Gary Fisher

Haro

4 Specialized

Giant

3 Haro

Specialized

2 Giant

Trek

1 Trek

2010

2009

Trek

Trek

Giant

Giant

Specialized

Raleigh

Haro
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Specialized

Gary Fisher

Gary Fisher

Electra

Redline

Cannondale
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Diamondback

Sun Bicycles
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12,876

Frames and Forks, 2010†

12,224

Frames and Forks, 2009†

18,452

Frames and Forks, 2008†

1%

Percent Change
(2009-2010)

5,534

Total Exports 2010*

5,471

Total Exports 2009

5,566

Total Exports 2008

3,270

2010*

3,857

2009

3,700

2008

2,264

2010*

1,614

2009

1,866

2008

Bicycles with
tires smaller
than 25”

During a 10-minute hearing on June 2, Judge Crabb
approved Trek’s motion for default judgment, which
Trek’s attorneys filed when the Rileys did not provide
an answer to the lawsuit by the April 15 deadline.
An attorney listed for the Rileys did not return a
phone call seeking comment.
According to court documents, TBS of Highland
Park owed Trek $381,672.46 as of Nov. 18, 2009, when
Trek terminated the dealer agreement with the Rileys. Trek sold the remaining inventory from the TBS
store to a third-party in February to offset that bill by
about $125,000. The judge also awarded Trek interest
of about $22,000 and attorneys fees and legal costs of
almost $10,000.
According to the original complaint, Trek entered
into a five-year agreement with TBS and Rodney Riley on Jan. 21, 2008 to operate the shop, which opened
that spring.
By early 2009, Riley had fallen behind on payments
for inventory and was not providing financial statements to Trek as the dealer agreement required.
In August, Trek agreed to provide TBS with an extension in exchange for a personal guaranty of payment by the Rileys. At that time, Trek audited the store
and found its inventory was $200,000 short of securing
its debt.
Two months later, Trek ended its dealer agreement
with the Rileys. The company sued in February because the Rileys had not made any payments toward
satisfying their debt.
Trek had a previous relationship with Rodney Riley prior to the Highland Park partnership, and Riley
went through an interview and background check before being approved as a concept store dealer. He also
owned a second shop, 19 Sports, in Park City, Utah.
Trek Bicycle Store of Highland Park remains open as
a concept store under different ownership.
www.bicycleretailer.com
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*U.S.-built exports, three months only, through March †weight in kilograms

Bike and Frame Exports Break Records in First Quarter
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Exporters
sold more bikes and frames over the first
quarter than at anytime over the last 10
years. This year’s first-quarter sales—
more than $56.8 million worth—were
$18.4 million over last year according
to the department of commerce.
Shipments of frames and forks nearly
doubled last year’s numbers, representing the largest category gain. Export-

ers shipped 155,890 kilos more frames
and forks than last year, a 97 percent
improvement. Increased shipments
pushed sales up 109 percent, or $16.5
million.
Frame exports to Germany and Taiwan were particularly strong totaling
81,160 and 76,112 kilos, respectively.
Belgium, Spain, Korea and Japan were
also strong export markets.

Exporters met demand for U.S.made kids and BMX bikes in Canada
and Australia, which helped them post
an increase of 43 percent in shipments
even though demand in Europe softened. After Canada and Australia, Croatia was the third largest market for kids
bikes. It imported 322 units.
Though the jump in kids bike shipments was impressive, even more so

www.bicycleretailer.com

success in seattle
Hybrids Flying High. The only bike category to gain in unit numbers at the IBD
in 2009 was hybrid/cross, or as most
like to refer to it, “urban” bikes. This category jumped more than 100,000 units
in a year’s time, capturing 20 percent of
the market.
Full-suspension or not, mountain
bikes continue to slide. Retailers sold
215,000 fewer fat tire bikes in 2009.
Also declining in the past several
years is road/700c bikes. While retailers sold fewer units of the skinny tired
bikes in 2009, the category captured
more market share—almost 15 percent
to be exact.
“Part of this is that tri is so strong
right now,” Townley said. Townley also
attributed the category’s solid showing
to growth in fixies and single-speed
bikes.
Top Brands Still on Top. Trek still owns
the IBD channel both in unit volume
and representation at retail, followed
by Specialized and Giant. But what
might raise some eyebrows is Raleigh’s

cade Bicycle Club, the ride’s organizer. STP, now in its
31st year, is a major funding source for the club, which
also hosts the annual Chilly Hilly.
The club is often cited as the nation’s biggest with
12,000-plus members and a budget pushing $3 million, said its executive director, Chuck Ayers. And the
club keeps almost two-dozen employees busy pushing
an agenda of cycling, advocacy and education.
And no U.S. city, not even Portland, has a mayor
quite like Mike McGinn, who can be found most any
day of the week pedaling his beat up Trek 700 to City
Hall where—among other things—he pushes a pro cycling agenda in a car-choked region.
And he’s not afraid to mix it up with pols like Washington’s governor, Christine Gregoire, or the City
Council over a highly controversial plan to build a
tunnel along the city’s waterfront to replace the deteriorating Alaskan Way Viaduct, a $4.2 billion project.
Most city cyclists and others have opposed it in favor
of a more boulevard-style option, and they backed McGinn in his run for mayor.
On any given day, more than 160,000 car commuters
from outlying suburbs flood into this city. But Seattle
also enjoys a booming cadre of cycling commuters, advocates, racers both road and mountain, and families
who enjoy weekend outings on the popular Burke-Gilman Trail. Seattle also is home to several dozen stores,
a few of which we toured by bike in May.
Seattle proper boasts a population of more than

7000
6,259

Variance 2001 to 2010 2,003
Percent Variance 2001 to 2010 -32%

5,505
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5,358

-12%

-3%

5000

4,451

-5.6%

-3.3%

4000
2001

Source: The Bike Shop List

Top 10 Bicycle Brands Carried by
Specialty Bike Shops 2006-2009
Rank

Diamondback

9 Schwinn
10 Diamondback

Electra

Source: NBDA Specialty Bicycle Retailer Study, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009
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Percent Change
(2009-2010)

Bicycles with
tires larger
than 25”

The company sued in February because
the Rileys had not made any payments

Source: NSGA

toward satisfying their debt.

Ethnic Makeup of Riders
Afro American: 1.477 million, or 3.9%
Hispanic: 1.423 million, or 3.7%
Source: NSGA

count showed an 8.5 percent increase in
the number of cyclists there compared
to 2008, and a 53.5 percent spike since
2008.
In the perennial cycling hotbed of
Portland, Oregon, cycling trips actually decreased by 5 percent in 2009, at
the same rate as transit and cars. It was
the first decline in the city since 1995,
which the city’s bureau of transportation attributed to the city’s high unemployment rate in 2009 and lower fuel
prices compared with 2008.
Nationwide, the Outdoor Foundation
found that road/paved surface bicycle
riding rose 5.3 percent in 2009 among
Americans ages 6 and older, from 38.1
million riders to 40.1 million.
But, the trend toward transportation
could be pulling riders away from using
bikes recreationally.
Mountain biking saw a sharp decrease
last year, falling 17.8 percent from 10.2
million riders in 2008 to 8.4 million in
2009, according to the NSGA.
The Outdoor Foundation reported
a nearly 6 percent decrease in fat-tire
14

State of Retail

How Do You Measure Success in Your Business?

1

Portland, Oregon
Dean Mullin, part owner, Clever Cycles—We compare sales to the same period in prior years while also
looking at yearly profit and trends that arise over the
longer term. We look at months that have consistently been poor and figure out ways to even them out.
While we take margins into consideration,
we have no desire to own a shop that treats
margins as the standard on selecting products
to make the bottom line look better. Counting the number of ‘our’ bikes we see on the
road in a city that now hosts 56 bike shops is
a good measure of success as well.

2

8

3

9

toring margins is the road that leads to profitability.
Financials are important but creating an environment
for your employees to be well taken care of and a culture that makes coming to work fun is the biggest goal.

6

Baraboo, Wisconsin
Peter Schmitz, owner, Wildside—The definition of
success needs to be annual profit and bottom line. An
industry that is so passionate must pay attention to
improving profitability to grow. No profit = closed

www.bicycleretailer.com
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was the increase in sales, up 124 percent. Last year the average kids bike exported cost $216; this year it was $341,
helping exporters pocket $1.83 million
more.
Exports of adult bikes fell 13 percent
to 10,523 units compared to the first
quarter of last year. Shipments to Europe and Pacific Rim countries were
noticeably low.
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Importers Drop...

ply, founded in 1974, adopted the
city’s name to emphasize its Pacific Northwest roots.
SBS president Chuck Hooper,
said companies like his attract
and retain high-quality employees thanks to the city’s location
and its outdoor environment.
“People here ride whether it
rains or shines,” he said.
Hooper’s been at SBS for 25
years and a few employees have
been there longer. His newest
management hire was nine years
ago.
Six years ago Steve Meineke left
Southern California to take the
Mayor Mike McGinn (center) talks to a group of industry suppliers,
helm at Raleigh USA and, in one
retailers and publisher Marc Sani during a day of Seattle dealer visits. sense, it was a homecoming.
600,000. Surrounding suburbs push the regional total
“Before I ever lived here I competed in ski competito almost two million. It’s an affluent and outdoor-ori- tions here, I later climbed Mount Rainier, and I would
ented population that spends big on sports activities.
often visit, so I knew I could live here,” Meineke said.
Corporate giants like Boeing and Microsoft help anFrom a business perspective, it’s easier to attract
chor the economy and boost the average median in- top talent to Seattle, he said. Washington has no state
come for a family to a healthy $62,000 a year. Seattle is income tax and it’s near major recreational areas like
HQ for REI, Starbucks and Red Hook, plus dozens of Whistler and Hood River. “What really makes this
smaller high-tech companies.
place attractive is there’s a kind of an urban-meetsAs a result, bicycles and accessories are big business mountain-and-sea dynamic,” Meineke added.
for local retailers. How big? Like all things in the biAnother fan is Mike Kalmbach, president of ProNet
cycle industry, data is scarce.
Cycling. He grew up in this Pacific Northwest port and
But companies like Raleigh USA, FSA, ProNet Cy- began working in a local bike shop in 1960. His years
cling, Kore, along with custom framebuilders like Bill in retail (he’s owned three stores), his move into disDavidson, and others call it home. Seattle Bike Sup- tribution and as a trading agent has taken him around
the world.
“There’s a wealth of entrepreneurial people here. It’s
just amazing the number and variety of companies
scattered around throughout he peninsula who do a
huge volume of business,” he said.
One of those entrepreneurs is Lance Bohlen who,
along with several investors, has relaunched Kore, a
once significant brand started in Santa Ana, California, that rode the mountain bike boom until it went
bust. Bohlen and the others bought it in 2005. With a
growing roster of distributors and increased OE spec,
Kore is bouncing back, he said.
“For me, Seattle’s perfect,” said the Pacific Northwest
native. “We make everything in Asia and Seattle’s a
great gateway to the Asian market,” said Bohlen, who
also has an office in Taichung. “The convenience of
having the airport here, the cycling culture, the strong
retail culture and Seattle’s a hotbed of cyclocross,
makes it a great business location.”
Ric Hjertberg, who just launched his new composite
wheel brand Mad Fiber here, called Seattle the “capital” of carbon fiber given the number of local carbon
fiber subcontractors.
“You don’t have to look far for carbon fiber sports
applications in Seattle, whether it’s racing shells, sailboats or kayak paddles,” he said.
Marine companies in Seattle adopted carbon early
on, but it was the aerospace industry that raised its
profile. “There were always a lot of resins and fibers
way before Boeing, but now there’s been a convergence. When we go out to source things, it’s easy,”
Hjertberg said.
www.bicycleretailer.com
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“Remember we are owned by Amer Sports, a Finnish company outside the euro zone,” Leydecker said.
“They own many companies doing business in
most world markets. Managing their business they
set the exchange rates all of us use with our vendors
and with each other over our budget year,” he added.

ther hit a price point or they do not sell. Sometimes
Sigma’s margin is razor thin and other times it gets a
few more points, but that retail price cannot move no
matter what the exchange rate is.
Although Sigma’s computers are made in Asia,
Sigma USA imports many directly from its German
headquarters, which affects pricing. “We ship computers in bulk from China but with our 100 percent
quality check, each computer is hand-checked, in
Germany or here, before it gets its packaging. So the

times a year. There is really no way a one-month or
two-month change in the exchange rate can impact
pricing,” said Crystal Trout, SKS’ sales manager.
“If the euro stays low until the fall shows I think
retailers can expect to see pricing adjusted to reflect
that. But what it does over a few months has little impact,” she added.
Lower priced European goods will allow U.S. retailers to reduce their upfront spending and offer better
prices to consumers.
Tony Leongini, manager of Bicycle Pro
1.50
Shop in Washington, D.C., sells a ton of
11-speed Campy and high-end European
1.45
frames from the likes of Time, Look and
DeRosa. Leongini said the leveling of the
1.40
euro-to-dollar exchange rate has already
1.35
improved his pricing on European products,
which he has passed onto customers. “It’s
1.30
made a big difference,” he said.
1.35
On the other hand, retailers will be forced
to compete more heavily with European
1.20
mail-order companies. Internet giants in the
UK can now deliver parts purchased when
Source:
the
euro
was strong for less than U.S. wholeCNBC
sale
pricing.
“A lot of European Internet retailers will
pick up lots of business. Consumers can buy parts
for less money than a distributor pays. And we hear
about it,” said Sigma’s Orloff.
“It’s something all of us hate but it’s almost impossible
to control. While I control Internet pricing here, Sigma
Germany is not focusing on what Americans are able to
buy from European Web sites,” he added.

Euro Declines Against Dollar

Photo by Thao Tran

Naples, Florida
Joseph and Jane DuBois, owners, Trek Bicycle
Store of Estero & Naples—We have tangible indicators such as net sales, gross profit and gross
profit margin. We also have intangible indicators that have been extremely helpful in creating
the type of company that we want to be. They
range from delivering consistent, exceptional
customer service to being the premier bicycle
company to work for. The saying ‘you can only
manage what you measure’ holds very true to
our company.

San Francisco, California
Anderson Reed, co-owner, Box Dog Bikes—
We use NBDA data and our own historical
data to measure costs, revenue and profit and
compare them to previous years. In the sales
department we set revenue and margin targets as well as inventory shrink goals. And in
service we measure revenue versus labor costs
and previous years’ data. I don’t really think
any of that has to do with success. Success for
me is defined by quality of life—at-the-job
happiness, cost of living versus wage, riding
after work, etc.

Granger, Indiana
Pete Colan, owner, Spin Zone Cycling—We
measure success in smiles, repeat customers,
referrals and the growing population of customers who take time off from their day to hang out
with us. When we opened, we had to do quite a
bit of discounting to get the smiles, but margins
have improved as our technical ability and customer support becomes more widely known. I
also measure success in motivated, happy and
secure employees. I measure fiscal success by being able to maintain steady annual growth without incurring additional debt, paying healthy
wages and maintaining a modest lifestyle.

Scottsdale, Arizona
Shasta Keltz, co-owner, Bicycle Haus—Our
definition of success has always been measured by how we are meeting the needs of our
customers. Our success is directly related to
keeping a pulse on what the market wants and
what they will want next. Profit and loss numbers are always important to tell you if what
you are doing is working. Looking toward the
future and how to better our store has been
the key. People want to see, touch, feel, ride
and buy the latest and greatest items. Figuring
out what that is going to be is our job.

Meridian, Mississippi
Butch Gray, owner, Heart and Sole Cycle and
Fitness—After 21 years of selling customers on
the concept of fitness through bicycling and to
see the joy a kid gets when he gets a new bike is
my satisfaction. It also helps that we have made
it this long in a business that many people in this
area of the country thought was crazy. Through
all the economic and natural storms we are still
here.

4

Boulder, Colorado
Lester Binegar, general manager, University Bicycles—Our gauge of success is simple:
are we taking excellent care of every customer? They must get super friendly service. We
need to make their visit fun and efficient. They
need to leave with the best products and services that
meet their needs. If we do this every single time, the
numbers will take care of themselves. We also need to
be organized, have a great selection of products, merchandise our store well, have proper inventory levels
and constantly improve our processes.
Scarsdale, New York
Steve Kahn, president/owner, Danny’s Cycles—
Profitability is very high on the list. Being profitable

Photo courtesy The League
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“Beyond Band of Brothers” by Major Dick Winters
“How We Decide” by Jonah Lehrer
“Blue Ocean Strategy” by W. Chan
Kim and Renee Mauborgne
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BY RAY KEENER
to in a day and how many bikes do I
There are many paths to bike retail— need to sell? I have monthly targets for
an unusual one is from car sales to bike both. You can’t control how many peosales. But Joe Laird did just that, work- ple walk in, so you’d better make sure
ing in car dealerships
you’re closing two out
for 27 years, mostly in
of three,” Laird added.
sales. “My best friend
Laird said he’s trying
owned a shop and
a commission strucwanted to sell,” Laird
ture. “Three percent of
said. “All I had was
gross sales for Friday,
good credit and a love
Saturday and Sunday
for bikes.”
goes into a shared pool.
So Laird bought
It’s not a lot of cash, but
Tailwind Bicycles,
$50 extra in your pockwhich was voted best
et is a good incentive,”
bike shop in Philadelhe said. “We tried inphia in 2009.
dividual commissions,
Tailwind’s Joe Laird
So how has experibut it made the guys too
ence in auto sales translated into bike competitive with each other.”
retail?
Laird said that 80 to 90 percent of
“The retail environments are pretty his customers are new or returning
similar—both have test rides. If some- riders. “They’re not interested in tech
one has enough interest to test ride, we spec. I’m more likely to show them
get all their contact info,” Laird said.
the One World Two Wheels Web site
“I was taught in the car business about obesity and saving gas by riding
that the important number is my clos- on short trips. That gets them one step
ing ratio. How many people can I talk closer to the sale,” Laird said.
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SCOTTSDALE, AZ—Bicycle Haus has moved its retail location one door
down in order to combine space with its fit and massage studio. The move came
after the restaurant separating Bicycle
Haus’s two storefronts vacated. They renovated the space, brought in new fixtures
and created a new design with a partial wall
separating the fit studio and primary retail
floor. “It allowed us to create a new fresh
look. It’s very boutique looking. Everything
has its place; it’s very clean and organized,”
said Shasta Keltz, who owns Bicycle Haus
with her husband Kale. They have about the same amount of retail floor space as
before—about 2,400 square feet—but have moved some fit-applicable products
into the fit studio such as saddles, footbeds, shoes and handlebars. Along with
the move, the Keltzes were able to renegotiate their lease. They also used the opportunity to switch POS systems, and bring in Rapha apparel.

Bicycle Haus Adjoins Retail Space, Fit Studio

the power and the impact that a leader’s
behavior can have on an organization.
For me, this book is really about corporate culture and how to create an effective one.”
Boyd said “How We Decide” is about
how the brain works when individuals
make choices. “It’s more scientific than I
anticipated,” Boyd said.
“We make choices so
quickly that we don’t
even realize how we’re
making them. How
does a batter hit a curve
ball? It’s not a cognitive
process.Youdon’treally
‘think’ about it, you just
do it.”
Boyd hopes it will
help him from a marketing perspective.
And Boyd is re-reading “Blue Ocean Strategy” because he
considers Dahon a blue ocean company.
“It means we’re looking at a different part
of the market in a different way,” Boyd
said. “We’re not fighting with Trek and
Giant for share; we’re fighting with a lack
of understanding of how folding bikes
can change people’s lives.” —Ray Keener
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Specialty Bicycle Retail Channel

U.S. Bicycle Market Channels Of Trade Apparent Consumption

SAN FRANCISCO, CA—The owners of Marin County’s Paradigm Cycles have
purchased venerable San Francisco shop City Cycle. The deal went through April
1. City Cycle has been run by Alison Mankin since her husband and City Cycle
founder Clay Mankin passed away in November 2005. Cory Farrer, one of three
owners of Paradigm Cycles, said he and his business partners saw an opportunity
in City Cycle. “It was a kind of a similar shop in spirit to what we’ve been doing
and we needed to expand,” Farrer said. “The history was good. Certainly we have
our challenges here—the size of the space, the way things had been going—I
think it’s the right opportunity at the right time.” Farrer said despite its strong
reputation and well-recognized name, City Cycle, which Mankin opened in 1986,
had been struggling due to the economic downturn and a product mix focused
almost entirely on small custom brands. To help diversify, he has brought in Trek,
Cervélo and Colnago. Farrer said another focus would be to reintegrate the shop
into the community through group rides, involvement with local cycling clubs
and advocacy work, something for which Clay was well known. Farrer said some
of City Cycle’s longtime customers were initially nervous about the new owners
coming in, but people are mostly happy to have the shop stay open and thrive. “I
think we’ve got to earn their trust a little bit, we’re good at that,” he said. Farrer
said the shop would retain the City Cycle name for the time being.

Paradigm Cycles Buys Bay Area’s City Cycle

Retail Briefs

Steve Boyd, chief operating officer
of Dahon Bicycles, has
a plan to make sure he
reads regularly.
“I try to get in a few
hours every week, a
habit I learned when
I went back to school,”
Boyd said. “It doesn’t
matter so much what
you read, either. I didn’t
pick up Beyond Band of
Brothers to learn about
business, it just turned
out that way.”
Boyd described the book as a narration of the training and leadership team
building of Easy Company, the famous
World War II combat unit.
“There’s not enough of this kind of
leadership in our industry, not enough
focus on the dynamics of putting a team
together,” Boyd said. “I’m fascinated by
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ger picture?
Sporting Goods Still Hurting. The sportNBDA executive director Fred Clem- ing goods channel continues to show a
ents thinks the remaining 4,200-plus re- steady decline in bicycle business. The
tailers are picking up the dollar volume. swift number drop for sporting goods
“Same dollars but through fewer (595,000 units sold in 2009 compared
stores,” Clements said. A rate of decline with 1.1 million units in 2008) had to
less than 2 percent isn’t bad considering do with obtaining more accurate inforthe down economy, he added.
mation rather than an actual decline.
While most distributors keep track
“We have overstated their numbers in
of new accounts, most don’t know how the past,” Townley said.
many are actually new to the business.
Townley said he doesn’t want to sug“We’re growing so we add new ac- gest that all sporting goods suppliers are
counts every week,” said Steve Hawley, hurting. He said one major supplier to
president of The Hawley Company in the channel is doing quite well, citing
South Carolina. Hawley estimated that excellent operational efficiency.
out of new accounts added last year
Mass merchants sold about 3 milonly 10 percent were new businesses.
lion fewer units in 2009, dropping their
“But if you want
my impression without sound stats to
2007, 2008 and 2009 Estimated Units and Market Share
back it up, we’re defiEst. 2007 Est. 2007
Est. 2008
Est. 2008
Est. 2009
Est. 2009
nitely seeing more
Channel
Units
Share
Units
Share
Units
Share
new shops open up
Mass
than shops closing,”
13,305
73
13,747
74
10,868
73
Merchant
Hawley said. “Part
Chain Sport
of the reason for this
1,276
7
1,115
6
595
4
Goods
is that quite a few
Bike Shops
3,098
17
3,158
17
2,977
18
smaller niche or urban shops are springOther
547
3
371
3
447
3
ing up.”
Total
18,259
100
18,225
100
14,888
100
QBP director of
sales and customer
Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce Import Statistics for 2007, 2008; and 2009; Gluskin Townley Group
service Todd Cravens
Estimates for 2007, 2008, and 2009, excluding exports.
Note: Bike shop channel includes outdoor specialty.
said the company
gained quite a few

market share to 73 percent. And while
the IBD channel sold about 200,000
fewer units than in 2008, their market
share increased 1 percent.
Meanwhile, estimated average unit
retail value held steady at $500 at specialty retailers. Both mass merchants
and sporting goods stores saw average
unit values drop to $78 and $235, respectively.
Specialty retailers are also capturing
more market share in parts and accessories, taking 37 percent while mass
merchants and sporting goods account
for 25 percent and 23 percent of the pie,
respectively.
“People are still fixing up their old
bikes,” Townley said. And it seems specialty retailers—now more than ever—
are consumers’ choice for sprucing up
bikes that have been gathering dust in
the garage.

5
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Source: Bicycle Product Supplier Association (BPSA) Statistical Reports.

2.5

Totals:

320,000

5.7

2009 Est. Units

Market 2009 Overview Report for the
National Bicycle Dealers Association.
Yet in another sense Townley wasn’t
that surprised. The recession, he said,
has forced retailers to develop better
operational efficiency. Dealers are paying attention to inventory turns and
learning to say “no” to vendors pushing backed up inventory down their
throats, Townley said.
While IBD store closings have leveled
off, why this is happening and what it
actually means is open to interpretation. Townley has studied the issue
enough to surmise that many of the
stores going out of business are in rural
communities.
“If you look at the geography of these
declines, it’s in the smaller communities
that they’ve closed down,” Townley said.
Raleigh USA president Steve Meineke agrees that smaller shops had a
rough year in 2009.
“Large bike shops with wide product
offerings and deep involvement in local
cycling communities were less impacted
by the economy than smaller, more specialized dealers,” Meineke said. “They
were able to keep consumers buying
even when the economy shuts down.”
What, if any, impact new Wal-Marts
have had on local bike shops isn’t
known. Did Wal-Marts in these rural
areas cause the demise of small-town
IBDs? Or were rural specialty retailers

Continued from page one

Rural Shops...

new stores in 2009 compared with 2008.
“We did have a few more folks go out
of business in 2009, but less than what
was predicted,” Cravens said.

2
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store generates the cash needed to stay narrow, spanning two floors with about
in business and to keep its longtime 6,000 square feet of space.
staff employed. The store has 32 fullOn the lower level dozens of bikes
and part-time employees in season. hang from hooks and a full service reThat
numpair bay takes
ber drops to
care of major
about 26 in
overhauls.
the winter.
Upstairs
The owners
customers
are also macan
watch
jor supportas mechaners of racing,
ics
handle
supporting
simpler fixes.
three
Ra“We were meleigh teams—
chanics so we
Stranamanti, Bike to work participants including Raleigh’s
want our cusFirst
Rate Chris Speyer and Steve Meineke and SRAM’s tomers to see
Mortgage and Stan Day tour Recycled Cycles in May.
what the meits own inchanics do,”
house team, Recycled Cycles. “This one Donahue said.
shop is providing service and support
“When we first started all we sold
to three different race teams all in the were used bikes,” he recalled.
same community. There’s no other shop
But they soon dropped that strategy
that does so much for different facets when they couldn’t keep up with deof the cycling community in the Pacific mand. They began ordering new bikes
Northwest,” said Brian Fornes, Raleigh’s from Raleigh, the only supplier that ofmarketing manager.
fered them credit. And, at the time, RaOver the years Recycled Cycles, leigh also owned the Nishiki and Uniwhich once occupied a small corner in vega brands, which they also stocked.
the office complex, has now taken over
“We’re still a Raleigh dealer today,”
the building. The structure is long and Donahue said.

going away on their
own?
Do the store closures even matter as
one looks at the big-

2
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Other

10.1
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2009 % Share

Brand

Bike Shop Channel Estimated 2009
Unit Volume Of Bicycles By Brand
Campy, Mavic, Suntour and other obscure brands.
Martini cut their teeth in retailing
A “Condition Guide” helps customas wrenches. But the duo decided ers judge the quality of used parts, plus
to find some used bikes, buff them up, customers get a 30-day warranty on
and resell them out of Martini’s garage. them as well as on used—or as they call
That venture was so successful they them, pre-owned bikes. Last year the
decided to rent some space, opening store sold about 2,000 used bikes, but
their doors Oct. 10, 1994. Recycled Cy- demand usually exceeds what’s in stock.
cles has never looked
But Donahue and
back.
his staff push more
The space they
than used hardware
rented—at $400 a
out the front door.
month—put
them
Customers can saddle
on the water’s edge at
up on new bikes from
Portage Bay near the
Raleigh, DiamondUniversity of Washback, Kona, Salsa
ington. Sixteen years
and others. Donahue,
later, it’s a store with
42, the father of two,
an old school feel that
spends his time at the
resonates with urban
store while Martini
hipsters, new cyclists
manages the store’s
and cycling curoff-site warehouse.
mudgeons sifting for
Both agree that
bargains in the used
renting this waterSRAM’s Stan Day and Recyparts bins.
front space years ago
Besides an impos- cled Cycles’ Steve Donahue.
has given their store
ing stash of old hubs,
an edge in the comseatposts, brakes, skewers, a box of munity. And while Donahue declines
mix-and-match pedals and other used to reveal what the rent is today—other
items, the store sells vintage parts from than to say it’s substantially higher—the

teve Donahue and Scott
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Additionally the retail market sets its own price irrespective of exchange rate fluctuations. Leydecker
points to the sub-$1,000 price of the Mavic Ksyrium
SL that has remained stable though the euro has varied more than 20 percent in value.
Sigma USA’s managing director Brian Orloff agreed
that in the competitive computer market products ei-
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Apr.
2010

Jun.
2010

May.
2010

value of the euro has a big impact on my business,”
Orloff said.
SKS still makes most of its products in Germany,
but like other European companies it works to keep
retail pricing stable rather than allow pricing to reflect variable short-term exchange rate.
“If you think in inventory turns, we only turn a few
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BOONE, NC—When Specialized approved a Dealer Grant application supporting a Boone, North Carolina, mountain bike park, it had no idea of the scale of funding their contribution would lead to. The $5,000 grant was quickly leveraged to attract over half a million dollars of public funding toward the development of Rocky
Knob Park. The Dealer Grant, contributed through Boone Bike and Touring, was
immediately matched by the Bikes Belong Foundation. The combined funds commit the Watuga County Tourism Development Authority to completing an access
road, parking area and Phase 1 of trail development by the end of summer. The additional $500,000 grant from the North Carolina Parks and Recreation Trust Fund
will assist with the acquisition and development for Rocky Knob Park. The 185-acre
park is located just east of Boone. By its completion in fall 2011, it will contain 10 to
12 miles of trail for biking, hiking and cross-country skiing.

NC Retailer Leverages $500,000 for MTB Park

WASHINGTON, D.C.—Hundreds of organizations from around the country
joined to thank U.S. Secretary of Transportation Ray LaHood for his leadership in
making bicycling and walking safer and more accessible. LaHood accepted a thank
you letter at DOT headquarters from bicyclists representing America Bikes, Safe
Routes to School National Partnership and Transportation for America and more
than 200 national, state, regional and local organizations from every state May 28.
Washington Area Bicyclists Association joined the group to present a thank you
poster from local bicyclists, many of whom attended the event. “The DOT is committed to providing the kinds of biking and walking opportunities people want to
see in their communities,” said Secretary LaHood. “Bike and pedestrian paths are
part of a cleaner, greener future for American transportation.”

Advocates Thank Ray LaHood for Leadership

AUSTIN, TX—Three Safe Routes to School (SRTS) grant proposals submitted by
the BikeTexas Education Fund (EF) to the Texas Department of Transportation were
approved for funding. Of over 280 projects submitted, 200 were recently funded by
the Texas Transportation Commission after a thorough review process by DOT staff
and the DOT Bicycle Advisory Committee. Of the total $54 million awarded, BikeTexas EF will receive about $1.4 million. The funds will be distributed among three
projects: the SRTS Statewide Teacher Certification Program; the SRTS Resources
Distribution Program; and the SRTS Our Rich Texas History Program.

BikeTexas Gets $1.4 Million for Safe Routes

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The League of American Bicyclists hosted a ride down
new bike lanes on Pennsylvania Avenue in the nation’s capital that included the
Crown Prince of Denmark Frederik André Henrik Christian, along with Denmark’s ambassador Friis Arne Petersen
and special guests NBA all-star Caron
Butler and Congressmen Jim Oberstar
(D-MN) and Tom Petri (R-WI). The June
7 ride was held to commemorate the 50th
anniversary of the Danish embassy and
to coincide with the prince’s visit. League
president Andy Clarke also used the
event to debut a partnership between the
The League’s Andy Clarke (right) and
League and Butler. Butler, who has cre- Prince Frederik Christian.
ated numerous initiatives to support underprivileged youth, founded Caron Butler’s Annual Bike Brigade in 2005. The program, which he personally funds, has given more than 2,500 bikes to kids in Racine,
Wisconsin, and Washington, D.C. The partnership will give the Brigade a national
platform. The League will incorporate kid’s bike education into Butler’s program.

Danish Prince Rides on American Bikeways

Advocacy Briefs

Waterfront Shop Caters to Hipsters, Racers Alike

Year in Review

success in seattle
2
2

2

2
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BOONE, NC—When Specialized approved a Dealer Grant application supporting a Boone, North Carolina, mountain bike park, it had no idea of the scale of funding their contribution would lead to. The $5,000 grant was quickly leveraged to attract over half a million dollars of public funding toward the development of Rocky
Knob Park. The Dealer Grant, contributed through Boone Bike and Touring, was
immediately matched by the Bikes Belong Foundation. The combined funds commit the Watuga County Tourism Development Authority to completing an access
road, parking area and Phase 1 of trail development by the end of summer. The additional $500,000 grant from the North Carolina Parks and Recreation Trust Fund
will assist with the acquisition and development for Rocky Knob Park. The 185-acre
park is located just east of Boone. By its completion in fall 2011, it will contain 10 to
12 miles of trail for biking, hiking and cross-country skiing.

NC Retailer Leverages $500,000 for MTB Park

WASHINGTON, D.C.—Hundreds of organizations from around the country
joined to thank U.S. Secretary of Transportation Ray LaHood for his leadership in
making bicycling and walking safer and more accessible. LaHood accepted a thank
you letter at DOT headquarters from bicyclists representing America Bikes, Safe
Routes to School National Partnership and Transportation for America and more
than 200 national, state, regional and local organizations from every state May 28.
Washington Area Bicyclists Association joined the group to present a thank you
poster from local bicyclists, many of whom attended the event. “The DOT is committed to providing the kinds of biking and walking opportunities people want to
see in their communities,” said Secretary LaHood. “Bike and pedestrian paths are
part of a cleaner, greener future for American transportation.”
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2,134,000
65,000
75,000
90,000
100,000
109,000
136,000
179,000
320,000
340,000
720,000
2009 Est. Units

Bike Shop Channel Estimated 2009
Unit Volume Of Bicycles By Brand

2.5

Youth 19”
BMX/Freestyle

61,066

15
6.5

Cruiser
Hybrid/Cross

464,748

16.5
15

Comfort

28

All Mtn

4.5

Mtn No Susp
Mtn Full Susp

511,223
464,748
139,424

8

Mtn Front Susp

15.5

480,240

2007 Unit
Percent

2007 Est.
Units

685,534

0.2

126,323

24
2008 Unit
Percent

254,218

27.8

15,790

4

500,524

10.3

900,051

0.5

247,866

82,002

20.4

378,969

28.5

365,664

3.3

378,969

12

867,530

190,117

14.9

126,323

19

106,474

7.7

410,550

4

124,373

4.3

252,646

13

201,391

103,213

5.1

142,113

8

334,060

4.2

157,904

4.5

247,866

43,787

13.6

126,323

5

77,458

8

Road/700c

4

123,933

1.8

678,986

5,837

3.3

757,938

81,608

24.3

2008 Est.
Units

598,089

2009 Unit
Percent

Trailhead Cycle & Ski Builds MTB Test Track

2009 Est.
Units

SCOTTSDALE, AZ—Bicycle Haus has moved its retail location one door
down in order to combine space with its fit and massage studio. The move came
after the restaurant separating Bicycle
Haus’s two storefronts vacated. They renovated the space, brought in new fixtures
and created a new design with a partial wall
separating the fit studio and primary retail
floor. “It allowed us to create a new fresh
look. It’s very boutique looking. Everything
has its place; it’s very clean and organized,”
said Shasta Keltz, who owns Bicycle Haus
with her husband Kale. They have about the same amount of retail floor space as
before—about 2,400 square feet—but have moved some fit-applicable products
into the fit studio such as saddles, footbeds, shoes and handlebars. Along with
the move, the Keltzes were able to renegotiate their lease. They also used the opportunity to switch POS systems, and bring in Rapha apparel.

2007, 2008 and 2009 Estimated Unit Consumption by Product Category

Specialty Bicycle Retail Channel

going away on their new stores in 2009 compared with 2008. market share to 73 percent. And while
own?
“We did have a few more folks go out the IBD channel sold about 200,000
Do the store clo- of business in 2009, but less than what fewer units than in 2008, their market
sures even matter as was predicted,” Cravens said.
share increased 1 percent.
Continued from page one
one looks at the bigMeanwhile, estimated average unit
ger picture?
Sporting Goods Still Hurting. The sport- retail value held steady at $500 at speNBDA executive director Fred Clem- ing goods channel continues to show a cialty retailers. Both mass merchants
ents thinks the remaining 4,200-plus re- steady decline in bicycle business. The and sporting goods stores saw average
tailers are picking up the dollar volume. swift number drop for sporting goods unit values drop to $78 and $235, re“Same dollars but through fewer (595,000 units sold in 2009 compared spectively.
stores,” Clements said. A rate of decline with 1.1 million units in 2008) had to
Specialty retailers are also capturing
less than 2 percent isn’t bad considering do with obtaining more accurate infor- more market share in parts and accesthe down economy, he added.
mation rather than an actual decline.
sories, taking 37 percent while mass
While most distributors keep track
“We have overstated their numbers in merchants and sporting goods account
of new accounts, most don’t know how the past,” Townley said.
for 25 percent and 23 percent of the pie,
many are actually new to the business.
Townley said he doesn’t want to sug- respectively.
“We’re growing so we add new ac- gest that all sporting goods suppliers are
“People are still fixing up their old
counts every week,” said Steve Hawley, hurting. He said one major supplier to bikes,” Townley said. And it seems spepresident of The Hawley Company in the channel is doing quite well, citing cialty retailers—now more than ever—
South Carolina. Hawley estimated that excellent operational efficiency.
are consumers’ choice for sprucing up
out of new accounts added last year
Mass merchants sold about 3 mil- bikes that have been gathering dust in
only 10 percent were new businesses.
lion fewer units in 2009, dropping their the garage.
“But if you want
my impression without sound stats to
2007, 2008 and 2009 Estimated Units and Market Share
back it up, we’re defiEst. 2007 Est. 2007
Est. 2008
Est. 2008
Est. 2009
Est. 2009
nitely seeing more
Channel
Units
Share
Units
Share
Units
Share
new shops open up
Mass
than shops closing,”
13,305
73
13,747
74
10,868
73
Merchant
Hawley said. “Part
Chain Sport
of the reason for this
1,276
7
1,115
6
595
4
Goods
is that quite a few
Bike Shops
3,098
17
3,158
17
2,977
18
smaller niche or urban shops are springOther
547
3
371
3
447
3
ing up.”
Total
18,259
100
18,225
100
14,888
100
QBP director of
sales and customer
Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce Import Statistics for 2007, 2008; and 2009; Gluskin Townley Group
service Todd Cravens
Estimates for 2007, 2008, and 2009, excluding exports.
Note: Bike shop channel includes outdoor specialty.
said the company
gained quite a few

Bicycle Haus Adjoins Retail Space, Fit Studio

SAN FRANCISCO, CA—The owners of Marin County’s Paradigm Cycles have
purchased venerable San Francisco shop City Cycle. The deal went through April
1. City Cycle has been run by Alison Mankin since her husband and City Cycle
founder Clay Mankin passed away in November 2005. Cory Farrer, one of three
owners of Paradigm Cycles, said he and his business partners saw an opportunity
in City Cycle. “It was a kind of a similar shop in spirit to what we’ve been doing
and we needed to expand,” Farrer said. “The history was good. Certainly we have
our challenges here—the size of the space, the way things had been going—I
think it’s the right opportunity at the right time.” Farrer said despite its strong
reputation and well-recognized name, City Cycle, which Mankin opened in 1986,
had been struggling due to the economic downturn and a product mix focused
almost entirely on small custom brands. To help diversify, he has brought in Trek,
Cervélo and Colnago. Farrer said another focus would be to reintegrate the shop
into the community through group rides, involvement with local cycling clubs
and advocacy work, something for which Clay was well known. Farrer said some
of City Cycle’s longtime customers were initially nervous about the new owners
coming in, but people are mostly happy to have the shop stay open and thrive. “I
think we’ve got to earn their trust a little bit, we’re good at that,” he said. Farrer
said the shop would retain the City Cycle name for the time being.

U.S. Bicycle Market Channels Of Trade Apparent Consumption

Paradigm Cycles Buys Bay Area’s City Cycle

Retail Briefs

Rural Shops...

Waterfront Shop Caters to Hipsters, Racers Alike

Year in Review

success in seattle

$75,000-$99,999:
$75,000-$99,999:
6.8
6.8 million
million or
or 18%
18%
$50,000-$74,999:
$50,000-$74,999:
8.3
8.3 million
million or
or 21.8%
21.8%

The company sued in February because
the Rileys had not made any payments

Source: NSGA

toward satisfying their debt.

Ethnic Makeup of Riders
Afro American: 1.477 million, or 3.9%

riding, from 7.6 million riders in 2008
to 7.1 million last year. BMX riding
dropped almost 5 percent to 1.8 million
riders in 2009, and has plummeted 43.6
percent since 2000, the Outdoor Foundation said.
The NBDA’s Clements said those figures reflect current trends, given what
dealers report to be their biggest revenue generators right now: road, hybrid
and city bikes and service and repair.
“I would hate to be too negative on
mountain biking because it’s cool, it’s
a great market and it brings in a lot of
people in the sport that wouldn’t necessarily be there,” he continued, but it has
its own set of battles like trail access.
That segment could also have felt a
pinch from the recession as consumers
kept a close eye on discretionary spending in 2009.
According to the Outdoor Foundation, just 4.5 percent of active participants said they spent more last year
than in 2008 with the majority reporting they spent the same, put off purchases or spent considerably less.
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Baraboo, Wisconsin
Peter Schmitz, owner, Wildside—The definition of
success needs to be annual profit and bottom line. An
industry that is so passionate must pay attention to
improving profitability to grow. No profit = closed
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Cherry Hill, New Jersey
Chris Arterburn, bike shop manager, Danzeisen
and Quigley—Although we measure in a variety of
ways, all metrics are intrinsically connected. We tend
to compare year-over-year sales and margins. Those
increases are largely driven by the repeat business and
word-of-mouth generated by our loyal customers.
Our success is ultimately determined by our ability to
satisfy every customer that walks into our store, which
is secondarily influenced by our ability to retain expert
employees who place a premium on customer service.
www.bicycleretailer.com

Top Brands Still on Top. Trek still owns
the IBD channel both in unit volume
and representation at retail, followed
by Specialized and Giant. But what
might raise some eyebrows is Raleigh’s

Biking Booms...

climb, jumping into the top three as far
as number of retailers who carry the
brand (See chart below. 2,000 retailers
were solicited, 400 retailers responded,
according to the NBDA Study).
“Raleigh offers good margins,” Townley said, citing one reason why Raleigh
is making more inroads at retail.
While Trek, Specialized and Giant
still rule the roost, their market share
isn’t what it once was. Townley calls it
the “end of the 80-20 rule,” where the
top 10 to 20 bike brands don’t have the
combined 80 percent unit share of the
U.S. bicycle market anymore.
Specialty retailers are stocking their
shops with more offerings from custom
manufacturers. “Dealers are carrying
more brands now,” said Townley, citing consumer demand for a more broad
range of brands.
Townley said that with no appreciable growth in the market—as is the
case currently—he predicts a 60-40 split
market share between the top-tier bike
brands and all other brands in the nottoo-distant future.

Continued from page one

cade Bicycle Club, the ride’s organizer. STP, now in its
31st year, is a major funding source for the club, which
also hosts the annual Chilly Hilly.
The club is often cited as the nation’s biggest with
12,000-plus members and a budget pushing $3 million, said its executive director, Chuck Ayers. And the
club keeps almost two-dozen employees busy pushing
an agenda of cycling, advocacy and education.
And no U.S. city, not even Portland, has a mayor
quite like Mike McGinn, who can be found most any
day of the week pedaling his beat up Trek 700 to City
Hall where—among other things—he pushes a pro cycling agenda in a car-choked region.
And he’s not afraid to mix it up with pols like Washington’s governor, Christine Gregoire, or the City
Council over a highly controversial plan to build a
tunnel along the city’s waterfront to replace the deteriorating Alaskan Way Viaduct, a $4.2 billion project.
Most city cyclists and others have opposed it in favor
of a more boulevard-style option, and they backed McGinn in his run for mayor.
On any given day, more than 160,000 car commuters
from outlying suburbs flood into this city. But Seattle
also enjoys a booming cadre of cycling commuters, advocates, racers both road and mountain, and families
who enjoy weekend outings on the popular Burke-Gilman Trail. Seattle also is home to several dozen stores,
a few of which we toured by bike in May.
Seattle proper boasts a population of more than

U.S. Specialty Bicycle Retail Locations
January 2001 through January 2010

7000
6,259

Variance 2001 to 2010 2,003
Percent Variance 2001 to 2010 -32%

5,505

6000

5,358

-12%

4,982

-3%

5000

4,704

-7%

4,599

4,451

-5.6%
-2.2%

-3.3%

4000
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

4,394

-1.3%

2007

4,319

-1.7%

2009

4,256

-1.5%

2009

2010

Source: The Bike Shop List

Top 10 Bicycle Brands Carried by
Specialty Bike Shops 2006-2009
Rank

2006

2007

2008

2009

1 Trek

Trek

Trek

Trek

2 Giant

Specialized

Giant

Giant

3 Haro

Giant

Specialized

Raleigh

4 Specialized

Haro

Haro

Haro

5 Gary Fisher

Redline

Redline

Specialized

6 Redline

Gary Fisher

Gary Fisher

Gary Fisher

7 Electra

Raleigh

Electra

Redline

8 LeMond

Electra

Cannondale

Cannondale

9 Schwinn

Diamondback

Raleigh

Diamondback

LeMond

Sun Bicycles

Electra

10 Diamondback

Source: NBDA Specialty Bicycle Retailer Study, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009

www.bicycleretailer.com
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ply, founded in 1974, adopted the
city’s name to emphasize its Pacific Northwest roots.
SBS president Chuck Hooper,
said companies like his attract
and retain high-quality employees thanks to the city’s location
and its outdoor environment.
“People here ride whether it
rains or shines,” he said.
Hooper’s been at SBS for 25
years and a few employees have
been there longer. His newest
management hire was nine years
ago.
Six years ago Steve Meineke left
Southern California to take the
Mayor Mike McGinn (center) talks to a group of industry suppliers,
helm at Raleigh USA and, in one
retailers and publisher Marc Sani during a day of Seattle dealer visits. sense, it was a homecoming.
600,000. Surrounding suburbs push the regional total
“Before I ever lived here I competed in ski competito almost two million. It’s an affluent and outdoor-ori- tions here, I later climbed Mount Rainier, and I would
ented population that spends big on sports activities.
often visit, so I knew I could live here,” Meineke said.
Corporate giants like Boeing and Microsoft help anFrom a business perspective, it’s easier to attract
chor the economy and boost the average median in- top talent to Seattle, he said. Washington has no state
come for a family to a healthy $62,000 a year. Seattle is income tax and it’s near major recreational areas like
HQ for REI, Starbucks and Red Hook, plus dozens of Whistler and Hood River. “What really makes this
smaller high-tech companies.
place attractive is there’s a kind of an urban-meetsAs a result, bicycles and accessories are big business mountain-and-sea dynamic,” Meineke added.
for local retailers. How big? Like all things in the biAnother fan is Mike Kalmbach, president of ProNet
cycle industry, data is scarce.
Cycling. He grew up in this Pacific Northwest port and
But companies like Raleigh USA, FSA, ProNet Cy- began working in a local bike shop in 1960. His years
cling, Kore, along with custom framebuilders like Bill in retail (he’s owned three stores), his move into disDavidson, and others call it home. Seattle Bike Sup- tribution and as a trading agent has taken him around
the world.
“There’s a wealth of entrepreneurial people here. It’s
just amazing the number and variety of companies
scattered around throughout he peninsula who do a
huge volume of business,” he said.
One of those entrepreneurs is Lance Bohlen who,
along with several investors, has relaunched Kore, a
once significant brand started in Santa Ana, California, that rode the mountain bike boom until it went
bust. Bohlen and the others bought it in 2005. With a
growing roster of distributors and increased OE spec,
Kore is bouncing back, he said.
“For me, Seattle’s perfect,” said the Pacific Northwest
native. “We make everything in Asia and Seattle’s a
great gateway to the Asian market,” said Bohlen, who
also has an office in Taichung. “The convenience of
having the airport here, the cycling culture, the strong
retail culture and Seattle’s a hotbed of cyclocross,
makes it a great business location.”
Ric Hjertberg, who just launched his new composite
wheel brand Mad Fiber here, called Seattle the “capital” of carbon fiber given the number of local carbon
fiber subcontractors.
“You don’t have to look far for carbon fiber sports
applications in Seattle, whether it’s racing shells, sailboats or kayak paddles,” he said.
Marine companies in Seattle adopted carbon early
on, but it was the aerospace industry that raised its
profile. “There were always a lot of resins and fibers
way before Boeing, but now there’s been a convergence. When we go out to source things, it’s easy,”
Hjertberg said.
1, 2010
www.bicycleretailer.com

Photo by Thao Tran

Hybrids Flying High. The only bike category to gain in unit numbers at the IBD
in 2009 was hybrid/cross, or as most
like to refer to it, “urban” bikes. This category jumped more than 100,000 units
in a year’s time, capturing 20 percent of
the market.
Full-suspension or not, mountain
bikes continue to slide. Retailers sold
215,000 fewer fat tire bikes in 2009.
Also declining in the past several
years is road/700c bikes. While retailers sold fewer units of the skinny tired
bikes in 2009, the category captured
more market share—almost 15 percent
to be exact.
“Part of this is that tri is so strong
right now,” Townley said. Townley also
attributed the category’s solid showing
to growth in fixies and single-speed
bikes.

2

toring margins is the road that leads to profitability.
Financials are important but creating an environment
for your employees to be well taken care of and a culture that makes coming to work fun is the biggest goal.

success in seattle
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2008

1,866

383

1,037

672

46

0

0

127

12

362

547

4,596

-539

2009

1,614

26

874

3,107

70

0

4

186

66

360

686

6,801

2,205

2010*

2,264

260

727

3,472

218

1

84

502

152

883

1,840

9,693

2,892

2008

3,700

9

777

3,891

319

42

5

1

1,208

2,461

4,036

13,240

-1,569

2009

3,857

4

561

3,814

317

21

0

101

1,649

1,292

5,902

12,064

-1,176

2010*

3,270

39

1,300

2,922

114

10

4

160

804

1,649

4,014

10,523

-1,541

Total Exports 2008

5,566

392

1,814

4,563

365

42

5

128

1,220

2,823

4,583

17,836

-2,108

Total Exports 2009

5,471

30

1,435

6,921

387

21

4

287

1,715

1,652

6,588

18,865

1,029

Total Exports 2010*

5,534

299

2,027

6,394

332

11

88

662

956

2,532

5,854

20,216

1,351

Percent Change
(2009-2010)

1%

897%

41%

-8%

-14%

-48%

2100%

131%

-44%

53%

-11%

7%

Frames and Forks, 2008†

18,452

59

1,413

37,997

6,396

0

4,315

28,314

46,395

27,135

112,555

185,705

28,257

Frames and Forks, 2009†

12,224

173

1,630

43,127

8,822

38

2,201

28,807

44,950

18,619

103,437

160,591

-25,114

Frames and Forks, 2010†

12,876

235

7,020

107,711

14,275

195

8,536

81,160

41,788

35,059

181,013

316,481

155,890

Percent Change
(2009-2010)

5%

36%

331%

150%

62%

413%

288%

182%

-7%

88%

75%

97%

Bicycles with
tires smaller
than 25”

Bicycles with
tires larger
than 25”

*U.S.-built exports, three months only, through March †weight in kilograms

Bike and Frame Exports Break Records in First Quarter
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Exporters
sold more bikes and frames over the first
quarter than at anytime over the last 10
years. This year’s first-quarter sales—
more than $56.8 million worth—were
$18.4 million over last year according
to the department of commerce.
Shipments of frames and forks nearly
doubled last year’s numbers, representing the largest category gain. Export-

ers shipped 155,890 kilos more frames
and forks than last year, a 97 percent
improvement. Increased shipments
pushed sales up 109 percent, or $16.5
million.
Frame exports to Germany and Taiwan were particularly strong totaling
81,160 and 76,112 kilos, respectively.
Belgium, Spain, Korea and Japan were
also strong export markets.

Exporters met demand for U.S.made kids and BMX bikes in Canada
and Australia, which helped them post
an increase of 43 percent in shipments
even though demand in Europe softened. After Canada and Australia, Croatia was the third largest market for kids
bikes. It imported 322 units.
Though the jump in kids bike shipments was impressive, even more so

www.bicycleretailer.com

was the increase in sales, up 124 percent. Last year the average kids bike exported cost $216; this year it was $341,
helping exporters pocket $1.83 million
more.
Exports of adult bikes fell 13 percent
to 10,523 units compared to the first
quarter of last year. Shipments to Europe and Pacific Rim countries were
noticeably low.
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During a 10-minute hearing on June 2, Judge Crabb
approved Trek’s motion for default judgment, which
Trek’s attorneys filed when the Rileys did not provide
an answer to the lawsuit by the April 15 deadline.
An attorney listed for the Rileys did not return a
phone call seeking comment.
According to court documents, TBS of Highland
Park owed Trek $381,672.46 as of Nov. 18, 2009, when
Trek terminated the dealer agreement with the Rileys. Trek sold the remaining inventory from the TBS
store to a third-party in February to offset that bill by
about $125,000. The judge also awarded Trek interest
of about $22,000 and attorneys fees and legal costs of
almost $10,000.
According to the original complaint, Trek entered
into a five-year agreement with TBS and Rodney Riley on Jan. 21, 2008 to operate the shop, which opened
that spring.
By early 2009, Riley had fallen behind on payments
for inventory and was not providing financial statements to Trek as the dealer agreement required.
In August, Trek agreed to provide TBS with an extension in exchange for a personal guaranty of payment by the Rileys. At that time, Trek audited the store
and found its inventory was $200,000 short of securing
its debt.
Two months later, Trek ended its dealer agreement
with the Rileys. The company sued in February because the Rileys had not made any payments toward
satisfying their debt.
Trek had a previous relationship with Rodney Riley prior to the Highland Park partnership, and Riley
went through an interview and background check before being approved as a concept store dealer. He also
owned a second shop, 19 Sports, in Park City, Utah.
Trek Bicycle Store of Highland Park remains open as
a concept store under different ownership.
www.bicycleretailer.com
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Meridian, Mississippi
Butch Gray, owner, Heart and Sole Cycle and
Fitness—After 21 years of selling customers on
the concept of fitness through bicycling and to
see the joy a kid gets when he gets a new bike is
my satisfaction. It also helps that we have made
it this long in a business that many people in this
area of the country thought was crazy. Through
all the economic and natural storms we are still
here.

S

4

63,162

21.5

BUENA VISTA, CO—Trailhead Cycle & Ski has turned a 1-acre parcel of land
behind the shop into a mountain bike track to accommodate test rides, clinics and trail maintenance and building workshops. The TrailCenter was created
by Arrowhead Trails, a local company, and includes 850 square feet of beginner
singletrack and 300 feet of intermediate trails with extra space to build more
trails in the future, said Evelyn Baker, co-owner of Trailhead Cycle & Ski. A formal dedication and ribbon cutting was held on June 5, National Trails Day. “This
fulfills a dream we have had for over six years,” Baker said. “We believe it will
help cycling—mountain biking in particular—grow in our community.” Baker
said the track would be especially beneficial to its rental business, which accounts
for about 30 to 40 percent of the shop’s bike-related revenue. “There are a number of new pump tracks in the area, but that really doesn’t help the tourist who
comes to visit our area and has always wanted to go on a mountain bike ride but
doesn’t really understand what it’s like. We’re at 8,000 feet,” Baker said. With the
test track, shop employees can gauge a newcomer’s skill level and send them to
an appropriate local trail. Baker said the track is currently open only to Trailhead
customers who sign a liability waiver, but she hopes to eventually purchase the
property and donate the track to the city.

2,458,992

8

3

16

business. Profitable growth should come with annual year-to-year sales increases. Managing expenses
will complement it. Community involvement and increased marketing to cycling activities should be part
of our day-to-day operations.

Granger, Indiana
Pete Colan, owner, Spin Zone Cycling—We
measure success in smiles, repeat customers,
referrals and the growing population of customers who take time off from their day to hang out
with us. When we opened, we had to do quite a
bit of discounting to get the smiles, but margins
have improved as our technical ability and customer support becomes more widely known. I
also measure success in motivated, happy and
secure employees. I measure fiscal success by being able to maintain steady annual growth without incurring additional debt, paying healthy
wages and maintaining a modest lifestyle.

Scottsdale, Arizona
Shasta Keltz, co-owner, Bicycle Haus—Our
definition of success has always been measured by how we are meeting the needs of our
customers. Our success is directly related to
keeping a pulse on what the market wants and
what they will want next. Profit and loss numbers are always important to tell you if what
you are doing is working. Looking toward the
future and how to better our store has been
the key. People want to see, touch, feel, ride
and buy the latest and greatest items. Figuring
out what that is going to be is our job.

5

7

7
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Scarsdale, New York
Steve Kahn, president/owner, Danny’s Cycles—
Profitability is very high on the list. Being profitable

9

Naples, Florida
Joseph and Jane DuBois, owners, Trek Bicycle
Store of Estero & Naples—We have tangible indicators such as net sales, gross profit and gross
profit margin. We also have intangible indicators that have been extremely helpful in creating
the type of company that we want to be. They
range from delivering consistent, exceptional
customer service to being the premier bicycle
company to work for. The saying ‘you can only
manage what you measure’ holds very true to
our company.

San Francisco, California
Anderson Reed, co-owner, Box Dog Bikes—
We use NBDA data and our own historical
data to measure costs, revenue and profit and
compare them to previous years. In the sales
department we set revenue and margin targets as well as inventory shrink goals. And in
service we measure revenue versus labor costs
and previous years’ data. I don’t really think
any of that has to do with success. Success for
me is defined by quality of life—at-the-job
happiness, cost of living versus wage, riding
after work, etc.

Boulder, Colorado
Lester Binegar, general manager, University Bicycles—Our gauge of success is simple:
are we taking excellent care of every customer? They must get super friendly service. We
need to make their visit fun and efficient. They
need to leave with the best products and services that
meet their needs. If we do this every single time, the
numbers will take care of themselves. We also need to
be organized, have a great selection of products, merchandise our store well, have proper inventory levels
and constantly improve our processes.

3
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BikeTexas Gets $1.4 Million for Safe Routes

store generates the cash needed to stay narrow, spanning two floors with about
in business and to keep its longtime 6,000 square feet of space.
staff employed. The store has 32 fullOn the lower level dozens of bikes
and part-time employees in season. hang from hooks and a full service reThat
numpair bay takes
ber drops to
care of major
about 26 in
overhauls.
the winter.
Upstairs
The owners
customers
are also macan
watch
jor supportas mechaners of racing,
ics
handle
supporting
simpler fixes.
three
Ra“We were meleigh teams—
chanics so we
Stranamanti, Bike to work participants including Raleigh’s
want our cusFirst
Rate Chris Speyer and Steve Meineke and SRAM’s tomers to see
Mortgage and Stan Day tour Recycled Cycles in May.
what the meits own inchanics do,”
house team, Recycled Cycles. “This one Donahue said.
shop is providing service and support
“When we first started all we sold
to three different race teams all in the were used bikes,” he recalled.
same community. There’s no other shop
But they soon dropped that strategy
that does so much for different facets when they couldn’t keep up with deof the cycling community in the Pacific mand. They began ordering new bikes
Northwest,” said Brian Fornes, Raleigh’s from Raleigh, the only supplier that ofmarketing manager.
fered them credit. And, at the time, RaOver the years Recycled Cycles, leigh also owned the Nishiki and Uniwhich once occupied a small corner in vega brands, which they also stocked.
the office complex, has now taken over
“We’re still a Raleigh dealer today,”
the building. The structure is long and Donahue said.

2
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allows us to concentrate on other aspects of the business like employee care, advocacy and bicycle safety.
We measure our financial success based on year-overyear growth and overall profitability. I have heard of
businesses that gross millions a year but lose money.
I am not concerned with the gross numbers. Moni-

8

4

2

How Do You Measure Success in Your Business?
Portland, Oregon
Dean Mullin, part owner, Clever Cycles—We compare sales to the same period in prior years while also
looking at yearly profit and trends that arise over the
longer term. We look at months that have consistently been poor and figure out ways to even them out.
While we take margins into consideration,
we have no desire to own a shop that treats
margins as the standard on selecting products
to make the bottom line look better. Counting the number of ‘our’ bikes we see on the
road in a city that now hosts 56 bike shops is
a good measure of success as well.

6

BY MARC SANI
Campy, Mavic, Suntour and other obteve Donahue and Scott scure brands.
Martini cut their teeth in retailing
A “Condition Guide” helps customas wrenches. But the duo decided ers judge the quality of used parts, plus
to find some used bikes, buff them up, customers get a 30-day warranty on
and resell them out of Martini’s garage. them as well as on used—or as they call
That venture was so successful they them, pre-owned bikes. Last year the
decided to rent some space, opening store sold about 2,000 used bikes, but
their doors Oct. 10, 1994. Recycled Cy- demand usually exceeds what’s in stock.
cles has never looked
But Donahue and
back.
his staff push more
The space they
than used hardware
rented—at $400 a
out the front door.
month—put
them
Customers can saddle
on the water’s edge at
up on new bikes from
Portage Bay near the
Raleigh, DiamondUniversity of Washback, Kona, Salsa
ington. Sixteen years
and others. Donahue,
later, it’s a store with
42, the father of two,
an old school feel that
spends his time at the
resonates with urban
store while Martini
hipsters, new cyclists
manages the store’s
and cycling curoff-site warehouse.
mudgeons sifting for
Both agree that
bargains in the used
renting this waterSRAM’s Stan Day and Recyparts bins.
front space years ago
Besides an impos- cled Cycles’ Steve Donahue.
has given their store
ing stash of old hubs,
an edge in the comseatposts, brakes, skewers, a box of munity. And while Donahue declines
mix-and-match pedals and other used to reveal what the rent is today—other
items, the store sells vintage parts from than to say it’s substantially higher—the

Youth 24”
Product
Category

77.458

16.5

3,158,075
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AUSTIN, TX—Three Safe Routes to School (SRTS) grant proposals submitted by
the BikeTexas Education Fund (EF) to the Texas Department of Transportation were
approved for funding. Of over 280 projects submitted, 200 were recently funded by
the Texas Transportation Commission after a thorough review process by DOT staff
and the DOT Bicycle Advisory Committee. Of the total $54 million awarded, BikeTexas EF will receive about $1.4 million. The funds will be distributed among three
projects: the SRTS Statewide Teacher Certification Program; the SRTS Resources
Distribution Program; and the SRTS Our Rich Texas History Program.

Market 2009 Overview Report for the
National Bicycle Dealers Association.
Yet in another sense Townley wasn’t
that surprised. The recession, he said,
has forced retailers to develop better
operational efficiency. Dealers are paying attention to inventory turns and
learning to say “no” to vendors pushing backed up inventory down their
throats, Townley said.
While IBD store closings have leveled
off, why this is happening and what it
actually means is open to interpretation. Townley has studied the issue
enough to surmise that many of the
stores going out of business are in rural
communities.
“If you look at the geography of these
declines, it’s in the smaller communities
that they’ve closed down,” Townley said.
Raleigh USA president Steve Meineke agrees that smaller shops had a
rough year in 2009.
“Large bike shops with wide product
offerings and deep involvement in local
cycling communities were less impacted
by the economy than smaller, more specialized dealers,” Meineke said. “They
were able to keep consumers buying
even when the economy shuts down.”
What, if any, impact new Wal-Marts
have had on local bike shops isn’t
known. Did Wal-Marts in these rural
areas cause the demise of small-town
IBDs? Or were rural specialty retailers

All Youth

100

$35,000-$49,999:
$35,000-$49,999:
5.2
5.2 million
million or
or 13.8%
13.8%

U.S. Exports: Three-Year Comparison Through March

Importers Drop...
Continued from page one

“Remember we are owned by Amer Sports, a Finnish company outside the euro zone,” Leydecker said.
“They own many companies doing business in
most world markets. Managing their business they
set the exchange rates all of us use with our vendors
and with each other over our budget year,” he added.

ther hit a price point or they do not sell. Sometimes
Sigma’s margin is razor thin and other times it gets a
few more points, but that retail price cannot move no
matter what the exchange rate is.
Although Sigma’s computers are made in Asia,
Sigma USA imports many directly from its German
headquarters, which affects pricing. “We ship computers in bulk from China but with our 100 percent
quality check, each computer is hand-checked, in
Germany or here, before it gets its packaging. So the

Euro Declines Against Dollar
12/01/09
1.50

1/01/10
1.43
2/01/10
1.39

3/01/10
1.36

4/01/10
1.35
5/03/10
1.33
6/07/10
1.19

Dec.
2009

Jan.
2010

Feb.
2010

Mar.
2010

Additionally the retail market sets its own price irrespective of exchange rate fluctuations. Leydecker
points to the sub-$1,000 price of the Mavic Ksyrium
SL that has remained stable though the euro has varied more than 20 percent in value.
Sigma USA’s managing director Brian Orloff agreed
that in the competitive computer market products ei-

www.bicycleretailer.com

Apr.
2010

May.
2010

Jun.
2010

value of the euro has a big impact on my business,”
Orloff said.
SKS still makes most of its products in Germany,
but like other European companies it works to keep
retail pricing stable rather than allow pricing to reflect variable short-term exchange rate.
“If you think in inventory turns, we only turn a few

times a year. There is really no way a one-month or
two-month change in the exchange rate can impact
pricing,” said Crystal Trout, SKS’ sales manager.
“If the euro stays low until the fall shows I think
retailers can expect to see pricing adjusted to reflect
that. But what it does over a few months has little impact,” she added.
Lower priced European goods will allow U.S. retailers to reduce their upfront spending and offer better
prices to consumers.
Tony Leongini, manager of Bicycle Pro
1.50
Shop in Washington, D.C., sells a ton of
11-speed Campy and high-end European
1.45
frames from the likes of Time, Look and
DeRosa. Leongini said the leveling of the
1.40
euro-to-dollar exchange rate has already
1.35
improved his pricing on European products,
which he has passed onto customers. “It’s
1.30
made a big difference,” he said.
1.35
On the other hand, retailers will be forced
to
compete more heavily with European
1.20
mail-order companies. Internet giants in the
UK can now deliver parts purchased when
Source:
the euro was strong for less than U.S. wholeCNBC
sale pricing.
“A lot of European Internet retailers will
pick up lots of business. Consumers can buy parts
for less money than a distributor pays. And we hear
about it,” said Sigma’s Orloff.
“It’s something all of us hate but it’s almost impossible
to control. While I control Internet pricing here, Sigma
Germany is not focusing on what Americans are able to
buy from European Web sites,” he added.
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Danish Prince Rides on American Bikeways

28.3

All Other Brands

2,977,589
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Source: Bicycle Product Supplier Association (BPSA) Statistical Reports.

$25,000-$34,999:
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Source: NSGA
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WASHINGTON, D.C.—The League of American Bicyclists hosted a ride down
new bike lanes on Pennsylvania Avenue in the nation’s capital that included the
Crown Prince of Denmark Frederik André Henrik Christian, along with Denmark’s ambassador Friis Arne Petersen
and special guests NBA all-star Caron
Butler and Congressmen Jim Oberstar
(D-MN) and Tom Petri (R-WI). The June
7 ride was held to commemorate the 50th
anniversary of the Danish embassy and
to coincide with the prince’s visit. League
president Andy Clarke also used the
event to debut a partnership between the
The League’s Andy Clarke (right) and
League and Butler. Butler, who has cre- Prince Frederik Christian.
ated numerous initiatives to support underprivileged youth, founded Caron Butler’s Annual Bike Brigade in 2005. The program, which he personally funds, has given more than 2,500 bikes to kids in Racine,
Wisconsin, and Washington, D.C. The partnership will give the Brigade a national
platform. The League will incorporate kid’s bike education into Butler’s program.

100

Total Est. Bike Shop+
Consumption:
Brand

Advocates Thank Ray LaHood for Leadership
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BY NICOLE FORMOSA
MADISON, WI—A district court judge has awarded Trek nearly $300,000 in a breach of contract and
breach of personal guaranty case against the former
owner of an Illinois concept store.
Trek sued Rodney and Stacey Riley in February,
claiming the former owners of Trek Bicycle Store of
Highland Park owed more than $380,000 in unpaid
bills.
Wisconsin District Court Judge Barbara B. Crabb
ruled in favor of Trek on June 9, awarding the company $289,163.71 in damages after the Rileys failed to
respond to the lawsuit. Trek attorney Bob Burns said
Trek is working on a payment plan with Riley.

Hispanic: 1.423 million, or 3.7%

14
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$15,000-$24.999:
1.9 million or 5%

count showed an 8.5 percent increase in
the number of cyclists there compared
to 2008, and a 53.5 percent spike since
2008.
In the perennial cycling hotbed of
Portland, Oregon, cycling trips actually decreased by 5 percent in 2009, at
the same rate as transit and cars. It was
the first decline in the city since 1995,
which the city’s bureau of transportation attributed to the city’s high unemployment rate in 2009 and lower fuel
prices compared with 2008.
Nationwide, the Outdoor Foundation
found that road/paved surface bicycle
riding rose 5.3 percent in 2009 among
Americans ages 6 and older, from 38.1
million riders to 40.1 million.
But, the trend toward transportation
could be pulling riders away from using
bikes recreationally.
Mountain biking saw a sharp decrease
last year, falling 17.8 percent from 10.2
million riders in 2008 to 8.4 million in
2009, according to the NSGA.
The Outdoor Foundation reported
a nearly 6 percent decrease in fat-tire

www.bicycleretailer.com

BY RAY KEENER
to in a day and how many bikes do I
There are many paths to bike retail— need to sell? I have monthly targets for
an unusual one is from car sales to bike both. You can’t control how many peosales. But Joe Laird did just that, work- ple walk in, so you’d better make sure
ing in car dealerships
you’re closing two out
for 27 years, mostly in
of three,” Laird added.
sales. “My best friend
Laird said he’s trying
owned a shop and
a commission strucwanted to sell,” Laird
ture. “Three percent of
said. “All I had was
gross sales for Friday,
good credit and a love
Saturday and Sunday
for bikes.”
goes into a shared pool.
So Laird bought
It’s not a lot of cash, but
Tailwind Bicycles,
$50 extra in your pockwhich was voted best
et is a good incentive,”
bike shop in Philadelhe said. “We tried inphia in 2009.
dividual commissions,
Tailwind’s Joe Laird
So how has experibut it made the guys too
ence in auto sales translated into bike competitive with each other.”
retail?
Laird said that 80 to 90 percent of
“The retail environments are pretty his customers are new or returning
similar—both have test rides. If some- riders. “They’re not interested in tech
one has enough interest to test ride, we spec. I’m more likely to show them
get all their contact info,” Laird said.
the One World Two Wheels Web site
“I was taught in the car business about obesity and saving gas by riding
that the important number is my clos- on short trips. That gets them one step
ing ratio. How many people can I talk closer to the sale,” Laird said.

Under $15,000:
2.4 million or 6.4%

Total participation:
38.1 million
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Judge Awards Trek
$290,000 in Breach
Of Contract Lawsuit

Breakdown of Participation
by Household Income

Salesman Trades Cars for Bikes
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Steve Boyd, chief operating officer
of Dahon Bicycles, has
a plan to make sure he
reads regularly.
“I try to get in a few
hours every week, a
habit I learned when
I went back to school,”
Boyd said. “It doesn’t
matter so much what
you read, either. I didn’t
pick up Beyond Band of
Brothers to learn about
business, it just turned
out that way.”
Boyd described the book as a narration of the training and leadership team
building of Easy Company, the famous
World War II combat unit.
“There’s not enough of this kind of
leadership in our industry, not enough
focus on the dynamics of putting a team
together,” Boyd said. “I’m fascinated by

2

“Beyond Band of Brothers” by Major Dick Winters
“How We Decide” by Jonah Lehrer
“Blue Ocean Strategy” by W. Chan
Kim and Renee Mauborgne

the power and the impact that a leader’s
behavior can have on an organization.
For me, this book is really about corporate culture and how to create an effective one.”
Boyd said “How We Decide” is about
how the brain works when individuals
make choices. “It’s more scientific than I
anticipated,” Boyd said.
“We make choices so
quickly that we don’t
even realize how we’re
making them. How
does a batter hit a curve
ball? It’s not a cognitive
process.Youdon’treally
‘think’ about it, you just
do it.”
Boyd hopes it will
help him from a marketing perspective.
And Boyd is re-reading “Blue Ocean Strategy” because he
considers Dahon a blue ocean company.
“It means we’re looking at a different part
of the market in a different way,” Boyd
said. “We’re not fighting with Trek and
Giant for share; we’re fighting with a lack
of understanding of how folding bikes
can change people’s lives.” —Ray Keener

Photo courtesy The League

Steve Boyd

Retail Spotlight

2

Photo by

What’s On Your Nightstand?

2

Dual-Sport Business Model Pans Out for Alpine Hut
success in seattle

resources and increase our involvement
in the cycling community here and nationwide.
The bigger task at hand is to get more
safe places to ride. Besides our involvement with Bikes Belong, Raleigh is now
involved at all levels in the Seattle community—with our dealers, the Cascade
Bicycle Club, Bicycle Alliance of Washington, local government and our com-

been a thrilling challenge. But it’s taken munity of consumers. We’ve also emseveral years for us to build the momen- braced Seattle’s robust racing scene and
tum in our business so we can commit help sponsor teams such as Recycled
Cycles and have become active in local road and cyclocross events.
Development of exceptional and accessible mountain biking is also a priority.
We worked closely with the
Evergreen Mountain Bike Alliance to support, create and
protect sustainable mountain
biking in Washington. We are
especially excited about the
grand opening of the Duthie
Hill Mountain Bike Park in
Issaquah where members
Raleigh USA’s Steve Meineke (left) rides alongof our Diamondback team
side Seattle Mayor Mike McGinn on Raleigh’s
played a small part in its de“Annual Seattle Commute Day.”
velopment.
We are now engaged in our community in a more meaningful way—a community that contributes to our national
movement. We are proud of our Pacific
Northwest home; it’s one of America’s
sweet spots.
We welcome you—our friends and
dealers—to come on a ride, enjoy the
salmon and our fine wines. You don’t
want to miss Seattle.

To Make a Visible Impact, Get to Know Your Our Own Backyard
Guest Editorial
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BY MARC SANI
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On the Move

Ashima Turns Seal Into Bicycle Brake Piston

Marshall Heads Marketing at Performance

MIAMI, FL—Ashima’s pistonless PCB hydraulic brake uses a patented diaphragm to deliver the performance of a 21-millimeter piston. Seals on traditional
piston brakes roll out and retract with the piston as
it presses on the pads, so Ashima just made the seal
do the work of the piston. “The diaphragm is made
so that the inner diaphragm presses on the pads
during light lever action giving great modulation.
During heavy brake input the entire diaphragm
works together,” said Chris Dupuis, J&B Importers
product manager. J&B distributes Ashima’s brakes.
“Replacing the metal piston with a synthetic diaphragm reduces the weight quite a bit. The entire brake including rotor and all
hardware weighs 300 grams a wheel,” he added. Getting rid of the piston also
allows Ashima to lower the profile of the caliper. And since there is no piston to
stick, pad modulation and retraction is improved. Dupuis also said that rubber
diaphragms on brake pads absorb vibration and noise better than metal pistons.
While the caliper and brake lever are alloy, the master cylinder is composite for
further weight reduction. Ashima’s PCB brakes retail for $159 a wheel.

CHAPEL HILL, NC—Performance Bicycle recently named Cindy Marshall
its chief marketing officer. She joins at a time when the company is expanding
its retail store footprint to more than 90 stores nationwide. Performance also has
created a new brand, reflected in its retail, Web and catalog channels, designed
to reach everyone from dedicated cyclists to casual riders. Marshall is responsible for steering that brand vision and overseeing all aspects of the company’s
marketing. Most recently she was president of Pace E-Commerce, where she was
responsible for a number of major retail Web sites. Marshall also led the marketing and e-commerce efforts of The Vermont Country Store and Ross-Simons,
and held senior marketing roles at L.L. Bean.

Zap Takes Reins as Road Bike Action Editor

VALENCIA, CA—Brad Roe has stepped down as editor of Road Bike Action
after heading up the consumer publication since its rebirth more than three years
ago. Veteran cycling journalist Zapata Espinoza has been named as the magazine’s new editor. Espinoza most recently worked as features editor for Road Bike
Action and Motocross Action. He was editor of Mountain Bike Action in the late
80s and early 90s, and led Mountain Bike at Rodale for several years. He also
spent several years as brand manager at Trek. Roe started at Hi-Torque Publications as a 19-year-old intern and worked at the company on and off for 21 years.

Calfee Retrofits Carbon Bikes with Di2 Group

LA SELVA BEACH, CA—Calfee Designs offers a Di2 retrofit service using
a proprietary carbon seatpost with integrated battery and Shimano’s internal
Di2 wiring harness to update non-Di2 spec’d bikes. “We hope to post a database
shortly of the brands and bike models we will work with,” said Craig Calfee,
president of Calfee Designs. Calfee bike owners who want to update their bikes
with Shimano’s electric group pushed the company to come up with the idea. “All
the wires run out the bottom of the seatpost, which go down to Shimano’s normal junction box in the bottom bracket area and then on to the levers and derailleurs,” Calfee said. Because running Di2 wires internally requires small holes to
be drilled near front and rear derailleurs and levers, Calfee is offering the service
for carbon bikes only. “We know how to handle small holes in carbon. To do
what is necessary to drill a hole in an alloy bike and strengthen it again is more
work than we want to do,” he said. The company expects the seatpost and labor
to retrofit most bikes to run about $500.

Aaron Tieman Replaces Marin Bikes’ Glazer

NOVATO, CA—Marin Bikes has promoted Aaron Tieman to national sales
manager, replacing Steve Glazer. Glazer, who had been with Marin for 10 years,
chose to pursue opportunities outside the industry. Tieman has worked at Marin
for four years as inside accounts manager, specializing in new business acquisition with IBDs. Marin has also added Alexis Colin to its inside sales department
to service dealers in the Great Plains from North and South Dakota east through
Minnesota, Iowa and Illinois in addition to southern states and Florida.

Todson Appoints Bert Low Sales Manager

NORTH ATTLEBORO, MA—Bert Low recently joined Todson as its sales
manager. He’s responsible for sales to national sporting goods chains and Todson’s network of wholesale distributors. Prior to working for Todson, Low was
the national sales manager for Pedro’s. A Brooklyn, New York native, Low started
in the retail industry while in high school working for Paragon Sports. He moved
to Massachusetts in 2006.

DuPont Devises Light, Efficient Transmission

BOISE, ID—Tony DuPont, whose company Io DuPont produces Power Cordz
shift and brake synthetic cables, is feverishly finishing the first rideable prototype of his Infinity Drive transmission, a continuously variable (CVT) design. “I
debated offering a hub but decided that frame mounting the transmission was
lighter, which is what I’m shooting for,” DuPont said. The company is targeting
a finished weight below Shimano XTR or SRAM XX. Planetary gears, viscous
drive and other non-chain and derailleur systems are not as efficient as a bike’s
traditional chain drive. “We expect 94 percent efficiency because my transmission relies on direct-drive forces. It’s closer to chain
drive than other transmissions,” he said. The transmission currently fits in a 100-millimeter diameter
bottom bracket opening. DuPont didn’t offer details
on his patent-pending design, but he hoped to have
rideable prototypes under product managers this
summer to help find additional investment. Infinity Drive offers much greater gear range than other
transmissions on the market. DuPont will initially
offer a 1 to 6 ratio, though greater ranges are possible. “The big advantage of this wide range is that a rider at a stop will start out in
a much lower gear than any derailleur system, and they can climb steeper hills,”
DuPont said. It will also eliminate spinning out on fast downhills.
www.bicycleretailer.com

Topolino Enters
Highly Competitive
Wheelchair Market
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BY JASON NORMAN
BETHEL, CT—Bicycle wheel manufacturer Topolino Technology is introducing wheelchair wheels for
the first time this September, giving Spinergy, which
has offered wheelchair wheels for more than 10 years,
a little friendly competition.
Topolino founder and president Raphael Schlanger,
formerly with Spinergy, has been working on the design
and testing of the wheels for several years, but the timing hadn’t been right to launch until now, said Topolino
sales and marketing director Geoffrey Falkner.
Ryan Webb, director of sales and marketing for Spin-
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as a variety of accessories and apOverall, Fisher estimates that his
parel. The store emphasizes women’s
revenue-split between the two segroad and hybrid bikes, he said, noting
ments is 60 percent ski and 40 perthat the women’s market has rapidly
cent bike.
expanded.
It was Fisher’s dad, Ron, who got
He also sells kids bikes. As for reinto the business in the mid-1970s.
pairs, Fisher and his staff do it all—
A former ski instructor, who often
from complete builds to minor tunes.
taught in South America when North
For skiers, Alpine Hut is more hardAmerica was enjoying summer, he
core. Skis are from K2—a popular
decided to stay home and went to
brand in K2’s original hometown—
work at what was then called Magplus Volkl and Head. While the store
nolia Ski and Bike.
has always focused on alpine skiers,
He quickly discovered he had a
it had over the years become a go-to
knack for retail. He was so good, that
store for telemarkers—a sport Fisher
the store’s owner decided to sell him
Alpine Hut’s Kyle Fisher and
has mastered. That segment, too, has
the operation. Fisher soon changed
his 13-year-old mutt, Malu
changed as telemark skiers began
the name to the Alpine Hut and it’s
shifting to randonee boots and bindings, Fisher said.
been in the family ever since.
The store stocks top-brand boots from Black DiaKyle and his sister bought the store from their father
mond, Garmont and Technica. Boot fitting is Fisher’s five years ago. Kyle then bought his sister out at the
specialty, which among skiers is considered a near art beginning of the year.
form. Ski tuning, base grinding, welds and boot fitting
As for Fisher, 34, his goal is to keep Alpine Hut a
are a significant revenue center for the store.
friendly, service-driven store.

27.1%

and two of the friendliest shop dogs in the
industry are standing at the front door—tails
wagging. And the store’s owner, Kyle Fisher, is just as
friendly.
“We’re a neighborhood shop,” Fisher said, as Malu,
his 13-year-old mixed mutt nuzzles his hand. Jack, a
downsized version of Malu, dashes from one visitor to
the next, offering each a personal greeting.
For skiers and cyclists, Alpine Hut has been a longtime Seattle favorite. And if you put any credence in
reviews posted on Yelp.com, Fisher has succeeded at
making it the neighborhood go-to store.
Alpine Hut is unique. There are few dual-sport
stores—ski and cycling—left in most major metropolitan areas. Over the years hundreds of ski specialty
stores have shut their doors as that business has migrated into sporting goods franchises, mountain towns
and resorts.
Fisher offers locals a well-rounded choice of goods.
On the bicycle side, he stocks Felt, Raleigh and Diamondback with price points starting at $300, as well
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REI Anchors Bike Scene in Culture-Rich Seattle Market

30.5%

most one-person shops to average one
frame a week,” Walker said.
Getting reliable sales numbers in the
mainstream bike market is difficult, but
trying to figure out what 200 to 300 custom bike builders sold last year is harder.
Walker, Security Bicycle Accessories’
John Cobb and others servicing small
framebuilders estimate about 150 builders are making close to 50 frames a year,
with about twice that number making
fewer than 20. This puts small builder
production around 12,000 units.
The economy had an impact on small
custom frame builders last year, but not
nearly the 9 percent drop experienced
by BPSA members.
“We certainly felt the impact of the
down economy, but our customers
usually have the money saved and are
committed to making a purchase,” said
Walker, who also is founder of Don
Walker Cycles.
Security’s Cobb also noted that much
of the custom bike business is young
bike customers interested in singlespeed or fixed-gear offerings.
“I think this segment of the market is
getting bigger and shows lots of promise even though the general bike market
was tough last year,” he added.

30.0%

Folding Bikes. When gas prices spiked,
sales of all bikes went into a tailspin—
except folding bikes. Demand soared,
quickly depleting inventories and filling
suppliers with optimism. Those heady
sales did not continue in 2009. The year
ended slightly down, but suppliers estimate 35,000 folding bikes sold through
specialty retailers last year.
Folders first catered to the needs of
RV, airplane and boat owners, and those
markets still exist, but growth is coming
from multimodal commuters.
“For people having to drive to catch a
train or bus into work, they take a bike
along for the last leg between the station
and office. And you cannot get a traditional bike into an elevator or most cubicles, so folders make the most sense,”
said Andrew Juskaitis, Giant’s global
product marketing manager.
Suppliers are still coming to terms
with marketing folders to car and train
commuters rather than people familiar
with cycling.
“Given what we have learned about
our customers, it’s clear we have not
been marketing ourselves effectively,”
said Steve Boyd, Dahon’s director of operations.

grams and met with office staff.
We finished at Recycled Cycles in the
University of Washington area with a
tour from Steve Donahue and a guest
visit from SRAM’s Stan Day.
These people helped us understand
the depth of work and commitment necessary to transform our businesses and
our communities. Leaders like these—as
well as an army of advocates in the “People for Bikes” movement—are key to the
continued transformation of cycling in
our communities.
A highlight was spending time with
Mayor McGinn. We met him at 7:45
a.m. at the Freemont Bridge on his daily
commute. We followed him to City Hall
where he shared his vision for a Seattle
Bike Master Plan. We hope the private
sector and advocates from the Cascade
Bicycle Club can help him achieve his
vision for more routes.
We will meet with McGinn soon to
learn more about how we can support
him and to discuss “Best Practices”
transportation studies like those developed from a recent trip to Europe led
by Chris Fortune and city officials from
Madison, Wisconsin.
Rejoining the industry in 2004 and
moving to Seattle to lead Raleigh has
27.6%

Tech Briefs

Topolino CarbonCore WX2.5 wheelchair wheels

BY STEVE MEINEKE
his community is being transformed by cycling and Seattle is a
microcosm of what’s happening
in almost every city nationwide. On May
18, we at Raleigh USA had the opportunity to ride as a “commuter team” with
local cyclists.
It was a great way to find out how difficult it is for cyclists and companies like
ours to make an impact nationally without first getting a good look at what’s
happening in our backyard.
Among the group were Seattle’s
mayor, Mike McGinn, Chuck Ayers, executive director of the Cascade Bicycle
Club, and other club members. Cascade
is the biggest club in America and played
a major role in getting McGinn elected.
Also joining us were Brian Foley, REI’s
cycling merchandise manager, and Steve
Donahue, founder and co-owner of Recycled Cycles.
We rode on Seattle’s developing system of bike lanes and on streets where
lanes are needed badly. We stopped
at City Hall, REI’s flagship downtown
store, and at Alpine Hut, a bike and ski
retailer, to meet with owner Kyle Fisher.
We spent time at the Cascade Club’s office where we were briefed on its pro2005
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2006

lem for them,” said Larry Pizzi, president of Currie Technologies.
E-bikes still rankle some who don’t
understand what is so hard about pedaling, and this resistance toward e-bikes
by many bike shops makes further
growth in the category difficult.
However, Best Buy is continuing to
expand the number of stores that offer
e-bikes, and the growth of transportation-oriented bike shops encourages
suppliers.

2007

and recreational bike riders. As new battery technology extends their range and
the bikes become more seamless to use,
more customers are choosing them for
transportation.
“There is noticeably more interest in
the category, but not a lot of new IBDs
are diving in. Retailers having the most
success with the bikes are family shops
selling kids and adult bikes up to $3,000.
They are used to selling to a wide variety
of people and e-bikes don’t pose a prob-

2008

Import Dollar Market
Share by Category

Import Unit Market Share by Category

2006

$1,134.77

2007

$1,061.27

2008

$1,126.99

2009

$1,370.38

40.2%

$235.72

40.8%

$212.08

41.2%

$256.06

26-inch

$334.60

36.9%

$447.18

Electric Bikes. Last year two huge players, Trek and Sanyo, launched new ebikes, and America’s largest retailer of
electronics, Best Buy, started selling ebikes at 21 locations.
E-bike suppliers hoped those launches would grow the market for everyone.
However, even those high-profile intros
could not offset the down economy, and
e-bike sales were slightly up or down depending on who you talk to.
Estimates for total units sold last year
in the specialty retail channel, including
Best Buy, are 50,000 units.
Unlike folding bikes, customers for
e-bikes are split between transportation

$426.69

Small Custom Builders. Any anxiety
Don Walker had when he launched the
North American Handmade Bicycle
Show five years ago is long gone. Shows
imitating Walker’s concept have grown
so numerous, even he can’t keep up.
While frame and bike sales from
small builders has grown, Walker
doesn’t think the number of full-time
builders has grown much beyond 50 to
100 builders who make about 50 or so
frames a year.
“I think John Slawta at Landshark is
probably the top producing one-man
shop, and there are probably a few small
multi-employee shops doing between
100 and 200 frames a year, but I expect

$459.34

30.6%

$564.65

700c, Other

$89.10

137,704

$93.26

150

$75.63

20.4%

$73.60

22.7%

$210.03

24.8%

$190.24

107,388

$194.46

111,811

$238.66

120

$152.75

17.9%

$134.67

20-inch

$141.49

17.3%

$153.42

17.4%

2005

15.4%

2006

61,784

2007

103,582

Utility/City Bikes. Ever since gas crested
Kid’s sub-20-inch
$136.93
at $4 a gallon in summer 2008, suppliers
20-inch
$168.33
bet that bikes targeting transportation
24-inch
$50.20
users were the next big thing.
Imports of 700c bikes took off in the
26-inch
$403.50
second half of 2008 and remained strong
700c, Other
$334.40
in 2009 as suppliers waited for customTotals
$1,093.36
ers looking to park their cars. This optimism left many suppliers with historic
levels of unsold bikes last year, and a fair
bit of head scratching as to why these
customers never materialized.
Categories
2009
Transportation bikes did sell, howKid’s sub-20-inch
31.6%
ever. The BPSA reports shipments of
hybrids to dealers only slowed 3 per20-inch
28.9%
cent last year to 500,525 units. But sales
24-inch
5.5%
needed to increase more than 10 per26-inch
25.8%
cent to keep up with suppliers’ forecasts.
At the same time large suppliers ad700c, Other
8.2%
justed expectations of the transportation market down, small start-up bike Source: U.S. Department of Commerce
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2008

90

2009

U.S. Bike
Exports
by
Category

Categories

12.7%

U.S. Bicycle Import Value by Category (in millions)

12.6%

19,615,408

11.2%

18,062,321

12.5%

981,636

Kid’s
sub-20-inch

858,767

60

5,145,094

54,121

5,080,160

47,063

1,822,620

Tires > 25 inches

1,714,106

8.8%

5,629,122

35,396

4,895,612

41,200

6,036,936

40,338

5,513,676

30

2005

6.7%

2006

Tires < 25 inches

U.S Bicycle Import Units by Category

5.4%

$240.13

4.6%

$251.99

24-inch

$86.91

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce

$83.99

2005

$48.88

2006

$54.41

2007

$37.31

2008

$38.86

2009
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$25.30

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce
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$24.43

company supports various events sponsored by local
groups like the Cascade Bicycle Club, one of the largest
in the nation.
All this takes place in a 100,000-square-foot building
with 80,000 square feet of retail space. And let’s not fail
to mention the 110-ton, 65-foot high climbing wall that
can keep 15 climbers on belay.
REI’s history is as unique as its flagship store thanks
to a Cascade mountaineer, Lloyd Anderson, and his
wife, Mary. Anderson needed an ice axe and finding a
quality axe in 1938 was a challenge. Anderson found
one in an Austrian catalog and had it shipped to Seattle.
He paid $3.50 for it. He soon began ordering equipment for others and with 21 fellow climbers launched
a co‐op, REI.
The group, led by Anderson, opened its first store
in 1944 in Seattle’s historic Capitol district. Anderson
didn’t hire an employee until 1953 when the store generated $72,000 in sales. That first employee was Jim
Whittaker, who in 1963 was the first American to summit Mt. Everest. (Anderson died in 2000 at age 98.) It
was Whittaker who set REI on its controversial quest
for expansion when he built the company’s second
store in 1973 in Berkeley, California. A faction on REI’s
board opposed launching a string of REI outlets, but
they lost.
Today, REI has 110 stores. It counts more than 3.9
million members, each of whom paid $20 for a lifetime
membership. Last year REI sales hit $1.46 billion and
member rebates topped $112 million.
Foley pointed out that REI has gone through the
same trends as the industry. In the 1970s it supported
long-distance touring. Then came the boom in road
bikes. And later mountain bikes. Today, REI reflects
the same trends surfacing in local communities as advocacy takes on a greater role. “We absolutely try to
reflect that,” he said.
www.bicycleretailer.com
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Hop on and take it outside where REI has a quarterBY MARC SANI
ew retail outlets rank as tourist mile (more or less) test track. Want to see if that Gore
attractions. Minnesota’s Mall of America comes cycling jacket leaks? Slip into the store’s unique testing
to mind. And then there’s REI’s flagship store in lab. Stand under a simulated torrent of rain and then
Seattle’s downtown Cascade district.
decide.
For tourists with the slightest interest in outdoor
Apparel? It’s a flourishing category in Seattle where
recreation, this mega‐store, which includes a 7,000‐ commuters abound and the weather makes knickers,
square‐foot cycling center, is a must see. And
shells, rain jackets,
local hotels promote it. For Seattle cyclists,
arm and leg warmers
it’s a store that does everything. Need a remandatory. Where
pair? Call in. Make an appointment. Drop
else can you find
off your bike.
nine different styles
Looking for a new ride? Cruisers, hybrids,
of arm and leg warmmountain, road and kid’s bikes—upwards
ers from Pearl, Smart
of 600 of them—are on the floor or hanging
Wool and Novara?
from the ceiling. Brands? The Seattle store
Rainwear from
has them: Electra, Marin, Scott, Cannondale,
Showers Pass, Gore
GT and Dahon. And then there’s REI’s own
and others line the
brand, Novara.
store. Neatly arSome suppliers in the U.S. would love to
ranged. Easy to
sell Novara’s numbers—more than 100,000
spot. And simple
units a year and growing. Brian Foley, REI’s
to browse. And wacycling merchandise manager, said Novara
terproof panniers
has evolved into a solid meat-and-potatoes
from Ortlieb—either
brand.
bright red or flashy
Currently, the highest price point Novara
yellow—are the
REI’s cycling merchandise
on the floor is about $1,200, although in
commuter’s choice in
manager Brian Foley
the past some Novara road bikes, Ultegra
this oftentimes wet
equipped, topped out at $1,900 and some full-suspen- Northwest city.
sion mountain bikes hit $2,300. But high-zoot isn’t in
REI also offers a host of cycling classes. Foley, an 18Novara’s DNA, Foley said.
year REI veteran, said he began taking cycling classes
Novara, a 23-year-old brand, has settled into a sol- at REI before he became an employee. “That was some
id mid-price bicycle for family oriented consumers. 20 to 25 years ago,” he said. “I think we fill a niche in
“We’ve really focused on our touring, commuter and this cycling community, and others, that some IBDs
urban bikes. Those are the categories that we try to can’t fill,” Foley said.
differentiate ourselves with,” he said.
For example, various advocacy groups use REI’s
So you want to check out a Novara mountain bike? spacious conference rooms to hold meetings. And the
24
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Market Slides..

dealer channel specializing in transportation bikes, with nary a road, mountain
or mainstream branded bike in sight.
“I worked in traditional bike shops,
but that wasn’t the sort of business I
wanted,” said Josh Cridler, who with
Gillian Kitchings own Portland Velocipede in Portland, Maine, a transportation bike retailer.
“Our town infrastructure is quite a
bit behind the other Portland, but many
people are looking for simple bikes to
get around on. Even though we are a
new store, our sales are stronger than
expected,” Cridler said.

www.bicycleretailer.com

companies focusing
Rob Forbes recently launched Public
on the same market Bikes, a new bike, accessories and apwere bullish, launch- parel company targeting urban cyclists
ing new ventures.
after spending the last few years tuning
Continued from page one
“We’ve been devel- his designs.
Other transportation-focused brands
market reality left suppliers with more oping the bikes for the last five years but
than 100,000 unwanted units as 2009 went to Interbike last year and were so have thrived during the recession—Abiencouraged we launched,” said Adam ci, Batavus, Brompton and Swrve clothclosed.
“It was a challenging year for retail no McDermott, who co-founded Linus ing, to name a few. Usually tucked into
corners at Interbike, or not exhibiting at
matter what you sold last year. And with Bikes with Chad Kushner.
The company signed up eight stores the Vegas show, some of these brands
the weather so bad well into June everyone got off to a very slow start,” said at Interbike and now it’s up to 40 and are European, but a surprising number
Steve Meineke, Raleigh USA’s president. growing. McDermott said containers of are homegrown.
Sales volume is small, but interestImports dropped to 14.84 million their simple steel city bikes are mostly
ingly these suppliers are developing a
units, the lowest number of bikes im- sold before they land.
ported in 10 years, and 25 percent lower
than the 10-year import average of 19.79
million, according to the Department of
Commerce.
Categories
2009
2008
2007
Cannondale, the last large scale domestic manufacturer, began winding
Kid’s sub-20-inch
$29.25
$30.11
$26.07
down its Bedford, Pennsylvania, man20-inch
$39.30
$42.69
$35.98
ufacturing plant last year in favor of
24-inch
$61.11
$62.63
$60.06
sourcing its bikes in Asia. This brought
total domestic production of all manu26-inch
$105.36
$106.65
$93.39
facturers to an estimated 89,500 bikes,
700c, Other
$284.36
$274.09
$232.90
the lowest figure over the last 10 years
and probably the lowest domestic production in the past 100 years.
Total bike exports of domestic and
foreign manufactured bikes totaled
Categories
2009
2008
2007
150,645 last year, based on U.S. DepartKid’s sub-20-inch
4,682,134
5,095,446
5,426,613
ment of Commerce data.
20-inch
4,282,929
5,590,241
5,404,990
Adding total imports with estimated
domestic production, then subtract24-inch
821,497
1,175,257
1,259,439
ing bicycle exports suggests the total
26-inch
3,829,805
5,294,668
4,918,550
market in 2009 was 14.8 million units.
700c, Other
1,221,288
1,795,972
1,099,461
That’s down 20 percent from an estimated market size of 18.46 million units
Totals
14,837,653
18,451,584
18,109,053
in 2008.
The Bicycle Product Suppliers Association reported its members’ shipments
to dealers fell by 9 percent last year.
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ergy’s wheelchair wheels, said that though few players
are in that market, it’s a category that remains competitive. “It’s more competitive than it looks,” Webb said.
Spinergy, which also makes bicycle wheels, has seen
steady growth in wheelchair wheels over the last 10
years. But more recently the company has seen insurance company reimbursements decline as funds tighten up with the recession.
“We’ll see what happens,” Webb said about Topolino
entering the wheelchair category. “Some people want
to come in and grab a piece of it. It takes a while to get
a return.”
Falkner said Topolino’s CarbonCore WX2.5 wheelchair wheels are the lightest in the everyday category,
weighing roughly 2.5 pounds for the set.
“The biggest difference between ours and Spinergy’s
is the weight and ride quality,” Falkner said.
Topolino’s wheelchair wheels will come in standard
24-inch (540) and 25-inch (559) sizes with a suggested
retail price of $1,180 per set. They will be compatible
with most wheelchairs from major manufacturers.
“They are very durable—designed for everyday use,”
Falkner said. “They can take some abuse.”
Falkner said wheelchair owners will incur the cost
of these wheels initially, but Topolino is looking into
getting the cost covered by Medicare.
Topolino will work with wheelchair distributors and
retailers to sell the new wheels in the aftermarket. The
company is also in talks with several OEMs.
It recently introduced the CarbonCore WX2.5 at the
Abilities Expo in New Jersey.
“The initial response was fantastic,” Falkner said. “It
was unbelievable.”
www.bicycleretailer.com
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Outdoor Veteran Joins Iconic Bag Company

SAN FRANCISCO, CA—Greg Bass has assumed the role of product and design director, a newly created position at Timbuk2, the San Francisco-based retailer and pioneer of the messenger bag. Bass brings extensive retail experience
in the outdoor market, having spent eight years with The North Face where he
held a number of positions in product development and design including senior
designer of the equipment division.

Cantitoe Road Names Bradley Sales Director

FORT COLLINS, CO—Cantitoe Road has hired John Bradley as its director
of sales. Bradley will develop Cantitoe Road’s sales and dealer network. He has
held stints in sales and product development at Trek, Avid, Schwinn, Velimpex,
Orbea and BH USA/Pivot Cycles. Cantitoe Road is a Colorado-based exclusive
distributor for Cantitoe Road’s BioFloat seatpost; AXA-Basta lights and locks;
Effetto Mariposa products; Connex chains; Cole Wheels, and a variety of accessories for high performance and commuting cyclists.
19
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Global Briefs

Dorel Industries Launches CSG Asia Pacific

OSAKA, Japan—Dorel Industries has taken another step toward controlling
international distribution for its IBD brands with the solidification of Cycling
Sports Group Asia Pacific. Mario Stein, a former P&G marketing director in
Tokyo, was hired last year as vice president of the division. Since then, he has led
CSG’s Japanese subsidiary to become a stronger and more successful company,
turning around the business to growth after decline and also building consumer
loyalty through programs such as Cannondale Owners Group, an online program designed to keep customers engaged with the Cannondale brand. In a new
expanded role, Stein will work with CSG’s multiple brand business throughout
Asia Pacific, while streamlining operations. He is in charge of driving CSG’s
growth agenda across Asia Pacific, including Japan, Australia, Korea, New Zealand, China, Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia and India. CSG Asia Pacific will
coordinate all sales, marketing, distribution and customer service to better support its growing network of dealers and distributors located in the region. In the
past year, Dorel Industries has taken over distribution in the UK and Australia
in order to better control operations in key international markets.

Mayor Hu to Host Taichung Industry Dinner

TAICHUNG, Taiwan—Taichung’s mayor, Jason Hu, will host Taichung Bike
Week’s “Industry Dinner” Dec. 6 at the Evergreen Hotel. Last year more than
350 guests filled the hotel’s main ballroom and organizers expect a repeat this
December. “This amazing networking event is free to members of the industry,
but due to the high interest it will be necessary to register at TBW’s Web site,
www.taichung-bike-week.com,” organizers said. Taichung Bike Week officially
takes place Dec. 4-8. It’s the linking event between Ride On, which runs Dec.
1-6, and SRAM’s annual Taiwanathon, held Dec. 5-8. This year’s key hotels are
the Evergreen and Tempus in downtown Taichung and Freshfields Resort, the
host resort for companies participating in Ride On. The Freshfields is a free
30-minute shuttle from downtown and offers a variety of riding terrain for
visitors. Currently the Tempus has sold out its exhibition space but rooms are
still available, hotel officials said. For information, contact Elton Ho at Elton.
ho@tempus.com.tw. For exhibition space and room bookings at the Evergreen,
contact Jennifer Liao at tcgsls_02@evergreen-hotels.com. Go to www.taichungbike-week.com for the most up-to-date information on the event.

Registration Opens for Eurobike Awards

FRIEDRICHSHAFEN, Germany—Online registration has opened for the
sixth annual Eurobike Awards. Manufacturers, designers and engineers are invited to submit their products and concepts until July 30. Products can be registered in 18 categories. As in the past two years, one environmentally compatible
and sustainable product will be presented with the Eurobike Green Award. An
international jury of experts will judge the entries and award the prizes in Hannover Aug. 18. The gold award winners will be selected from all awarded entries.
The awards ceremony will take place during the Eurobike show in Friedrichshafen Sept. 1 at 6 p.m. on the fashion stage in the Foyer-Ost (Foyer East). All
award-winning products will be on display during the show from Sept. 1-4. Online registration and further information is available at www.ifdesign.de.

KMI Handles Redline Adult Bikes in Canada
KENT, WA—Kempter Marketing Inc. has begun distributing Redline adult
performance bicycles in Canada. “Redline is leading the charge in cyclocross
and 29ers and that will round out KMI’s bike offering in two of the fastest growing categories in Canada,” said Peter Appleton of KMI. “Bike shops and consumers will soon realize the utility of these bikes for commuting and these products will catch fire.” 10 Pack Distribution in Burnaby, British Columbia remains
the source for Redline BMX bicycles and parts throughout Canada.
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Networking Site
Aims to Connect
Global Community

Cities Grow Ridership While Overall Participation Slips a Tick

BY MEGAN TOMPKINS
BEND, OR—Beverly Lucas admits that thebicycleindustry.com was born out of personal frustration.
As vice president of global sales and marketing at
Edge Composites, Lucas often found tracking down
contacts in international markets tiresome. And she
found herself speaking frequently to industry friends
looking for foreign distributors.
“This huge network of people is constantly phoning each other about which distributor they’ve got in
which country, and asking, ‘What do you think about
this guy?’ It’s that ridiculous to a certain extent,” said
Lucas.
She felt there had to be a way to compile that contact
information and allow people within the international
bicycle community to communicate more efficiently.
“I made a list of what I do and tried to cram all of
this into this Web site. This is very personal, but I know
a lot of other people have the same frustration,” said
Lucas. “The daft thing is it’s stuff we do every day, but
there just isn’t a one-stop shop where we can do it all.”
Thebicycleindustry.com aims to bring the complete
supply chain of manufacturers, distributors and reps
together into one comprehensive database.
“It’s basically LinkedIn, Facebook and the Yellow
Pages pushed together and for bike specifically,” said
Lucas, who began building the database with 800 of
her personal contacts collected over 15 years.
Lucas said the idea had been in the back of her mind

Participation by Region

“It’s basically LinkedIn, Facebook and
the Yellow Pages pushed together and
for bike specifically,” — Beverly Lucas
since she started at Felt Bicycle eight years ago. But the
concept only came to fruition six months ago, after it
became clear that the retail shop she and her husband
had sunk their entire savings into wouldn’t survive the
recession. Waking up in a moment of panic one morning, Lucas sat down and started writing a business plan
for the site.
Working with Web site developer Dan Ellmore,
Lucas spent nights populating the site while holding
down her day job at Edge and trying to pay off debt
from Bend Bike n Sport, which closed in March.
“I thought, I know there’s a market out there if I can
find a way to make this Web site so amazing that people will be prepared to pay for it—like an Interbike but
24-7 online,” Lucas said.
The site launched last month with 4,000 contacts.
Companies can submit their information to be included in a free directory or pay $299 a year for an active,
enhanced listing. The open-forum site is accessible to
anyone, but users pay a monthly fee to have interactive
capabilities like on LinkedIn or Facebook.
www.bicycleretailer.com

BY NICOLE FORMOSA
pact can be made, Clements said, but cans look to lessen their dependence
A recent Transportation Alternatives
Cycling participation dipped slightly also where buy-in among owners can on foreign oil and prioritize a healthier study found that 236,000 New Yorkers
in the U.S. last year, but pockets of prog- be spotty.
lifestyle. This has been particularly suc- ride bikes every day in the city’s five
ress, particularly in the country’s urban
“You either see advocacy as a good cessful in urban areas that have invest- boroughs. That’s up 28 percent over
centers, paint a promising picture for use of time and resources or you don’t. ed in cycling infrastructure, said Kate 2008, and represents the biggest jump
future ridership.
It’s also one of those things really hard Scheider, research analyst and commu- ever since Transportation Alternatives
A c c o r d i n g to measure—what’s the impact? I think nications coordinator for Bikes Belong. began tracking annual cycling levels in
to the National most retailers support the concept; few“If you look at big cities there have 1992.
Sporting Goods er of them are actively involved. You’d been huge bumps in participation—
New York City has installed more
Association 38.1 like to see more,” he said.
New York City, Philadelphia, those than 200 miles of bike lanes over the
million AmeriOne bright spot in the industry has cities have seen major double-digit in- past three years, helping to fuel that
cans rode at least been the transition into using bikes as creases every year in the number of cy- growth.
six days last year, a means of transportation as Ameri- clists,” she said.
The City of San Francisco’s bicycle
compared with 38.7 million in 2008, a
drop of 1.5 percent.
East North
Bicycle riding fell from sixth on the
Central:
New England:
NSGA’s list of top sports to seventh in
6.9
million,
2009, coming in behind exercise walk1.3 million,
Pacific:
Pacific:
ing, exercise with equipment, camping,
or
18.3%
or 3.4%
7.4 million,
swimming, bowling and workout at a
or 19.4%
club.
West
West North
North
Of all riders, 44.2 percent were feCentral:
Central:
male—down from 46.8 percent in 2008.
2.5 million,
Kids ages 7-17 represented 13.1 million
Mountain:
Mountain:
or 6.6%
Mid-Atlantic:
riders, or 34.7 percent of the total pie.
3.4 million, or 9.1%
5.9 million,
The majority of riders reported a
household income of $50,000 or highor 15.5%
er, with more than 28 percent earning
more than $100,000.
East
East South
South
Well-educated, affluent, white males
continue to be the most common cyCentral:
Central:
West
West South
South
clist, and while that is not a problem
1.4 million,
Central:
South
Central:
now, it could be in 10 to 15 years, said
Atlantic:
or 3.7%
3.1 million,
Fred Clements, executive director of
5.9 million,
or 8.3%
the National Bicycle Dealers Associaor 15.6%
tion.
“It’s not necessarily the maleness
or the affluence, but the age. At some
point that boomer generation that has
driven so many consumer markets is
Source: NSGA
just going to be smaller,” Clements said.
The industry needs to reach out to
the next generation of riders to ensure
vitality after the current core group of
riders ages out, Clements said.
(in Millions)
To be sure, strides have been made in
50
that direction with programs like Safe
Routes to School, the National Interscholastic Cycling Association, which
plans to expand its mountain bike rac43.1
43.1
42.4
ing curriculum to Colorado, Washing41.3
ton, Wisconsin and Texas in the next
40.3
year, or grassroots programs like Boul39
38.7
40
der’s Middle Cross.
38.1
37.4
36.2
New retail concepts also aim to get
35.6
different types of people on the saddle.
Revolution Cycles in Washington,
D.C. recently opened City Hub, a lowcost rental and bike share program designed to encourage the use of bikes for
30
short trips for residents and businesses
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
in the suburb of Crystal City, Virginia.
Source: NSGA
The retail level is where the most im34
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New Virginia Shop to Open
Under Freshbikes Franchise
VIENNA, VA—The first new shop
under the Freshbikes franchise is set to
open by the end of the year in Vienna,
Virginia.
Freshbikes is the new name for the
former Conte’s Bicycle and Fitness franchise, which was purchased by former
franchisees Scott McAhren and Jody
Bennett last fall.
McAhren and Bennett plan to transition six of the Conte’s stores in Virginia and Maryland to the Freshbikes
name by August 2012. First in line are
McAhren and Bennett’s own Arlington, Virginia and Bethesda, Maryland,
stores and the new shop in Vienna.
McAhren and Bennett have signed a
10-year franchise agreement with Jason
George, a triathlete and real estate attorney, to operate the Vienna location.
George spent the winter working at
Conte’s to learn the retail business and
plans to be operational by December.
“It’s a really good time to open. You
can write off the previous year, you have
all product that’s not expiring for 10
months, there’s plenty of good dating to
be had that time of the year and there’s
a three month window to be ready
for major business once spring hits,”

McAhren said.
Over the next two-and-a-half years,
all existing Conte’s shops will take on
a new branding strategy that includes
a name change, a redesigned Web site
and a greater focus on high-end road
and triathlon bikes.
Owners will also get training on inventory management, buying and selling, a new database management system and PR and marketing support for
their 5 percent annual franchise fee.
McAhren said the transition would
be gradual as some franchisees have
had the Conte’s name for decades or
need additional training on POS and
other operations.
McAhren and Bennett acquired the
Conte’s franchise last September after
owners Charles Jr. and David Conte
parted ways with former franchisor P &
K Ventures in a messy legal tangle.
At the time, the franchise system
had eight individually owned stores.
McAhren and Bennett have since parted ways with shops in Conyers, Georgia
and Chesapeake, Virginia. The Conte
brothers are no longer part of the franchise system and maintain ownership of
two Virginia shops. —Nicole Formosa

Interbike, Bicycle Retailer Owner
To File for IPO to Pare Down Debt
NEW YORK, NY—Nielsen Holdings,
Interbike’s parent company, plans to go
public, according to a June filing with
the Securities & Exchange Commission.
Nielsen also owns Bicycle Retailer &
Industry News, which it licenses to the
National Bicycle Dealers Association.
The company said in its 240-page
prospectus that it hopes to raise $1.75
billion through an IPO to help pare
down $8.6 billion in long-term debt
and capital lease obligations. Last year
Nielsen paid $495 million in interest
payments on that debt. In the first quarter of this year, the company met debt
payments of $147 million.
Of its current obligations, $4.7 billion
is floating-rate debt. Every 1 percent increase in interest rates would add about
$47 million in additional interest payments, the filing said.
Nielsen is a market-research firm that
follows consumer habits and measures
television and Internet usage. Last year
Nielsen posted revenue of $4.8 billion
www.bicycleretailer.com

with 96 percent of that amount generated by what it calls its “What Consumers Watch” and “What Consumers Buy”
divisions. Those two divisions make up
Nielsen’s data collection arm.
Its other division, Expositions, which
includes Interbike, Outdoor Retailer
and ASR among other trade shows,
comprised only 4 percent of the company’s 2009 revenue, or $192 million.
Over the last four years, the company
has shed many of its trade magazines
as management has refocused on consumer data collection and new media.
Nielsen, formerly owned by the
Dutch conglomerate VNU, was bought
by a group of investors in a highly leveraged buyout for more than $10 billion
in May 2006 near the market’s peak.
Underwriting the IPO is a who’s who
of financial heavyweights including J.P.
Morgan Securities, Morgan Stanley,
Credit Suisse Securities, Deutsche Bank
Securities, Goldman Sachs and Citigroup Global Markets. —Marc Sani
15
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Source: NBDA Survey’s and Research Reports; The Gluskin Townley Group,
LLC Estimates.

BOONE, NC—When Specialized approved a Dealer Grant application supporting a Boone, North Carolina, mountain bike park, it had no idea of the scale of funding their contribution would lead to. The $5,000 grant was quickly leveraged to attract over half a million dollars of public funding toward the development of Rocky
Knob Park. The Dealer Grant, contributed through Boone Bike and Touring, was
immediately matched by the Bikes Belong Foundation. The combined funds commit the Watuga County Tourism Development Authority to completing an access
road, parking area and Phase 1 of trail development by the end of summer. The additional $500,000 grant from the North Carolina Parks and Recreation Trust Fund
will assist with the acquisition and development for Rocky Knob Park. The 185-acre
park is located just east of Boone. By its completion in fall 2011, it will contain 10 to
12 miles of trail for biking, hiking and cross-country skiing.

NC Retailer Leverages $500,000 for MTB Park

WASHINGTON, D.C.—Hundreds of organizations from around the country
joined to thank U.S. Secretary of Transportation Ray LaHood for his leadership in
making bicycling and walking safer and more accessible. LaHood accepted a thank
you letter at DOT headquarters from bicyclists representing America Bikes, Safe
Routes to School National Partnership and Transportation for America and more
than 200 national, state, regional and local organizations from every state May 28.
Washington Area Bicyclists Association joined the group to present a thank you
poster from local bicyclists, many of whom attended the event. “The DOT is committed to providing the kinds of biking and walking opportunities people want to
see in their communities,” said Secretary LaHood. “Bike and pedestrian paths are
part of a cleaner, greener future for American transportation.”
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SCOTTSDALE, AZ—Bicycle Haus has moved its retail location one door
down in order to combine space with its fit and massage studio. The move came
after the restaurant separating Bicycle
Haus’s two storefronts vacated. They renovated the space, brought in new fixtures
and created a new design with a partial wall
separating the fit studio and primary retail
floor. “It allowed us to create a new fresh
look. It’s very boutique looking. Everything
has its place; it’s very clean and organized,”
said Shasta Keltz, who owns Bicycle Haus
with her husband Kale. They have about the same amount of retail floor space as
before—about 2,400 square feet—but have moved some fit-applicable products
into the fit studio such as saddles, footbeds, shoes and handlebars. Along with
the move, the Keltzes were able to renegotiate their lease. They also used the opportunity to switch POS systems, and bring in Rapha apparel.

2007, 2008 and 2009 Estimated Unit Consumption by Product Category

Specialty Bicycle Retail Channel

going away on their new stores in 2009 compared with 2008. market share to 73 percent. And while
own?
“We did have a few more folks go out the IBD channel sold about 200,000
Do the store clo- of business in 2009, but less than what fewer units than in 2008, their market
sures even matter as was predicted,” Cravens said.
share increased 1 percent.
Continued from page one
one looks at the bigMeanwhile, estimated average unit
ger picture?
Sporting Goods Still Hurting. The sport- retail value held steady at $500 at speNBDA executive director Fred Clem- ing goods channel continues to show a cialty retailers. Both mass merchants
ents thinks the remaining 4,200-plus re- steady decline in bicycle business. The and sporting goods stores saw average
tailers are picking up the dollar volume. swift number drop for sporting goods unit values drop to $78 and $235, re“Same dollars but through fewer (595,000 units sold in 2009 compared spectively.
stores,” Clements said. A rate of decline with 1.1 million units in 2008) had to
Specialty retailers are also capturing
less than 2 percent isn’t bad considering do with obtaining more accurate infor- more market share in parts and accesthe down economy, he added.
mation rather than an actual decline.
sories, taking 37 percent while mass
While most distributors keep track
“We have overstated their numbers in merchants and sporting goods account
of new accounts, most don’t know how the past,” Townley said.
for 25 percent and 23 percent of the pie,
many are actually new to the business.
Townley said he doesn’t want to sug- respectively.
“We’re growing so we add new ac- gest that all sporting goods suppliers are
“People are still fixing up their old
counts every week,” said Steve Hawley, hurting. He said one major supplier to bikes,” Townley said. And it seems spepresident of The Hawley Company in the channel is doing quite well, citing cialty retailers—now more than ever—
South Carolina. Hawley estimated that excellent operational efficiency.
are consumers’ choice for sprucing up
out of new accounts added last year
Mass merchants sold about 3 mil- bikes that have been gathering dust in
only 10 percent were new businesses.
lion fewer units in 2009, dropping their the garage.
“But if you want
my impression without sound stats to
2007, 2008 and 2009 Estimated Units and Market Share
back it up, we’re defiEst. 2007 Est. 2007
Est. 2008
Est. 2008
Est. 2009
Est. 2009
nitely seeing more
Channel
Units
Share
Units
Share
Units
Share
new shops open up
Mass
than shops closing,”
13,305
73
13,747
74
10,868
73
Merchant
Hawley said. “Part
Chain Sport
of the reason for this
1,276
7
1,115
6
595
4
Goods
is that quite a few
Bike Shops
3,098
17
3,158
17
2,977
18
smaller niche or urban shops are springOther
547
3
371
3
447
3
ing up.”
Total
18,259
100
18,225
100
14,888
100
QBP director of
sales and customer
Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce Import Statistics for 2007, 2008; and 2009; Gluskin Townley Group
service Todd Cravens
Estimates for 2007, 2008, and 2009, excluding exports.
Note: Bike shop channel includes outdoor specialty.
said the company
gained quite a few

Bicycle Haus Adjoins Retail Space, Fit Studio

SAN FRANCISCO, CA—The owners of Marin County’s Paradigm Cycles have
purchased venerable San Francisco shop City Cycle. The deal went through April
1. City Cycle has been run by Alison Mankin since her husband and City Cycle
founder Clay Mankin passed away in November 2005. Cory Farrer, one of three
owners of Paradigm Cycles, said he and his business partners saw an opportunity
in City Cycle. “It was a kind of a similar shop in spirit to what we’ve been doing
and we needed to expand,” Farrer said. “The history was good. Certainly we have
our challenges here—the size of the space, the way things had been going—I
think it’s the right opportunity at the right time.” Farrer said despite its strong
reputation and well-recognized name, City Cycle, which Mankin opened in 1986,
had been struggling due to the economic downturn and a product mix focused
almost entirely on small custom brands. To help diversify, he has brought in Trek,
Cervélo and Colnago. Farrer said another focus would be to reintegrate the shop
into the community through group rides, involvement with local cycling clubs
and advocacy work, something for which Clay was well known. Farrer said some
of City Cycle’s longtime customers were initially nervous about the new owners
coming in, but people are mostly happy to have the shop stay open and thrive. “I
think we’ve got to earn their trust a little bit, we’re good at that,” he said. Farrer
said the shop would retain the City Cycle name for the time being.

U.S. Bicycle Market Channels Of Trade Apparent Consumption

Paradigm Cycles Buys Bay Area’s City Cycle

Retail Briefs

Rural Shops...

Waterfront Shop Caters to Hipsters, Racers Alike

Year in Review

success in seattle

$75,000-$99,999:
$75,000-$99,999:
6.8
6.8 million
million or
or 18%
18%
$50,000-$74,999:
$50,000-$74,999:
8.3
8.3 million
million or
or 21.8%
21.8%

The company sued in February because
the Rileys had not made any payments

Source: NSGA

toward satisfying their debt.

Ethnic Makeup of Riders
Afro American: 1.477 million, or 3.9%

riding, from 7.6 million riders in 2008
to 7.1 million last year. BMX riding
dropped almost 5 percent to 1.8 million
riders in 2009, and has plummeted 43.6
percent since 2000, the Outdoor Foundation said.
The NBDA’s Clements said those figures reflect current trends, given what
dealers report to be their biggest revenue generators right now: road, hybrid
and city bikes and service and repair.
“I would hate to be too negative on
mountain biking because it’s cool, it’s
a great market and it brings in a lot of
people in the sport that wouldn’t necessarily be there,” he continued, but it has
its own set of battles like trail access.
That segment could also have felt a
pinch from the recession as consumers
kept a close eye on discretionary spending in 2009.
According to the Outdoor Foundation, just 4.5 percent of active participants said they spent more last year
than in 2008 with the majority reporting they spent the same, put off purchases or spent considerably less.
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Baraboo, Wisconsin
Peter Schmitz, owner, Wildside—The definition of
success needs to be annual profit and bottom line. An
industry that is so passionate must pay attention to
improving profitability to grow. No profit = closed
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Cherry Hill, New Jersey
Chris Arterburn, bike shop manager, Danzeisen
and Quigley—Although we measure in a variety of
ways, all metrics are intrinsically connected. We tend
to compare year-over-year sales and margins. Those
increases are largely driven by the repeat business and
word-of-mouth generated by our loyal customers.
Our success is ultimately determined by our ability to
satisfy every customer that walks into our store, which
is secondarily influenced by our ability to retain expert
employees who place a premium on customer service.
www.bicycleretailer.com

Top Brands Still on Top. Trek still owns
the IBD channel both in unit volume
and representation at retail, followed
by Specialized and Giant. But what
might raise some eyebrows is Raleigh’s

Biking Booms...

climb, jumping into the top three as far
as number of retailers who carry the
brand (See chart below. 2,000 retailers
were solicited, 400 retailers responded,
according to the NBDA Study).
“Raleigh offers good margins,” Townley said, citing one reason why Raleigh
is making more inroads at retail.
While Trek, Specialized and Giant
still rule the roost, their market share
isn’t what it once was. Townley calls it
the “end of the 80-20 rule,” where the
top 10 to 20 bike brands don’t have the
combined 80 percent unit share of the
U.S. bicycle market anymore.
Specialty retailers are stocking their
shops with more offerings from custom
manufacturers. “Dealers are carrying
more brands now,” said Townley, citing consumer demand for a more broad
range of brands.
Townley said that with no appreciable growth in the market—as is the
case currently—he predicts a 60-40 split
market share between the top-tier bike
brands and all other brands in the nottoo-distant future.

Continued from page one

cade Bicycle Club, the ride’s organizer. STP, now in its
31st year, is a major funding source for the club, which
also hosts the annual Chilly Hilly.
The club is often cited as the nation’s biggest with
12,000-plus members and a budget pushing $3 million, said its executive director, Chuck Ayers. And the
club keeps almost two-dozen employees busy pushing
an agenda of cycling, advocacy and education.
And no U.S. city, not even Portland, has a mayor
quite like Mike McGinn, who can be found most any
day of the week pedaling his beat up Trek 700 to City
Hall where—among other things—he pushes a pro cycling agenda in a car-choked region.
And he’s not afraid to mix it up with pols like Washington’s governor, Christine Gregoire, or the City
Council over a highly controversial plan to build a
tunnel along the city’s waterfront to replace the deteriorating Alaskan Way Viaduct, a $4.2 billion project.
Most city cyclists and others have opposed it in favor
of a more boulevard-style option, and they backed McGinn in his run for mayor.
On any given day, more than 160,000 car commuters
from outlying suburbs flood into this city. But Seattle
also enjoys a booming cadre of cycling commuters, advocates, racers both road and mountain, and families
who enjoy weekend outings on the popular Burke-Gilman Trail. Seattle also is home to several dozen stores,
a few of which we toured by bike in May.
Seattle proper boasts a population of more than

U.S. Specialty Bicycle Retail Locations
January 2001 through January 2010
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Top 10 Bicycle Brands Carried by
Specialty Bike Shops 2006-2009
Rank

2006

2007

2008

2009

1 Trek

Trek

Trek

Trek

2 Giant

Specialized

Giant

Giant

3 Haro

Giant

Specialized

Raleigh

4 Specialized

Haro

Haro

Haro

5 Gary Fisher

Redline

Redline

Specialized

6 Redline

Gary Fisher

Gary Fisher

Gary Fisher

7 Electra

Raleigh

Electra

Redline

8 LeMond

Electra

Cannondale

Cannondale

9 Schwinn

Diamondback

Raleigh

Diamondback

LeMond

Sun Bicycles

Electra

10 Diamondback

Source: NBDA Specialty Bicycle Retailer Study, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009
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ply, founded in 1974, adopted the
city’s name to emphasize its Pacific Northwest roots.
SBS president Chuck Hooper,
said companies like his attract
and retain high-quality employees thanks to the city’s location
and its outdoor environment.
“People here ride whether it
rains or shines,” he said.
Hooper’s been at SBS for 25
years and a few employees have
been there longer. His newest
management hire was nine years
ago.
Six years ago Steve Meineke left
Southern California to take the
Mayor Mike McGinn (center) talks to a group of industry suppliers,
helm at Raleigh USA and, in one
retailers and publisher Marc Sani during a day of Seattle dealer visits. sense, it was a homecoming.
600,000. Surrounding suburbs push the regional total
“Before I ever lived here I competed in ski competito almost two million. It’s an affluent and outdoor-ori- tions here, I later climbed Mount Rainier, and I would
ented population that spends big on sports activities.
often visit, so I knew I could live here,” Meineke said.
Corporate giants like Boeing and Microsoft help anFrom a business perspective, it’s easier to attract
chor the economy and boost the average median in- top talent to Seattle, he said. Washington has no state
come for a family to a healthy $62,000 a year. Seattle is income tax and it’s near major recreational areas like
HQ for REI, Starbucks and Red Hook, plus dozens of Whistler and Hood River. “What really makes this
smaller high-tech companies.
place attractive is there’s a kind of an urban-meetsAs a result, bicycles and accessories are big business mountain-and-sea dynamic,” Meineke added.
for local retailers. How big? Like all things in the biAnother fan is Mike Kalmbach, president of ProNet
cycle industry, data is scarce.
Cycling. He grew up in this Pacific Northwest port and
But companies like Raleigh USA, FSA, ProNet Cy- began working in a local bike shop in 1960. His years
cling, Kore, along with custom framebuilders like Bill in retail (he’s owned three stores), his move into disDavidson, and others call it home. Seattle Bike Sup- tribution and as a trading agent has taken him around
the world.
“There’s a wealth of entrepreneurial people here. It’s
just amazing the number and variety of companies
scattered around throughout he peninsula who do a
huge volume of business,” he said.
One of those entrepreneurs is Lance Bohlen who,
along with several investors, has relaunched Kore, a
once significant brand started in Santa Ana, California, that rode the mountain bike boom until it went
bust. Bohlen and the others bought it in 2005. With a
growing roster of distributors and increased OE spec,
Kore is bouncing back, he said.
“For me, Seattle’s perfect,” said the Pacific Northwest
native. “We make everything in Asia and Seattle’s a
great gateway to the Asian market,” said Bohlen, who
also has an office in Taichung. “The convenience of
having the airport here, the cycling culture, the strong
retail culture and Seattle’s a hotbed of cyclocross,
makes it a great business location.”
Ric Hjertberg, who just launched his new composite
wheel brand Mad Fiber here, called Seattle the “capital” of carbon fiber given the number of local carbon
fiber subcontractors.
“You don’t have to look far for carbon fiber sports
applications in Seattle, whether it’s racing shells, sailboats or kayak paddles,” he said.
Marine companies in Seattle adopted carbon early
on, but it was the aerospace industry that raised its
profile. “There were always a lot of resins and fibers
way before Boeing, but now there’s been a convergence. When we go out to source things, it’s easy,”
Hjertberg said.
1, 2010
www.bicycleretailer.com

Photo by Thao Tran

Hybrids Flying High. The only bike category to gain in unit numbers at the IBD
in 2009 was hybrid/cross, or as most
like to refer to it, “urban” bikes. This category jumped more than 100,000 units
in a year’s time, capturing 20 percent of
the market.
Full-suspension or not, mountain
bikes continue to slide. Retailers sold
215,000 fewer fat tire bikes in 2009.
Also declining in the past several
years is road/700c bikes. While retailers sold fewer units of the skinny tired
bikes in 2009, the category captured
more market share—almost 15 percent
to be exact.
“Part of this is that tri is so strong
right now,” Townley said. Townley also
attributed the category’s solid showing
to growth in fixies and single-speed
bikes.

2

toring margins is the road that leads to profitability.
Financials are important but creating an environment
for your employees to be well taken care of and a culture that makes coming to work fun is the biggest goal.

success in seattle
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Frames and Forks, 2008†
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12,876

235

7,020

107,711

14,275

195

8,536

81,160

41,788

35,059

181,013

316,481

155,890

Percent Change
(2009-2010)

5%

36%

331%

150%

62%

413%

288%

182%

-7%

88%

75%

97%

Bicycles with
tires smaller
than 25”

Bicycles with
tires larger
than 25”

*U.S.-built exports, three months only, through March †weight in kilograms

Bike and Frame Exports Break Records in First Quarter
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Exporters
sold more bikes and frames over the first
quarter than at anytime over the last 10
years. This year’s first-quarter sales—
more than $56.8 million worth—were
$18.4 million over last year according
to the department of commerce.
Shipments of frames and forks nearly
doubled last year’s numbers, representing the largest category gain. Export-

ers shipped 155,890 kilos more frames
and forks than last year, a 97 percent
improvement. Increased shipments
pushed sales up 109 percent, or $16.5
million.
Frame exports to Germany and Taiwan were particularly strong totaling
81,160 and 76,112 kilos, respectively.
Belgium, Spain, Korea and Japan were
also strong export markets.

Exporters met demand for U.S.made kids and BMX bikes in Canada
and Australia, which helped them post
an increase of 43 percent in shipments
even though demand in Europe softened. After Canada and Australia, Croatia was the third largest market for kids
bikes. It imported 322 units.
Though the jump in kids bike shipments was impressive, even more so

www.bicycleretailer.com

was the increase in sales, up 124 percent. Last year the average kids bike exported cost $216; this year it was $341,
helping exporters pocket $1.83 million
more.
Exports of adult bikes fell 13 percent
to 10,523 units compared to the first
quarter of last year. Shipments to Europe and Pacific Rim countries were
noticeably low.
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During a 10-minute hearing on June 2, Judge Crabb
approved Trek’s motion for default judgment, which
Trek’s attorneys filed when the Rileys did not provide
an answer to the lawsuit by the April 15 deadline.
An attorney listed for the Rileys did not return a
phone call seeking comment.
According to court documents, TBS of Highland
Park owed Trek $381,672.46 as of Nov. 18, 2009, when
Trek terminated the dealer agreement with the Rileys. Trek sold the remaining inventory from the TBS
store to a third-party in February to offset that bill by
about $125,000. The judge also awarded Trek interest
of about $22,000 and attorneys fees and legal costs of
almost $10,000.
According to the original complaint, Trek entered
into a five-year agreement with TBS and Rodney Riley on Jan. 21, 2008 to operate the shop, which opened
that spring.
By early 2009, Riley had fallen behind on payments
for inventory and was not providing financial statements to Trek as the dealer agreement required.
In August, Trek agreed to provide TBS with an extension in exchange for a personal guaranty of payment by the Rileys. At that time, Trek audited the store
and found its inventory was $200,000 short of securing
its debt.
Two months later, Trek ended its dealer agreement
with the Rileys. The company sued in February because the Rileys had not made any payments toward
satisfying their debt.
Trek had a previous relationship with Rodney Riley prior to the Highland Park partnership, and Riley
went through an interview and background check before being approved as a concept store dealer. He also
owned a second shop, 19 Sports, in Park City, Utah.
Trek Bicycle Store of Highland Park remains open as
a concept store under different ownership.
www.bicycleretailer.com
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Meridian, Mississippi
Butch Gray, owner, Heart and Sole Cycle and
Fitness—After 21 years of selling customers on
the concept of fitness through bicycling and to
see the joy a kid gets when he gets a new bike is
my satisfaction. It also helps that we have made
it this long in a business that many people in this
area of the country thought was crazy. Through
all the economic and natural storms we are still
here.

S

4

63,162

21.5

BUENA VISTA, CO—Trailhead Cycle & Ski has turned a 1-acre parcel of land
behind the shop into a mountain bike track to accommodate test rides, clinics and trail maintenance and building workshops. The TrailCenter was created
by Arrowhead Trails, a local company, and includes 850 square feet of beginner
singletrack and 300 feet of intermediate trails with extra space to build more
trails in the future, said Evelyn Baker, co-owner of Trailhead Cycle & Ski. A formal dedication and ribbon cutting was held on June 5, National Trails Day. “This
fulfills a dream we have had for over six years,” Baker said. “We believe it will
help cycling—mountain biking in particular—grow in our community.” Baker
said the track would be especially beneficial to its rental business, which accounts
for about 30 to 40 percent of the shop’s bike-related revenue. “There are a number of new pump tracks in the area, but that really doesn’t help the tourist who
comes to visit our area and has always wanted to go on a mountain bike ride but
doesn’t really understand what it’s like. We’re at 8,000 feet,” Baker said. With the
test track, shop employees can gauge a newcomer’s skill level and send them to
an appropriate local trail. Baker said the track is currently open only to Trailhead
customers who sign a liability waiver, but she hopes to eventually purchase the
property and donate the track to the city.

2,458,992

8

3
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business. Profitable growth should come with annual year-to-year sales increases. Managing expenses
will complement it. Community involvement and increased marketing to cycling activities should be part
of our day-to-day operations.

Granger, Indiana
Pete Colan, owner, Spin Zone Cycling—We
measure success in smiles, repeat customers,
referrals and the growing population of customers who take time off from their day to hang out
with us. When we opened, we had to do quite a
bit of discounting to get the smiles, but margins
have improved as our technical ability and customer support becomes more widely known. I
also measure success in motivated, happy and
secure employees. I measure fiscal success by being able to maintain steady annual growth without incurring additional debt, paying healthy
wages and maintaining a modest lifestyle.

Scottsdale, Arizona
Shasta Keltz, co-owner, Bicycle Haus—Our
definition of success has always been measured by how we are meeting the needs of our
customers. Our success is directly related to
keeping a pulse on what the market wants and
what they will want next. Profit and loss numbers are always important to tell you if what
you are doing is working. Looking toward the
future and how to better our store has been
the key. People want to see, touch, feel, ride
and buy the latest and greatest items. Figuring
out what that is going to be is our job.
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Scarsdale, New York
Steve Kahn, president/owner, Danny’s Cycles—
Profitability is very high on the list. Being profitable

9

Naples, Florida
Joseph and Jane DuBois, owners, Trek Bicycle
Store of Estero & Naples—We have tangible indicators such as net sales, gross profit and gross
profit margin. We also have intangible indicators that have been extremely helpful in creating
the type of company that we want to be. They
range from delivering consistent, exceptional
customer service to being the premier bicycle
company to work for. The saying ‘you can only
manage what you measure’ holds very true to
our company.

San Francisco, California
Anderson Reed, co-owner, Box Dog Bikes—
We use NBDA data and our own historical
data to measure costs, revenue and profit and
compare them to previous years. In the sales
department we set revenue and margin targets as well as inventory shrink goals. And in
service we measure revenue versus labor costs
and previous years’ data. I don’t really think
any of that has to do with success. Success for
me is defined by quality of life—at-the-job
happiness, cost of living versus wage, riding
after work, etc.

Boulder, Colorado
Lester Binegar, general manager, University Bicycles—Our gauge of success is simple:
are we taking excellent care of every customer? They must get super friendly service. We
need to make their visit fun and efficient. They
need to leave with the best products and services that
meet their needs. If we do this every single time, the
numbers will take care of themselves. We also need to
be organized, have a great selection of products, merchandise our store well, have proper inventory levels
and constantly improve our processes.
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BikeTexas Gets $1.4 Million for Safe Routes

store generates the cash needed to stay narrow, spanning two floors with about
in business and to keep its longtime 6,000 square feet of space.
staff employed. The store has 32 fullOn the lower level dozens of bikes
and part-time employees in season. hang from hooks and a full service reThat
numpair bay takes
ber drops to
care of major
about 26 in
overhauls.
the winter.
Upstairs
The owners
customers
are also macan
watch
jor supportas mechaners of racing,
ics
handle
supporting
simpler fixes.
three
Ra“We were meleigh teams—
chanics so we
Stranamanti, Bike to work participants including Raleigh’s
want our cusFirst
Rate Chris Speyer and Steve Meineke and SRAM’s tomers to see
Mortgage and Stan Day tour Recycled Cycles in May.
what the meits own inchanics do,”
house team, Recycled Cycles. “This one Donahue said.
shop is providing service and support
“When we first started all we sold
to three different race teams all in the were used bikes,” he recalled.
same community. There’s no other shop
But they soon dropped that strategy
that does so much for different facets when they couldn’t keep up with deof the cycling community in the Pacific mand. They began ordering new bikes
Northwest,” said Brian Fornes, Raleigh’s from Raleigh, the only supplier that ofmarketing manager.
fered them credit. And, at the time, RaOver the years Recycled Cycles, leigh also owned the Nishiki and Uniwhich once occupied a small corner in vega brands, which they also stocked.
the office complex, has now taken over
“We’re still a Raleigh dealer today,”
the building. The structure is long and Donahue said.

2
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511,223
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allows us to concentrate on other aspects of the business like employee care, advocacy and bicycle safety.
We measure our financial success based on year-overyear growth and overall profitability. I have heard of
businesses that gross millions a year but lose money.
I am not concerned with the gross numbers. Moni-
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How Do You Measure Success in Your Business?
Portland, Oregon
Dean Mullin, part owner, Clever Cycles—We compare sales to the same period in prior years while also
looking at yearly profit and trends that arise over the
longer term. We look at months that have consistently been poor and figure out ways to even them out.
While we take margins into consideration,
we have no desire to own a shop that treats
margins as the standard on selecting products
to make the bottom line look better. Counting the number of ‘our’ bikes we see on the
road in a city that now hosts 56 bike shops is
a good measure of success as well.

6

BY MARC SANI
Campy, Mavic, Suntour and other obteve Donahue and Scott scure brands.
Martini cut their teeth in retailing
A “Condition Guide” helps customas wrenches. But the duo decided ers judge the quality of used parts, plus
to find some used bikes, buff them up, customers get a 30-day warranty on
and resell them out of Martini’s garage. them as well as on used—or as they call
That venture was so successful they them, pre-owned bikes. Last year the
decided to rent some space, opening store sold about 2,000 used bikes, but
their doors Oct. 10, 1994. Recycled Cy- demand usually exceeds what’s in stock.
cles has never looked
But Donahue and
back.
his staff push more
The space they
than used hardware
rented—at $400 a
out the front door.
month—put
them
Customers can saddle
on the water’s edge at
up on new bikes from
Portage Bay near the
Raleigh, DiamondUniversity of Washback, Kona, Salsa
ington. Sixteen years
and others. Donahue,
later, it’s a store with
42, the father of two,
an old school feel that
spends his time at the
resonates with urban
store while Martini
hipsters, new cyclists
manages the store’s
and cycling curoff-site warehouse.
mudgeons sifting for
Both agree that
bargains in the used
renting this waterSRAM’s Stan Day and Recyparts bins.
front space years ago
Besides an impos- cled Cycles’ Steve Donahue.
has given their store
ing stash of old hubs,
an edge in the comseatposts, brakes, skewers, a box of munity. And while Donahue declines
mix-and-match pedals and other used to reveal what the rent is today—other
items, the store sells vintage parts from than to say it’s substantially higher—the

Youth 24”
Product
Category

77.458

16.5

3,158,075
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AUSTIN, TX—Three Safe Routes to School (SRTS) grant proposals submitted by
the BikeTexas Education Fund (EF) to the Texas Department of Transportation were
approved for funding. Of over 280 projects submitted, 200 were recently funded by
the Texas Transportation Commission after a thorough review process by DOT staff
and the DOT Bicycle Advisory Committee. Of the total $54 million awarded, BikeTexas EF will receive about $1.4 million. The funds will be distributed among three
projects: the SRTS Statewide Teacher Certification Program; the SRTS Resources
Distribution Program; and the SRTS Our Rich Texas History Program.

Market 2009 Overview Report for the
National Bicycle Dealers Association.
Yet in another sense Townley wasn’t
that surprised. The recession, he said,
has forced retailers to develop better
operational efficiency. Dealers are paying attention to inventory turns and
learning to say “no” to vendors pushing backed up inventory down their
throats, Townley said.
While IBD store closings have leveled
off, why this is happening and what it
actually means is open to interpretation. Townley has studied the issue
enough to surmise that many of the
stores going out of business are in rural
communities.
“If you look at the geography of these
declines, it’s in the smaller communities
that they’ve closed down,” Townley said.
Raleigh USA president Steve Meineke agrees that smaller shops had a
rough year in 2009.
“Large bike shops with wide product
offerings and deep involvement in local
cycling communities were less impacted
by the economy than smaller, more specialized dealers,” Meineke said. “They
were able to keep consumers buying
even when the economy shuts down.”
What, if any, impact new Wal-Marts
have had on local bike shops isn’t
known. Did Wal-Marts in these rural
areas cause the demise of small-town
IBDs? Or were rural specialty retailers

All Youth

100

$35,000-$49,999:
$35,000-$49,999:
5.2
5.2 million
million or
or 13.8%
13.8%

U.S. Exports: Three-Year Comparison Through March

Importers Drop...
Continued from page one

“Remember we are owned by Amer Sports, a Finnish company outside the euro zone,” Leydecker said.
“They own many companies doing business in
most world markets. Managing their business they
set the exchange rates all of us use with our vendors
and with each other over our budget year,” he added.

ther hit a price point or they do not sell. Sometimes
Sigma’s margin is razor thin and other times it gets a
few more points, but that retail price cannot move no
matter what the exchange rate is.
Although Sigma’s computers are made in Asia,
Sigma USA imports many directly from its German
headquarters, which affects pricing. “We ship computers in bulk from China but with our 100 percent
quality check, each computer is hand-checked, in
Germany or here, before it gets its packaging. So the

Euro Declines Against Dollar
12/01/09
1.50

1/01/10
1.43
2/01/10
1.39

3/01/10
1.36

4/01/10
1.35
5/03/10
1.33
6/07/10
1.19

Dec.
2009

Jan.
2010

Feb.
2010

Mar.
2010

Additionally the retail market sets its own price irrespective of exchange rate fluctuations. Leydecker
points to the sub-$1,000 price of the Mavic Ksyrium
SL that has remained stable though the euro has varied more than 20 percent in value.
Sigma USA’s managing director Brian Orloff agreed
that in the competitive computer market products ei-
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Apr.
2010

May.
2010

Jun.
2010

value of the euro has a big impact on my business,”
Orloff said.
SKS still makes most of its products in Germany,
but like other European companies it works to keep
retail pricing stable rather than allow pricing to reflect variable short-term exchange rate.
“If you think in inventory turns, we only turn a few

times a year. There is really no way a one-month or
two-month change in the exchange rate can impact
pricing,” said Crystal Trout, SKS’ sales manager.
“If the euro stays low until the fall shows I think
retailers can expect to see pricing adjusted to reflect
that. But what it does over a few months has little impact,” she added.
Lower priced European goods will allow U.S. retailers to reduce their upfront spending and offer better
prices to consumers.
Tony Leongini, manager of Bicycle Pro
1.50
Shop in Washington, D.C., sells a ton of
11-speed Campy and high-end European
1.45
frames from the likes of Time, Look and
DeRosa. Leongini said the leveling of the
1.40
euro-to-dollar exchange rate has already
1.35
improved his pricing on European products,
which he has passed onto customers. “It’s
1.30
made a big difference,” he said.
1.35
On the other hand, retailers will be forced
to
compete more heavily with European
1.20
mail-order companies. Internet giants in the
UK can now deliver parts purchased when
Source:
the euro was strong for less than U.S. wholeCNBC
sale pricing.
“A lot of European Internet retailers will
pick up lots of business. Consumers can buy parts
for less money than a distributor pays. And we hear
about it,” said Sigma’s Orloff.
“It’s something all of us hate but it’s almost impossible
to control. While I control Internet pricing here, Sigma
Germany is not focusing on what Americans are able to
buy from European Web sites,” he added.
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Danish Prince Rides on American Bikeways

28.3

All Other Brands

2,977,589
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Source: Bicycle Product Supplier Association (BPSA) Statistical Reports.

$25,000-$34,999:
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Source: NSGA
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WASHINGTON, D.C.—The League of American Bicyclists hosted a ride down
new bike lanes on Pennsylvania Avenue in the nation’s capital that included the
Crown Prince of Denmark Frederik André Henrik Christian, along with Denmark’s ambassador Friis Arne Petersen
and special guests NBA all-star Caron
Butler and Congressmen Jim Oberstar
(D-MN) and Tom Petri (R-WI). The June
7 ride was held to commemorate the 50th
anniversary of the Danish embassy and
to coincide with the prince’s visit. League
president Andy Clarke also used the
event to debut a partnership between the
The League’s Andy Clarke (right) and
League and Butler. Butler, who has cre- Prince Frederik Christian.
ated numerous initiatives to support underprivileged youth, founded Caron Butler’s Annual Bike Brigade in 2005. The program, which he personally funds, has given more than 2,500 bikes to kids in Racine,
Wisconsin, and Washington, D.C. The partnership will give the Brigade a national
platform. The League will incorporate kid’s bike education into Butler’s program.

100

Total Est. Bike Shop+
Consumption:
Brand

Advocates Thank Ray LaHood for Leadership
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BY NICOLE FORMOSA
MADISON, WI—A district court judge has awarded Trek nearly $300,000 in a breach of contract and
breach of personal guaranty case against the former
owner of an Illinois concept store.
Trek sued Rodney and Stacey Riley in February,
claiming the former owners of Trek Bicycle Store of
Highland Park owed more than $380,000 in unpaid
bills.
Wisconsin District Court Judge Barbara B. Crabb
ruled in favor of Trek on June 9, awarding the company $289,163.71 in damages after the Rileys failed to
respond to the lawsuit. Trek attorney Bob Burns said
Trek is working on a payment plan with Riley.

Hispanic: 1.423 million, or 3.7%

14
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$15,000-$24.999:
1.9 million or 5%

count showed an 8.5 percent increase in
the number of cyclists there compared
to 2008, and a 53.5 percent spike since
2008.
In the perennial cycling hotbed of
Portland, Oregon, cycling trips actually decreased by 5 percent in 2009, at
the same rate as transit and cars. It was
the first decline in the city since 1995,
which the city’s bureau of transportation attributed to the city’s high unemployment rate in 2009 and lower fuel
prices compared with 2008.
Nationwide, the Outdoor Foundation
found that road/paved surface bicycle
riding rose 5.3 percent in 2009 among
Americans ages 6 and older, from 38.1
million riders to 40.1 million.
But, the trend toward transportation
could be pulling riders away from using
bikes recreationally.
Mountain biking saw a sharp decrease
last year, falling 17.8 percent from 10.2
million riders in 2008 to 8.4 million in
2009, according to the NSGA.
The Outdoor Foundation reported
a nearly 6 percent decrease in fat-tire
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BY RAY KEENER
to in a day and how many bikes do I
There are many paths to bike retail— need to sell? I have monthly targets for
an unusual one is from car sales to bike both. You can’t control how many peosales. But Joe Laird did just that, work- ple walk in, so you’d better make sure
ing in car dealerships
you’re closing two out
for 27 years, mostly in
of three,” Laird added.
sales. “My best friend
Laird said he’s trying
owned a shop and
a commission strucwanted to sell,” Laird
ture. “Three percent of
said. “All I had was
gross sales for Friday,
good credit and a love
Saturday and Sunday
for bikes.”
goes into a shared pool.
So Laird bought
It’s not a lot of cash, but
Tailwind Bicycles,
$50 extra in your pockwhich was voted best
et is a good incentive,”
bike shop in Philadelhe said. “We tried inphia in 2009.
dividual commissions,
Tailwind’s Joe Laird
So how has experibut it made the guys too
ence in auto sales translated into bike competitive with each other.”
retail?
Laird said that 80 to 90 percent of
“The retail environments are pretty his customers are new or returning
similar—both have test rides. If some- riders. “They’re not interested in tech
one has enough interest to test ride, we spec. I’m more likely to show them
get all their contact info,” Laird said.
the One World Two Wheels Web site
“I was taught in the car business about obesity and saving gas by riding
that the important number is my clos- on short trips. That gets them one step
ing ratio. How many people can I talk closer to the sale,” Laird said.

Under $15,000:
2.4 million or 6.4%

Total participation:
38.1 million
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Judge Awards Trek
$290,000 in Breach
Of Contract Lawsuit

Breakdown of Participation
by Household Income

Salesman Trades Cars for Bikes
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Steve Boyd, chief operating officer
of Dahon Bicycles, has
a plan to make sure he
reads regularly.
“I try to get in a few
hours every week, a
habit I learned when
I went back to school,”
Boyd said. “It doesn’t
matter so much what
you read, either. I didn’t
pick up Beyond Band of
Brothers to learn about
business, it just turned
out that way.”
Boyd described the book as a narration of the training and leadership team
building of Easy Company, the famous
World War II combat unit.
“There’s not enough of this kind of
leadership in our industry, not enough
focus on the dynamics of putting a team
together,” Boyd said. “I’m fascinated by

2

“Beyond Band of Brothers” by Major Dick Winters
“How We Decide” by Jonah Lehrer
“Blue Ocean Strategy” by W. Chan
Kim and Renee Mauborgne

the power and the impact that a leader’s
behavior can have on an organization.
For me, this book is really about corporate culture and how to create an effective one.”
Boyd said “How We Decide” is about
how the brain works when individuals
make choices. “It’s more scientific than I
anticipated,” Boyd said.
“We make choices so
quickly that we don’t
even realize how we’re
making them. How
does a batter hit a curve
ball? It’s not a cognitive
process.Youdon’treally
‘think’ about it, you just
do it.”
Boyd hopes it will
help him from a marketing perspective.
And Boyd is re-reading “Blue Ocean Strategy” because he
considers Dahon a blue ocean company.
“It means we’re looking at a different part
of the market in a different way,” Boyd
said. “We’re not fighting with Trek and
Giant for share; we’re fighting with a lack
of understanding of how folding bikes
can change people’s lives.” —Ray Keener
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